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Abstract 
Rapidly developing emerging technologies such as Artificial Intelligence (AI) have been 
transforming business and service practices. In the digital age, not only managers but also 
government policymakers and users must pay attention to adoption of technologies. There is still 
limited knowledge and understanding of the uniqueness of AI and its adoption, since the 
features of AI are new to users and policymakers and the specific context of healthcare. In 
particular, use of AI has been moving forward rather slowly in this sector compared with other 
sectors such as finance and consulting. The factors behind the reluctance regarding AI adoption 
need to be further explored by scholars in Information Systems (IS).  
To explore these influencing factors of adopting AI in healthcare, this paper-based 
dissertation draws on the theoretical lens of technological frames of reference (TFR) and social 
power to analyze the influencing factors and how these affect AI adoption in healthcare. Based 
on four Chinese hospitals, this dissertation uses case studies to exemplify different AI 
technologies adopted in each of the four hospitals. An framework of influencing factors of 
technology is proposed, which is inductively explored based on the literature review on 
information technology (IT) adoption, and used to map the three papers in this dissertation. 
This dissertation uses case studies and semi-structure interviews, participant observation 
and document analysis to collect data. Collected data were analyzed with NVivo version 11 
following an abductive approach. Thus, in different papers, I used either an inductive approach 
or a combined inductive/deductive approach. 
The findings of this dissertation show that different stakeholders (doctors / hospital 
managers, information technology (IT) firm managers, government policymakers) perceive 
challenges of adopting AI differently, and in sometimes conflicting ways. Moreover, different 
stakeholders interpret AI adoption in healthcare differently as well, and the technological frames 
of stakeholder groups is enriched by the high engagement of practice of AI adoption. Finally, 
this dissertation finds that social power strategy used at hospitals is relative to the level of 
learning ability of the AI system. 
The findings of this dissertation make several contributions to IS research. For research, 
this dissertation contributes to understandings of influencing factors of IT adoption in the 
context of IS in two aspects: (1) further understanding of influencing factors of IT adoption by 
understanding the perceived challenges by different stakeholders, interpretation of AI adoption 
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by different stakeholders of frame incongruence, and the consequences of social power and 
learning ability of AI on IT adoption, and (2) with important findings based on the context of 
healthcare in China and emerging technology adoption. The two main research contributions of 
this dissertation are interdependent rather than independent. For practice, the findings provide 
implications for (1) developing a supporting institutional environment to facilitate the adoption 
of AI in various sectors, which policymakers need to pay attention to, (2) collaborating on 
opening the “black box” of AI, which both policymakers and IT firm managers need to be aware 
of, (3) balancing data protection and data availability, which needs to be considered by all 
stakeholders, (4) considering the learning ability level of AI systems when adopting AI in 
hospitals and other sectors. 
Finally, this dissertation emphasizes limitations of this study and introduces study topics 
for future research.  
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Dansk Resume 
Hurtig udvikling af nye teknologier som kunstig intelligens (AI) har transformeret 
forretnings- og servicepraksis. I den digitale tidsalder skal ikke kun ledere, men også regerings 
beslutningstagere og brugere være opmærksomme på implementering af teknologier. Der er 
stadig begrænset viden og forståelse for det unikke ved AI og dets anvendelse, da funktionerne i 
AI er nye for brugere og beslutningstagere og den specifikke kontekst for sundhedsvæsenet. 
Især er brugen af AI udviklet sig relativt langsomt i denne sektor sammenlignet med andre 
sektorer såsom finansiering og rådgivning. Faktorerne bag modviljen af anvendelse af AI skal 
undersøges yderligere af lærde i Information Systems (IS). 
For at undersøge disse påvirkningsfaktorer ved at implementere AI i sundhedsvæsenet 
fokusere denne afhandling på det teoretiske aspekt af teknologiske referencerammer (TFR) og 
social magt til at analysere de påvirkende faktorer, og hvordan disse påvirker anvendelse af AI i 
sundhedsvæsenet t.  
Baseret på fire kinesiske hospitaler bruger denne afhandling casestudier til at 
eksemplificere forskellige AI teknologier, der er anvendt i hvert af de fire hospitaler. Der 
foreslås en ramme for påvirkende teknologifaktorer, som induktivt undersøges på baggrund af 
litteraturgennemgang om vedtagelse af informationsteknologi (IT) og bruges til at kortlægge de 
tre artikler i denne afhandling. 
Denne afhandling bruger casestudier og semistrukturerede interviews, deltagerobservation 
og dokumentanalyse til at indsamle data. De indsamlede data blev analyseret med NVivo 
version 11 efter en abduktiv tilgang. I forskellige artikler anvendte jeg således enten en induktiv 
tilgang eller en kombineret induktiv / deduktiv tilgang. 
Resultaterne af denne afhandling viser, at forskellige interessenter (læger / hospitalsledere, 
informationsteknologi (IT) firmaledere, regerings beslutningstagere) oplever udfordringer ved at 
anvende AI forskelligt og sommetider modstridende måder. Desuden fortolker forskellige 
interessenter også anvendelse af AI i sundhedsvæsenet forskelligt, og de teknologiske rammer 
for interessentgrupper beriges af det høje engagement i praksis med anvendelse af AI. Endelig 
finder denne afhandling, at social magtstrategi, der anvendes af hospitaler, er i forhold til 
niveauet for læringsevne i AI-systemet. 
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Resultaterne af denne afhandling yder adskillige bidrag til IS forskning. Til forskning 
bidrager denne afhandling til forståelse af påvirkningsfaktorer ved anvendelse af IT i 
sammenhæng med IS i to aspekter: (1) yderligere forståelse af påvirkende faktorer ved 
anvendelse af IT ved at forstå de opfattede udfordringer fra forskellige interessenter, fortolkning 
af anvendelse af AI af forskellige interessenter, og påvirkningen af social magt på anvendelse af 
IT, og (2) med vigtige konklusioner baseret på konteksten af sundhedsvæsenet i Kina og den 
nye anvendelse af teknologi. De to hovedbidrag i denne afhandling er indbyrdes afhængige 
snarere end uafhængige. Til praksis giver konklusionerne konsekvenser for 1) at udvikle et 
støttende institutionelt miljø for at lette anvendelse af AI i forskellige sektorer, som politikere er 
nødt til at være opmærksomme på, 2) samarbejde om at åbne den "sorte kasse" af AI, som både 
politikere og IT-firmaets ledere skal være opmærksomme på og 3) afbalancere databeskyttelse 
og datatilgængelighed, som både politikere og hospitalsledere skal overveje. Endelig 
understreger denne afhandling begrænsningerne i denne undersøgelse og introducerer 
studietemaer til fremtidig forskning. 
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Section 1: Introduction 
1.1 Research background 
This dissertation studies the adoption of Artificial Intelligence (AI) in Chinese hospitals. When I 
started my PhD, it was the spring of 2016. It was the first year of the implementation of the 
2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development (United Nations, 2017). China, as a country of 1.379 
billion people, emphasizes the importance on health and wellbeing. In 2016, the Chinese 
government introduced the Outline of Healthy China 2030 Plan (CPC Central Committee & 
State Council of the People's Republic of China (P.R.C.), 2016) to facilitate healthcare; for 
example, encouraging the adoption of emerging technologies such as big data, AI and the 
Internet of Things (IoT). 
At the same time, emerging technologies such as AI are developing and being 
implemented very rapidly. In 2016, the General Office of the State Council of the P.R.C. 
introduced the first policy to promote and standardize the use of big data in healthcare (General 
Office of the State Council of the P.R.C., 2016). The use of AI is based on a big data pool; 
without big data, AI cannot learn from previous information and experience. Along with this 
medical big data policy, another policy – The Three-Year Action Plan for “Internet + Artificial 
Intelligence” – was introduced by the Chinese government within the same year (National 
Development and Reform Commission of the P.R.C., 2016). In 2017, The New Generation of 
Artificial Intelligence Development Plan was introduced by the Chinese government (State 
Council of the P.R.C., 2017). These two AI policies aim to facilitate the development of AI in 
research and application of AI in industries in China. 
Today, digital technologies are transforming healthcare, such as the adoption of surgical 
robots, telemedicine and 3D printers. With the adoption of emerging digital technologies such as 
AI, big data, the IoT and blockchain, the service process, care quality and management 
efficiency are changing (Renu Agarwal, Selen, Roos, & Green, 2015; Ritu Agarwal, Gao, 
DesRoches, & Jha, 2010; CNN, 2018; Deloitte Centre for Health Solutions, 2015; Watsuji, 
2016). In the era of digital transformation, the adoption of digital technologies has an obvious 
potential for a personalized, high-quality, easy access, more equal, and lower-cost healthcare 
service, not only in developed economies but also, especially, in developing regions. 
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Against this background, this dissertation explores the use of AI in Chinese healthcare. 
Since the start of my research, I have realized that the use of AI in healthcare is not an easy 
topic. There are many key issues that need to be considered during the adoption process of AI in 
healthcare. For example, there are frequent conflicts between different stakeholders, such as 
between IT vendors and users regarding their perception or interpretation of AI, or their 
responses to AI adoption. It is crucial that both researchers and practitioners take account of 
these incongruent perceptions and interpretations to ensure the successful adoption of AI. 
Moreover, by examining the unique aspects of AI, findings can be revealed because of the 
unique attributes of AI, such as learning algorithm ability. In this dissertation, I defined learning 
algorithm ability as the arithmetic capability required by an AI system according to its training 
objectives and training data. In the following text, I use learning ability refer to the learning 
algorithm ability of an AI system. 
This dissertation presents the study of adopting AI in Chinese hospitals, especially focuses 
on the research and understandings of the influencing factors of AI adoption in Chinese 
healthcare. In China, patients go to hospitals for their first treatment instead of going to a 
general practitioner, and most of the policies introduced by the Chinese government apply to 
hospitals as well; thus, it is crucial to study this context of Chinese healthcare in investigating 
adopting AI. Moreover, the key issues in the adoption process of AI in healthcare are studied 
from three perspectives in this dissertation: (1) the perceived challenges of AI adoption, (2) the 
different interpretations of AI adoption by stakeholders, and (3) the social powers used when 
adopting AI. In this dissertation, social power is defined as “the potential influence of the power 
rather than the actual use of power by agent or power figure (A) to targets (T), which is usually 
used to influence the belief, behavior, or ability of another person” (Raven, Schwarzwald, & 
Koslowsky, 1998, pp. 307–308).  
This section starts with the elaboration of the supply–demand tensions in healthcare in 
China to better understand the research context of the study. Healthcare reforms in China and 
the status quo of the use of AI in healthcare are then introduced. Finally, the research questions 
of this dissertation are clarified.  
1.1.1 Supply–demand tensions in healthcare in China 
China’s economic and social reforms over the past 40 years have resulted in tremendous 
success. China’s GDP increased from 149.54 billion (current US$) in 1978 to 11,199 billion 
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(current US$) in 2016 (The World Bank, 2017a); however, this growth did not lead to a 
satisfactory healthcare service that everyone can access and afford.  
On the demand side, healthcare demands have increased with wage rises and aging 
population growth. By 2003, more than 7% of China’s population was over the age of 65—
higher than the world average (The World Bank, 2017d). In 2016, 10% of China’s population 
was over the age of 65, compared with 8.5% globally (The World Bank, 2017d). The aging 
population in China is growing rapidly, and, with the implementation of the “One-child” policy 
in 1979, existing pension schemes leave a large proportion of the labor force “uncovered” (Hew, 
2016). This means that both families and the government will have to increasingly bear the 
burden of elder healthcare coverage. In addition, with the fast economic growth, the requirement 
for high-quality healthcare to facilitate better living quality is growing.  
On the supply side, however, it seems that healthcare supply cannot fulfil demands in 
China. Healthcare expenditures as a percentage of GDP increased from 3.5% in 1995 to 5.5% in 
2014 (The World Bank, 2017b). Compared with developed countries and even some developing 
countries, healthcare expenditures as a percentage of GDP remain low—globally, healthcare 
expenditures were 8.5% of GDP in 1995 and 9.9% of GDP in 2014. Inadequate spending is only 
part of the problem. Limited resources in terms of health workers, physicians and hospital beds 
per 1,000 persons in China compared with high-income countries and regions (The World Bank, 
2017c) also limit healthcare quality. Third, the inefficient use of healthcare resources is another 
issue that should be considered (Hew, 2016), not only by the hospitals but by the Chinese 
government. 
The Chinese government clearly understands the magnitude of the demand and supply 
tension and has articulated its commitment to closing the significant gaps and emphasized the 
improvements in health sectors, health industries and the health system (Jiang, 2016). Therefore, 
healthcare reform is an important project in China. 
1.1.2 Healthcare reform in China 
The main challenges in Chinese healthcare are lack of access to affordable healthcare, 
inefficient use of healthcare resources and lack of high-quality patient care (World Bank Group, 
World Health Organization, Ministry of Finance of the P.R.C, National Health and Family 
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Planning Commission of the P.R.C., & Ministry of Human Resources and Social Security of the 
P.R.C., 2016). These challenges underpin the reform of healthcare in China. 
In 2015, the 13th Five-Year Plan for Economic and Social Development of the P.R.C. 
(Xinhua News Agency, 2016a) and proposed Health China Strategy were released, which 
emphasized the importance of improvement of the healthcare system in China, and aims at 
solving the unbalanced situation of healthcare demand and supply and providing an improved 
public service (Xinhua News Agency, 2016a). The State Council approved guidelines (National 
Health and Family Planning Commission of the P.R.C., 2015) mapping out medical services 
over the next five years to optimize medical resources and make health services more 
accessible. The guidelines also focus on the planning of hospitals across the country between 
2015 and 2020, and aim to ensure that by 2020, there are six hospital beds for every 1,000 
people and two general practitioners for every 10,000 people in China (National Health and 
Family Planning Commission of the P.R.C., 2015) and to promote applications of healthcare big 
data (Jiang, 2016). 
Since 2016, both the central government and the National Health Commission of the 
P.R.C. (renamed from National Health and Family Planning Commission of the P.R.C. in March 
2018) have emphasized health reform in China in a new development stage. In 2016, the outline 
of the “Healthy China 2030” program was proposed (Xinhua News Agency, 2016b), and in 
2017, the President Xi Jinping proposed the “Healthy China” policy (Xi, 2017). Three years 
later, in 2019, a more detailed policy, “Healthy China Action (2019–2030)” (National Health 
Commission of the P.R.C., 2019), was introduced to guide the overall mission of the “Healthy 
China 2030” program introduced in 2016. All these policies aim to promote healthcare reform in 
China, to provide a high-quality, low-cost, easy access service for the population. 
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Table 1 
Healthcare Reform Policies in China (2016–2019) 
Policies  Resources 
Outline of “Healthy China 2030” program  (Xinhua News Agency, 2016b) 
Xi Jinping’s “Healthy China” policy  (Xi, 2017) 
The Healthy China Strategy “Road Map” and “Construction 
Drawing” (Guangming Daily, 2019) 
Healthy China Action (2019–2030)  (National Health Commission of the P.R.C., 2019) 
Opinions of the State Council on the Implementation of 
Healthy China Action  (Xinhua News Agency, 2019) 
 
Against this background, this dissertation discusses the Chinese context to provide in-
depth insight into Chinese healthcare to provide potential policy implications for policymakers 
for solving the supply–demand tensions in healthcare in China. 
1.1.3 The use of AI in healthcare 
The AI field is a branch of computer science referring to intelligent machines or 
intelligence embedded in computers (Tzafestas, 2016). Historically, AI was first defined as “the 
science and engineering of making intelligent machines” (McCarthy & Hayes, 1990, p. 4) and, 
from a humanities perspective, as the scientific studies that can make computers think, do, act 
and interact in many areas as humans do (Rich, 1985). Apple’s Siri (Dirican, 2015) and 
Google’s AlphaGo (DeepMind, 2017) are considered popular AI applications currently well 
established in the consumer market. 
AI has wide applicability in healthcare. The Dutch government is using it to identify the 
most effective treatments for certain patient populations, and decrease medical errors through 
analysis of digitalized health records (Meskó, 2016). In the U.S., the Las Vegas Health 
Department is using this technology for public health surveillance and is using social media 
tracking to pinpoint the origins of disease outbreaks (Hope, 2016). In China, AI is used in 
different levels of hospitals to advance decisions and treatments. 
More specifically, AI in the healthcare field can assist doctors in decision-making, drug 
treatment and patient engagement. In the early days of AI adoption in the healthcare area, the 
biggest challenge was the modeling of knowledge and reasoning techniques to support 
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diagnosis, therapy, and monitoring (Patel et al., 2009). Recently, with the rapid development of 
Web 3.0, huge volumes of diverse semi-structured and unstructured data generated have led to 
the complexity of data analytics. Techniques such as Natural Language Processing, Cloud 
Computing, Data Mining, Deep Learning and Machine Learning can help not only with data 
organization, but also data mining from even unstructured electronic medical records (EMR) 
automatically (Chang, 2016).  
In addition, AI has the potential to enhance the capability to analyze the human genome 
and develop personalized and more effective treatments for patients (McKinsey Global Institute, 
2017). AI could radically accelerate efforts to cure cancer, Alzheimer’s, and other diseases 
(McKinsey Global Institute, 2017). Researchers believe that AI, with its flexibility and learning 
capability, can assist physicians in their decision-making (Abbod, Catto, Linkens, & Hamdy, 
2007) and benefit patients with critical support (Schulz & Nakamoto, 2013).  
Similarly, AI has been identified as potentially improving both the effectiveness of health 
governance and the quality of healthcare (Capone et al., 2015). From a patient perspective, 
research points out that, to maximize the benefits of using AI tools, a substantial level of 
background knowledge and skill in information use is necessary (Schulz & Nakamoto, 2013). 
AI usage has also been argued as potentially beneficial for health communication (Green, 
Rubinelli, Scott, & Visser, 2013), and to support decision-making (Tenório et al., 2011).  
Digital technologies, such as mobile devices, have translated ehealth into reality (Dwivedi, 
Shareef, Simintiras, Lal, & Weerakkody, 2016; Olaniran, 2016). Digital Health and eHealth 
(electronic health) are some of the broadest terms used to describe health-related technology, as 
they encompass almost any device or software application in which information is collected, 
stored, manipulated, and/or transmitted using the binary system (information stored as zeroes 
and ones) as opposed to an analog system (information stored as a wave, for example, sound 
recorded on a magnetic tape) (Thomas & Bond, 2014). In the health promotion and public 
health literature, academics and practitioners have frequently represented digital technologies 
that offer new ways of tracking disease outbreaks and educating members of the public about 
illness and disease prevention (Lupton, 2014). In the weight control area, some researchers have 
studied the use of different digital technologies for weight control including web-based tools, 
mobile-phone-based tools, virtual reality (VR), and gaming (Thomas & Bond, 2014).   
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Further, the emerging digital technologies of AI and data mining turn digitalization of 
healthcare services into an unrestricted geography and space. The utilization of AI in digital 
healthcare is considered “integrated care and service innovation in coordination improvements 
of health setting” (Olaniran, 2016, p. 63), which is mainly manifested as two aspects: 1) 
“motivation,” that is, an actor’s degree of willingness to exert and maintain an effort in an 
organization, where the influence on worker behavior and performance enhances healthcare 
quality, efficiency, and equity (Franco, Bennett, & Kanfer, 2002; Franco, Bennett, Kanfer, & 
Stubblebine, 2004; A. K. Rowe, de Savigny, Lanata, & Victora, 2005; N. C. Rowe, 2007); and 
2) “coordination,” that is, the means of collaboration among healthcare stakeholders to facilitate 
care quality and reduce costs. Even leading healthcare organizations in the U.S. have not 
achieved success in healthcare coordination, rendering it a critical gap for further research 
(Rycroft-Malone, Burton, Bucknall, Graham, & Hutchinson, 2016).  
Nonetheless, what appears in practice is commonly bad utilization of digital technologies 
such as AI, especially when convincing stakeholders. Yet, sufficient use of AI to identify 
efficient methods of healthcare coordination (Jung & Padman, 2015) provides potential 
roadmaps to realize high-quality, efficient, and low-cost healthcare service innovation.  
In China, patients have little power compared with other stakeholders such as doctors. To 
gain more attention and better service, patients have at times turned to other resolution channels, 
with radical actions such as physical assault on physicians. The situation is changing with the 
shift from a hospital-centered to a patient-centered model, and digital technologies are playing a 
key role in facilitating these shifts (Jung & Padman, 2015). However, the healthcare industry, 
compared with other industries, has been slower in the adoption of emerging digital 
technologies and in the employment of organizational management models (Christensen & 
Remler, 2009). The utilization of digital technologies has great potential to lead digital and 
service innovation in the healthcare sector (Jung & Padman, 2015). Therefore, it is necessary to 
study the adoption of digital technology in healthcare in China, which could provide useful 
suggestions for practice. 
To summarize, the adoption of AI can provide a potential solution for the healthcare 
revolution in China, and potentially promote the efficiency, quality, and fairness of healthcare. 
Most existing studies focus on 1) techniques of AI, 2) definitions and introductions of AI, and 3) 
benefits of AI (Peek, Combi, Marin, & Bellazzi, 2015). There is a gap in the study of the 
adoption of AI, and how this has been influenced during the adoption process, especially in 
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healthcare fields. To overcome adoption barriers to AI in healthcare, the different perceptions 
and interpretations among stakeholders, as well as the social powers used by managers, which 
can highly influence the adoption of AI, should be paid more attention by scholars. 
1.1.4 Research questions 
IT adoption has been a key field of Information Systems (IS) research, investigating 
organizations with a focus on understanding the motivation for or antecedents of behavioral 
intention. Scholars such as Oliveira and Martions, Salahshour Rad, Nilashi, and Mohamed 
Dahlan (2018), Venkatesh, Davis, and Morris (2007), Venkatesh, Thong, and Xu (2016), and 
Williams, Dwivedi, Lal, and Schwarz (2009) have reviewed previous research.  
To understand the perceptions and interpretations of AI by stakeholders, as well as the 
social power used by managers, it is crucial to understand the different stakeholders involved 
(see Figure 1), such as doctors and patients, who are the users of AI, hospital managers and IT 
firm managers and staff, who have influence over users, IT firms, who provide the AI to 
hospitals (Kohli & Tan, 2016), and policymakers from government sectors, who are responsible 
for a positive institutional environment for using AI in healthcare, and managers and staff from 
insurance companies, who might provide additional support for AI adoption. In this dissertation, 
I define IS stakeholders involved in healthcare as the individuals, groups, organizations and 
government sectors who can influence or have been influenced by the adoption of technology 
involved in healthcare ecosystem (Kohli & Tan, 2016; Pouloudi, Currie, & Whitley, 2016). 
 
Figure 1. Overview of healthcare stakeholders. 
Patients
Government
Insurance
companiesIT firms
Hospitals
Healthcare 
stakeholders
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This dissertation only considers four stakeholders: hospitals, patients, IT firms, and the 
government. To investigate the overall research question, What factors influence the adoption of 
AI in healthcare, and how?, this dissertation proposes three sub-questions that help to further 
narrow the scope of the research: 
• RQ1: What are the perceived challenges of AI adoption by different stakeholders? 
• RQ2: How do different stakeholders interpret AI? 
• RQ3: How does social power among different stakeholders influence AI adoption? 
This dissertation presents three papers – Paper 1, Paper 2 and Paper 3 (in Chapter II: 
Sections 8–10) – to answer these three sub-questions.  
Table 2 shows the overview of the relationship between the papers and the research 
questions. 
 
Table 2 
Overview of Research Questions and Papers 
Main research question: What factors influence the adoption of AI in healthcare, and how? 
Sub-research questions Papers  
RQ1: What are the perceived challenges of AI adoption by different stakeholders? Paper 1 
RQ2: How do different stakeholders interpret AI? Paper 2 
RQ3: How does social power among different stakeholders influence AI adoption? Paper 3 
 
1.2 Conceptual Mapping 
To position the three sub-research questions and three papers, this dissertation uses an 
influencing framework of IT adoption developed from the previous research by this dissertation 
(more details are presented in Section 2: Literature Review) to help further understand the 
relationship between the collected three papers and Chapter I (the cover chapter) and to map the 
overall picture of this dissertation. In this dissertation, the influencing framework of technology 
maps the relationship between the three papers and the overall dissertation via the idea of the 
different influencing factors on IT adoption (see Figure 2).  
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Figure 2. Framework of influencing factors of IT adoption. 
This dissertation defines IT adoption as the stage at which a decision is made by 
organizations or individual adopters on whether to adopt a new technology (Hsieh & Lin, 2018; 
Thong, 2001). The structure of influencing factors of technology adoption examines the 
relationship between different influencing factors (people, technology, organization, and social) 
and IT adoption.  
The technology factor is defined as factors related to technology characteristics adhered to 
the technology itself. The people factor is defined as factors related to individual or 
psychological characteristics. The organization factor is defined as factors related to 
organizational characteristics. The social factor is defined as factors arising from institutional 
and environmental sources inside and outside of an organization that can promote or damage IT 
adoption. 
This influencing framework emphasizes two points. First, it emphasizes the effect of each 
factor on IT adoption, which means technology adoption can be influenced by the people factor, 
technology factor, social factor, or organization factor, separately. Second, this framework 
emphasizes the joint influence of two, three, or four of these four factors on IT adoption.  
This dissertation uses this framework of influencing factors of technology adoption only as 
a framework to map the spectrum of the three papers, show the focus of each of paper, and 
position them in this dissertation; it is not used to explore the technology, people and social 
factors and how they influence the adoption of AI in healthcare. Rather, the research questions 
of this dissertation are addressed via the theoretical lens of technological frames of reference 
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(TFR) (Davidson, 2006; Orlikowski & Gash, 1994; Young, Mathiassen, & Davidson, 2016) and 
social power (Raven, 2008; Raven et al., 1998).  
Figure 3 shows the applied framework of influencing factors of technology adoption and 
the position of the three papers in this dissertation. This applied framework shows that Papers 1 
and 2 of this dissertation focus on the joint influence of the people factor and technology factor 
on AI adoption, while Paper 3 focuses on the joint influence of the social factor, technology 
factor and organization factor on AI adoption. 
 
Figure 3. Applied framework of influencing factors of AI adoption. 
1.3 Research Design 
This dissertation adopts qualitative research with multiple case studies, investigating four 
Chinese public hospitals using AI systems. The reasons I choose AI to represent emerging 
digital technologies are 1) the emerging adoption of AI in practice has gained wide attention not 
only in practice but in research, such as the IBM Watson system, and 2) the uniqueness of AI – 
including the capability to learn by itself and its “blackbox” nature – shows more complex 
relationships among stakeholders. 
The reasons I choose Chinese public hospitals are 1) the Chinese government has heavily 
emphasized healthcare development and the implementation of AI, 2) public hospitals play a 
central role in China and represent a complex and ambiguous situation and 3) public hospitals 
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are more advanced in using AI compared with private hospitals in China. Therefore, to study the 
adoption of AI, Chinese public hospitals are highly relevant. 
In this dissertation, data collection methods include semi-structured interviews, participant 
observations, and policy documents. Semi-structured interviews enable the understanding of the 
embedded situation of using different AI systems in different hospitals, and the relationship 
between stakeholders (e.g. doctors, IT firm managers, and public policymakers) and technology 
(e.g. different AI systems used in hospitals). Participant observations help to better understand 
the context and everyday uses of the technology in practice, and policy documents help to 
further understand the opinions of policymakers to triangulate the data. 
The collected data are analyzed in Papers 1, 2, and 3 according to the research focus, and 
summarized in Section 4: Methodology.  
1.4 Dissertation Structure 
This dissertation consists of a cover chapter (Chapter I) and a collection of three papers 
(Chapter II). In the cover chapter, I synthesize the research conducted in the papers. The cover 
chapter not only summarizes the research but connects the papers. The cover chapter includes 
seven sections: introduction, literature review, theoretical background, methodology, findings, 
discussion and conclusion. Chapter II includes the three papers.  
In the current section (Section 1), I provide the background of this research, the research 
question, the conceptual mapping of the three papers, the research design and the structure of 
this dissertation.  
Section 2 presents a review of existing studies on technology adoption, especially the 
influencing factors and in the context of digital healthcare. This section is intended to review 
and evaluate existing studies, identify the research gaps and position my research. In this 
section, I clarify the previous research according to four factors—the technology factor, people 
factor, organization factor, and social factor—with definitions and detailed examples of each 
factor, and propose the influencing framework of IT adoption. This section then notes four 
existing research gaps in relation to the understanding of AI adoption in the context of digital 
healthcare. The first is the perceived challenges of AI across different stakeholders in the 
healthcare context. The second is the interpretation of AI by different stakeholders, and the 
influence mechanism between stakeholders. The third is the social power used by managers 
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from both the hospital and IT vendors to facilitate doctor’s IT adoption with “respect” for their 
professional identity. The fourth is the learning ability of AI, which may be understood and 
perceived differently by different stakeholders and aligns with social power used. 
Section 3 presents the theoretical lens I draw on for understanding the key issues of AI 
adoption: technological frames of reference (TFR) and social power. More specifically, I present 
1) the theory of TFR to understand the challenges of using AI among stakeholders and the 
influence mechanism of frames incongruence, and 2) the theory of social power to understand 
the social power used by managers when adopting AI in the context of healthcare and how this 
is linked with AI learning ability.  
In Section 4, I first explain the ontological, epistemological, and methodological 
considerations of this dissertation, followed by a presentation of the case study method. I present 
details of my case selection criteria and case setting, detailing why I chose AI adoption in China 
as my main research field and the cases I selected for this study. Then, I elaborate on the data 
collection, discussing in detail the data access, data collection steps, and the three kinds of data 
collected. Fourth, I provide the data analysis method of the study and present the papers. 
Finally, I evaluate the pros and cons of my research design choices and discuss the 
generalizability of the research results. 
In Section 5, I summarize the findings of this dissertation. Section 6 then further discusses 
the contributions and limitations and proposes future research. I conclude the overall research in 
Section 7. 
Three papers follow the chapter I. I present the main ideas of the collected three papers 
below. An overview of the three papers and their focus is presented in Table 3. 
1. Tara Qian Sun, Rony Medaglia. Mapping the challenges of Artificial Intelligence in the 
public sector: Evidence from public healthcare 
This paper is published as Sun, T. Q., & Medaglia, R. (2019). Mapping the challenges of 
Artificial Intelligence in the public sector: Evidence from public healthcare. Government 
Information Quarterly, 36(2), 368–383. 
Paper 1 emphasizes the influence of incongruently perceived challenges on the use of 
technology and identifies the seven perceived challenges among three stakeholders (hospital 
managers/doctors, IT firm managers, and public policymakers) as incongruent.  
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This paper maps the challenges in the adoption of AI in the public sector as perceived by 
key stakeholders. Drawing on the theoretical lens of framing, we analyze a case of adoption of 
the AI system IBM Watson in public healthcare in China, to map how three groups of 
stakeholders (government policymakers, hospital managers/doctors, and IT firm managers) 
perceive the challenges of AI adoption in the public sector. Findings show that different 
stakeholders have diverse, and sometimes contradictory, framings of the challenges. We 
contribute to research by providing an empirical basis for claims of AI challenges in the public 
sector, and to practice by providing four sets of guidelines for the governance of AI adoption in 
the public sector. 
2. Rony Medaglia, Tara Qian Sun. Making sense of Artificial Intelligence in the public sector: 
Technological frame incongruence as trickle-down frame enrichment  
This paper is completed and to be submitted to Information Systems Journal. 
Paper 2 emphasizes the influencing factor of incongruent interpretation of AI adoption by 
different stakeholders (government policymakers, hospital managers/doctors, and IT firm 
managers). On the basis of Paper 1, Paper 2 further studies the influence mechanism between 
the three stakeholders regarding how these three stakeholder groups interact with each other to 
affect the adoption of AI in healthcare. 
The introduction of AI in the public sector is heralded as potentially bringing about 
profound transformations: unlike previous waves of office automation, AI technology embeds 
learning capabilities that can smartly adapt to the changing environments of public decision-
making. Yet, there is no shared understanding of what exactly AI should be used for. Different 
stakeholders have different, often ambiguous, perspectives. The study aims at understanding 
how stakeholders interpret AI by analyzing a case of adoption of an AI system in a public 
healthcare ecosystem comprising comprises public policymakers, IT firm managers, and 
doctors/hospital managers. Using the lens of TFR theory, we investigate the emergence of 
incongruences between stakeholders’ technological frames. Based on our findings, we propose 
the notion of trickle-down frame enrichment, a dynamic of frame incongruence that is rooted in 
the unique characteristics of the context of public sector adopting an emerging technology. Our 
study contributes to research by extending TFR theory, and to practice by providing 
recommendations for public managers facing adoption of AI. 
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3. Tara Qian Sun. Adopting Artificial Intelligence in healthcare: the effects of social power 
and learning algorithms 
This paper is completed and to be submitted to Information & Management. 
Paper 3 emphasizes the research of influence of social power among stakeholders in the 
adoption of AI in healthcare. Moreover, the level of learning ability of AI is considered as one 
influencing factor in adopting AI. Two strategies – Boss Strategy and Expert Strategy are 
proposed. For low learning ability AI, the expert strategy is frequently used, and for the high 
learning ability AI, the boss strategy is commonly used. 
Although the use of artificial intelligence (AI) in health care is still in its early stages, it is 
important to understand the factors influencing its adoption. Using a qualitative multi-case study 
of three hospitals in China, we explored the research of factors affecting AI adoption from a 
social power perspective with consideration of the learning algorithm abilities of AI systems. 
Data were collected through semi-structured interviews, participative observations, and 
document analysis, and analyzed using NVivo 11. We classified six social powers into 
knowledge-based and non-knowledge-based power structures, revealing a social power pattern 
related to the learning algorithm ability of AI. 
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Table 3 
Overview of Papers and Focus 
Pap
er 
No. 
Title  Focus 
on 
RQs 
Resear
ch 
Topic 
Contribution to 
Overall RQ 
RQs of Papers Outcome Dissemina
tion Status 
1 Mapping the 
challenges of 
Artificial 
Intelligence in 
the public 
sector: 
Evidence from 
Public 
Healthcare 
RQ1 Percei
ved 
challe
nges 
of AI 
adopti
on 
The perceived 
challenges by 
stakeholders are 
different, which 
can influence 
AI adoption 
What are the 
perceived 
challenges of 
AI adoption in 
the public 
healthcare 
sector?  
Mapping 
seven 
challenges 
of AI 
adoption 
Published 
in journal 
(GIQ) 
2 Making sense 
of Artificial 
Intelligence in 
the public 
sector: 
Technological 
frame 
incongruence 
as trickle-
down frame 
enrichment 
RQ2 Interpr
etation 
of AI 
The 
interpretation of 
AI by 
stakeholders are 
different, and 
the influence 
mechanism 
(trickle-down 
frame 
enrichment) 
between 
stakeholders is 
figured out as 
an influencing 
factor to IT 
adoption 
How do 
different 
stakeholders 
interpret AI in 
the adoption of 
AI in the 
healthcare 
context? 
 
Identifying 
the 
influence 
mechanis
m of 
frames 
incongrue
nce among 
stakeholde
rs of AI 
adoption  
Complete
d and to 
be 
submitted 
to journal 
(ISJ) 
3 Adopting 
Artificial 
Intelligence in 
healthcare: the 
effects of 
social power 
and learning 
algorithms 
RQ3 Social 
power 
influen
ce AI 
The strategies 
of social power 
that managers 
used help to 
understand how 
IT adoption is 
influenced by 
power 
How does 
social power 
among different 
stakeholders 
influence AI 
adoption? 
Identifying 
the 
strategies 
of using 
social 
power 
when 
adopting 
AI 
Complete
d and to 
be 
submitted 
to journal 
(I&M) 
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Section 2: Literature Review 
To identify the research gaps, this section provides a systematic literature review on IT 
adoption in organizations, focusing especially on the factors that influence IT adoption and 
healthcare IT in the context of IS.  
I first present the literature review approach and search results. Second, the selected 40 
articles are analyzed, and four main research streams are recognized and defined: the technology 
factor, the people factor, the organization factor, and the social factor. Then, the overall 
framework of this dissertation – the framework of influencing factors of IT adoption (see Figure 
2) – is proposed to map the three collected papers (presented in Sections 9, 10, and 11). Finally, 
based on previous research, research gaps in the field of IT adoption in healthcare are 
recognized, and the research questions of this dissertation are proposed. 
2.1 Literature Review Method 
This section conducts a systematic literature review following the guidelines laid out by 
Webster and Watson (2002) to review previous research. Systematic review is structured 
research for reviewing the literature using a comprehensive preplanned strategy to evaluate the 
contribution and analyze and synthesize findings to arrive at definitive conclusions about what 
is known and, also, what is not known (Denyer & Tranfield, 2009).  
Compared with a traditional review, a systematic literature review requires that a research 
question is defined in advance, that a transparent process is followed and that the steps of the 
review are explicit and replicable (Jesson, Matheson, & Lacey, 2011). Following the key steps 
of a systematic literature review provided by Jesson et al. (2011), two main research questions 
are defined (see Table 4): 
• What are the foci of previous research on IT adoption in organizations, especially in 
healthcare? 
• How do different factors influence IT adoption in organizations, especially in 
healthcare? 
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Table 4 
The Key Steps of a Systematic Review 
Steps Main Purpose 
1 Mapping the field through a 
scoping review 
Define the questions, and prepare all the following steps, 
including the method, protocol, keywords, inclusion and 
exclusion criteria, and data sheet. 
2 Comprehensive search Search by keywords to narrow the scope. 
3 Quality assessment Decide whether papers are In or NOT. 
4 Data extraction Finish the data sheet. 
5 Synthesize the data Identify what we already know and what still remains to be 
known. 
6 Write up a report Finish the report and present the process reports, to enable 
another researcher to replicate the review. 
Source: Adopted from Jesson et al. (2011). 
2.1.1 Data collection 
Given the two defined main research questions, to ensure quality data, primary articles 
were selected from the Web of Science (WoS) database, from high-quality, peer-reviewed IS 
research journals as identified by the AIS senior Scholars Consortium (2011) and ranking 
studies published in IS journals (e.g. Lowry et al., 2013). A total of 10 journals (listed in Table 
6), which include the AIS-listed basket-of-eight journals, Information & Management, and 
Information & Organization, were searched for articles that contained the keywords 
“technology adopt*,” “technology accept*,” “Information System* adopt*,” and “Information 
System* accept* in the title, abstract, author keywords and keywords plus from January 2009 to 
July 2019. Using the four searching and selection steps (see Table 5), the final targeted articles 
were selected. 
First, the keyword search step included all 905 articles found in these journals with 
mentions of IT adoption. The search query used was:  
TS=(technology adopt* OR Information System* adopt* OR technology accept* OR 
Information System* accept*) AND SO=(MIS QUARTERLY OR INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
RESEARCH OR JOURNAL OF MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS OR 
JOURNAL OF STRATEGIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS OR EUROPEAN JOURNAL OF 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS OR INFORMATION SYSTEMS JOURNAL OR JOURNAL OF 
THE ASSOCIATION FOR INFORMATION SYSTEMS OR JOURNAL OF INFORMATION 
TECHNOLOGY OR INFORMATION & MANAGEMENT OR INFORMATION AND 
ORGANIZATION)) AND LANGUAGE: (English) AND DOCUMENT TYPES: (Article) 
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Indexes=SSCI Timespan=2009-2019 
In the second step, the selection process was refined along specific inclusion and exclusion 
criteria to ensure the relevance and quality of selected articles. The inclusion criteria were (1) 
that the articles focused on IT adoption, (2) that the articles were empirical studies, and (3) that 
the articles reported the practice of IT in organizations. An article was excluded when (1) it was 
not IT adoption related, (2) it was a methodology or theory article, (3) it was an article related to 
pre-adoption or post-adoption, and (4) the study was not set in an organizational context. By 
reading the title and abstract of 905 articles, 237 articles were selected in this step. 
In the third step, to allow for in-depth analysis of each article, I further considered the two 
defined search questions and focused on the factors that influence IT adoption. First, I 
considered articles on IT use and IT implementation to assess whether these articles were related 
to IT adoption according to the definition in this dissertation. Second, I excluded articles not 
related to factors that influence IT adoption. By reading the title and abstract of 237 articles, 80 
articles were selected in this step. 
In the fourth step, the whole of the 80 selected articles were read by the author in light of 
the inclusion and exclusion criteria mentioned above. By reading the full papers, 40 articles 
were selected and included in this literature review. 
In summary, 40 articles were selected and included in the systematic literature review for 
further analysis.  
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Table 5 
Searching and Selection Process of the Systematic Literature Review 
Selection Steps Selection Criteria  Sum of 
Articles 
Step 1: Search in the IS basket-of-eight journals 
(Management Information Systems - Quarterly, Information 
Systems Research, European Journal of Information Systems, 
Information Systems Journal, Journal of Information 
Technology, Journal of AIS, Journal of Strategic Information 
Systems, Journal of Management Information Systems), and 
Information and Organization, and Information & 
Management using WoS (SSCI) 
Topic: Articles with a focus 
on IT adoption in 
organizations 
Database: WoS (SSCI) 
Peer-reviewed articles: 
Academic business journal 
papers 
Search topic: search title, 
abstract, author keywords, 
and keywords plus 
Selected journals: Bo8, I&M, 
I&O 
Language: English  
Time span: January 2009 to 
July 2019 
905 
Step 2: Select relevant articles on the topic of IT adoption by 
reading the title and abstract 
(1) the articles focus on IT 
adoption 
(2) the articles are empirical 
studies 
(3) the articles report the 
practice of IT in 
organizations 
237 
Step 3: Select relevant articles on the focused research 
questions by reading the title and abstract 
(1) articles not related to the 
research question of this 
dissertation – factors that 
influence IT adoption – were 
excluded 
(2) articles only focused on 
IT use and IT implementation 
were excluded 
80 
Step 4: Content analysis Relevance is ensured through 
detailed content analysis of 
the whole articles based on 
selection criteria. 
40 
 
2.1.2 Analysis method 
The selected 40 articles were analyzed to help the author to have an overall understanding 
of previous research, to identify the research gaps on the factors that influence IT adoption in 
organizations, and to guide and map the dissertation research.  
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I printed all 40 articles and read them carefully to analyze the research question, research 
context, analysis level, research type, main findings, and the factors that influence IT adoption 
in organizations of each article. The overview of these 40 articles is shown in Appendix I. 
Moreover, search outputs by journal for the 40 articles published over 2009–2019 are reported 
in Table 6.  
First, all 40 articles were analyzed according to their study type – whether the paper is an 
empirical study, a literature review, or a conceptual study. Second, all 40 articles were analyzed 
according to their research question, to understand the issues the paper addressed. Then, I 
assessed the research context of each paper, to identify the actors involved in the study and the 
specific research context such as healthcare, finance or other industry, or organization. Fourth, I 
identified the research level of each article by assessing the research questions and contexts. 
Fifth, the main findings proposed by the authors were analyzed. Finally, the influencing factors 
studied by each paper were examined to help me understand the current research status quo and 
identify the research gaps in the area of IT adoption in healthcare. All analysis was conducted 
via NVivo version 11. 
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Table 6 
Distribution of the 40 Articles Among the 10 Focus Journals 
Journals No. of Articles Percentage 
I&M 9 23 
JAIS  6 15 
JIT 6 15 
ISR 5 13 
MISQ 4 10 
EJIS 4 10 
JMIS 3 7 
I&O 1 2 
JSIS 1 2 
ISJ 1 2 
Total 40 100 
 
2.2 Key Research on Influencing Factors in IT Adoption 
I classified each of the independent variables (influencing factors on IT adoption) studied 
by previous research into one of four categories: the technology factor, the people factor, the 
organization factor, and the social factor. Table 7 provides a definition and brief discussion of 
these four categories, and summarizes the ideas presented in the 40 articles. My four categories 
were generated based on these studies. The purpose of comparing my defined factors and 
perspectives with previous research is to identify my definitions and categories, and ways of 
defining the four factors.  
The four categories were proposed based on an inductive analysis of 40 articles. I followed 
Webster and Watson’s (2002) idea, using Table 8 to present the construct matrix to have a clear 
understanding of the distribution of the four constructs among the 40 articles. Some articles 
studied the influencing factors of IT adoption across more than one factor. Moreover, after 
analyzing the 40 articles, I realized the unit of analysis matters in understanding the four 
constructs; for example, the factor “people” has a different meaning considered from the 
individual level and the group level. Therefore, to clarify the meaning of these four factors 
studied by researchers, I added a further dimension to Table 8 to handle the analysis levels (see 
Table 9).  
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Table 7 
Categorization of the Research into Four Factors 
Sources Definitions from Previous Research Four Factors 
(T.-C. Lin, Huang, 
& Chiang, 2018, 
pp. 307–308) 
Technical factors: inherent in the system design, 
referring to incompatibility, low system reliability, low 
quality of information, and lack of realization of 
requirements. 
The technology factor 
Technology 
characteristics adhered to 
the technology itself. 
(Hameed, 
Counsell, & Swift, 
2012, p. 218) 
Technological factors: perceived benefits, cost, 
complexity, and compatibility.  
(Oliveira, Thomas, 
& Espadanal, 
2014, p. 501) 
Technology context: the technological characteristics 
available in the organization for the adoption of 
technology. Includes both the structural aspects and 
the specialized human resources. 
(T.-C. Lin et al., 
2018, pp. 307–308) 
Personal factors: internal to end users, referring to 
individual characteristics and self-efficacy. 
The people factor 
Individual or psychology 
characteristics. (Hameed et al., 
2012, p. 218) 
Individual factors: CEO’s knowledge of IT and his or 
her attitude towards IT, among others. 
(Hameed et al., 
2012, p. 218) 
Organizational factors: size, support from top 
management, existing resources, IT expertise. 
The organization factor 
Organization 
characteristics. 
 
(Oliveira et al., 
2014, p. 501) 
Organization context: resources available to support 
adoption of an innovation; refers to the characteristics 
of the firm that facilitate or constrain the adoption and 
implementation. 
(T.-C. Lin et al., 
2018, pp. 307–308) 
Social factors: social influence. The social factor 
Resources of 
institutional and 
environmental from the 
inside and outside of an 
organization. 
(Hameed et al., 
2012, p. 218) 
Environmental factors: competitive pressure, demands 
from trading partners and customers, support from 
government, and environment uncertainty. 
(Oliveira et al., 
2014, p. 502) 
Environment context: the setting in which a firm 
conducts its business and is influenced by the nature of 
the industry, the firm’s competitors, access to 
resources supplied by others, and interactions with the 
government. 
 
The technology factor is defined as factors related to technology characteristics that adhere 
to the technology itself; for example, attributes of the technology, technology functionality, 
technology features, nature of technology, and technology readiness, which can affect the 
adoption of IT in an organization. The people factor is defined as factors related to individual or 
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psychological characteristics, such as perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness, frames, 
cognition, beliefs, views, feelings, concerns, behavior, trust, anxiety, and IT knowledge, which 
can facilitate or harm IT adoption. The organization factor is defined as factors related to 
organizational characteristics; for example, organization size, top management support, 
leadership, culture of an organization, climate of innovation, and absorptive capacity of adopters 
and the organization, which have a positive or negative influence on IT adoption. The social 
factor is defined as factors related to institutional and environmental sources from the inside and 
outside of an organization; for instance, the social power used by individuals, network position 
of an individual within the organization, institutional influences (such as policies and norms), 
and influences from partners or competitors, which can promote or damage IT adoption. 
 
Table 8 
Four Research Streams of Influencing Factors of IT Adoption 
Constructs/factors Technology People Organization Social 
(Aggarwal, Kryscynski, Midha, & Singh, 2015)  ´   
(Beaudry & Pinsonneault, 2010)  ´   
(Choudrie & Zamani, 2016)   ´ ´ 
(Eckhardt, Laumer, & Weitzel, 2009)    ´ 
(Elie-Dit-Cosaque, Pallud, & Kalika, 2011)    ´ 
(Grgecic, Holten, & Rosenkranz, 2015) ´    
(Hameed et al., 2012)   ´  
(Hsu, Lin, & Wang, 2015)    ´ 
(J. D. Jackson, Yi, & Park, 2013)  ´   
(S. Jackson, 2011)   ´  
(B. Kim & Han, 2009)    ´ 
(H.-W. Kim & Kankanhalli, 2009)  ´ ´ ´ 
(Klaus & Blanton, 2010)  ´ ´  
(Klaus, Wingreen, & Blanton, 2010)   ´  
(Krell, Matook, & Rohde, 2016)    ´ 
(Kummer, Recker, & Bick, 2017)  ´   
(Laumer, Maier, Eckhardt, & Weitzel, 2016a)  ´   
(Laumer, Maier, Eckhardt, & Weitzel, 2016b)  ´   
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(Leidner, Preston, & Chen, 2010)   ´  
(Li, Troutt, Brandyberry, & Wang, 2011)  ´   
(Liang, Xue, Ke, & Wei, 2010)   ´  
(T.-C. Lin et al., 2018)  ´   
(Maruping & Magni, 2012)   ´  
(Mettler, Sprenger, & Winter, 2017)  ´   
(Mishra, Anderson, Angst, & Agarwal, 2012)  ´ ´ ´ 
(Olesen, 2014a) ´ ´   
(Oliveira et al., 2014) ´  ´ ´ 
(Peng, Dey, & Lahiri, 2014)   ´  
(Rizzuto, Schwarz, & Schwarz, 2014)  ´ ´  
(Sherer, Meyerhoefer, & Peng, 2016)    ´ 
(H. Sun, 2013)  ´   
(Sykes, Venkatesh, & Gosain, 2009)    ´ 
(Tong, Tan, & Teo, 2017)    ´ 
(Tsai, Compeau, & Meister, 2017)  ´   
(van de Weerd, Mangula, & Brinkkemper, 2016)   ´  
(Venkatesh, Zhang, & Sykes, 2011)    ´ 
(Warkentin, Goel, & Menard, 2017)  ´   
(Wu & Lu, 2013)  ´   
(Xu, Tong, Liao, Zhou, & Yu, 2018)    ´ 
(Xue, Liang, & Wu, 2011)    ´ 
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Table 9 
Four Research Streams of Influencing Factors of IT Adoption According to Study Level 
Constructs/factors Technology People Organization Social 
Analysis level I G Y I O G I O G Y I O G Y 
(Aggarwal et al., 2015)    ´           
(Beaudry & Pinsonneault, 2010)    ´           
(Choudrie & Zamani, 2016)            ´   
(Eckhardt et al., 2009)            ´   
(Elie-Dit-Cosaque et al., 2011)           ´    
(Grgecic et al., 2015) ´              
(Hameed et al., 2012)        ´       
(Hsu et al., 2015)            ´   
(J. D. Jackson et al., 2013)    ´           
(S. Jackson, 2011)        ´       
(B. Kim & Han, 2009)           ´    
(H.-W. Kim & Kankanhalli, 2009)    ´   ´    ´    
(Klaus & Blanton, 2010)    ´   ´        
(Klaus et al., 2010)       ´        
(Krell et al., 2016)           ´    
(Kummer et al., 2017)     ´          
(Laumer et al., 2016a)    ´           
(Laumer et al., 2016b)    ´           
(Leidner et al., 2010)        ´       
(Li et al., 2011)     ´   ´       
(Liang et al., 2010)       ´        
(T.-C. Lin et al., 2018)    ´           
(Maruping & Magni, 2012)          ´      
(Mettler et al., 2017)    ´           
(Mishra et al., 2012)      ´   ´    ´  
(Olesen, 2014a)  ´    ´         
(Oliveira et al., 2014)   ´       ´    ´ 
(Peng et al., 2014)          ´     
(Rizzuto et al., 2014)     ´   ´       
(Sherer et al., 2016)            ´   
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(H. Sun, 2013)     ´           
(Sykes et al., 2009)           ´    
(Tong et al., 2017)           ´    
(Tsai et al., 2017)    ´           
(van de Weerd et al., 2016)        ´       
(Venkatesh et al., 2011)           ´    
(Warkentin et al., 2017)    ´           
(Wu & Lu, 2013)    ´           
(Xu et al., 2018)           ´    
(Xue et al., 2011)           ´    
Notes: In this table, “I” refers to an individual-level study, “O” refers to an organizational-level study, “G” refers to a 
group-level study, and “Y” refers to an industry-level study. 
Table 10 summarizes the number of articles regarding the four constructs and the unit of 
analysis. From this table, we can see that the majority of studies are at the individual level, and 
specifically, focus on the influencing factors of people rather than technology. The following 
sub-sections detail the influencing factors for each of the dimensions. 
 
Table 10 
Number of Articles by Factors and Research Unit Matrix 
  Technology  People  Organization Social 
 Total 3 18 14 15 
Individual  27 1 13 2 9 
Organizational  14 0 3 9 4 
Group 5 1 2 1  1 
Industry 5 1 0 2 1 
 
2.2.1 The technology factor 
The technology factor has been studied from the individual level (1 article), the group level 
(1 article), and the industry level (1 article). 
First, at the individual level, IT features or functions have been proved to have an influence 
on shaping users’ behavior, action and beliefs (Grgecic et al., 2015). For example, the technical 
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functionality and the features of a technical object can influence a user’s actions and beliefs 
when adopting IT (Grgecic et al., 2015).  
Second, at the group level, technology characteristics, such as the nature of the technology, 
the strategy of the organization adopting a technology, and the use of technology in daily work, 
are not separately studied as influencing factors at the individual level. Technology factors are 
embedded in people’s expectations, assumptions, or actions; for example, technology 
characteristics are perceived differently by different stakeholder groups, and the incongruence of 
frames within and between stakeholder groups has an influence on the patterns of IT adoption in 
an organization (Olesen, 2014a). 
Third, at the industry level, technology characteristics, such as technology readiness, 
positively influence IT adoption. Similar to studies at the group level, research at the industry 
level has studied technology factors together with other factors, such as organizational and 
social factors (Oliveira et al., 2014). For example, technology readiness has been studied as a 
technology factor together with organizational factors such as top management support and firm 
size; the results show that technology readiness, top management support and firm size all have 
an influence on the adoption of cloud computing (Oliveira et al., 2014).   
In summary, at the individual level, technology factors include IT characteristics, IT 
features and IT functions. At the group level, the technology factor refers to technological 
frames, while at the industry level, the technology factor refers to technology readiness.  
2.2.2 The people factor 
The people factor has been studied at the individual level (13 articles), the organizational 
level (3 articles), and the group level (2 articles). 
At the individual level, the majority of research (17 articles of 40 in total) studied the 
people factor with different focuses; for example, perceived IT knowledge as an influence on IT 
adoption (Aggarwal et al., 2015). Moreover, IT knowledge as perceived by a user may differ 
from the actual knowledge of that user, and can influence adoption behavior (Aggarwal et al., 
2015).  
Psychological factors have been studied at the individual level; for example, the perceived 
value of IT, switching costs of adopting new technology (H.-W. Kim & Kankanhalli, 2009), 
perceived unmet promises (uncertainty, input, control/power, and self-efficacy) (Klaus & 
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Blanton, 2010), cognitive rigidity, perceived ease of use, perceived usefulness, age, gender, 
experience (Laumer et al., 2016b, 2016a), user-perceived psychological contract breach 
including reneging, incongruence and vigilance (T.-C. Lin et al., 2018), perceived voluntariness 
such as intended voluntariness and realizable voluntariness (Tsai et al., 2017), behavioral 
intention, psychological ownership, risk beliefs, and trust beliefs (Warkentin et al., 2017). 
Other studied individual characteristics that can also have an influence on IT adoption 
include shared beliefs and concerns including techno-enthusiasm, expectations, fears, desired 
results (Mettler et al., 2017), emotions (Beaudry & Pinsonneault, 2010; Laumer et al., 2016a), 
extrinsic and intrinsic motivation (Wu & Lu, 2013), herd behavior (imitating others) (H. Sun, 
2013), and personal traits linked to personal innovativeness in IT (J. D. Jackson et al., 2013). 
At the organization level, studied enablers and inhibitors of IT adoption include employee 
disposition and perceptions, and resistance to change factors (Rizzuto et al., 2014). Moreover, 
the formation of different technology-induced anxieties, their impact on usage intentions and the 
relationships between them and national culture, including shared norms, values, and patterns of 
orientation that influence the behavior of individuals within organizations have been studied 
(Kummer et al., 2017). Factors regarding decision object factors, decision entity factors, and 
decision context factors affecting the adoption of e-commerce have also been studied (Li et al., 
2011). 
At the group level, people characteristics such as perceived technology nature, perceived 
strategy of an organization adopting a technology, and perceived use of technology in daily 
work have been studied as influencing factors. These factors are embedded in people’s 
expectations, assumptions, and actions. For example, these concepts are perceived differently by 
different stakeholder groups, and the incongruence of frames within and between stakeholder 
groups has an influence on the patterns of IT adoption in an organization (Olesen, 2014a). 
Moreover, users can be positively influenced by stakeholders, or negatively influenced by other 
stakeholders if they feel threatened by pressure from these organizations (Mishra et al., 2012). 
2.2.3 The organization factor 
The organization factor has been studied at the individual level (4 articles), the 
organizational level (7 articles), the group level (1 article), and the industry level (2 articles). 
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At the individual level, organization factors have been studied from different perspectives; 
for example, from the perspective of the switching costs of adopting new technology (H.-W. 
Kim & Kankanhalli, 2009). The team climate perspective is one of the most important 
organizational factors, and researchers have found that a shared vision, support for innovation, 
participative safety, and task orientation can modify cognitive perceptions and users’ intention 
to increase IT adoption (Liang et al., 2010). 
At the organization level, organizational factors have been studied from multiple 
perspectives; for example, from the perspective of organizational size (Hameed et al., 2012; van 
de Weerd et al., 2016), workplace climate and cultural factors (Rizzuto et al., 2014), top 
managers’ leadership or management strategies (such as the CIO’s strategic leadership), top 
management support and attitude toward IT (Leidner et al., 2010; van de Weerd et al., 2016), 
the feedback and communication channel, the assigned workload (Klaus & Blanton, 2010), 
training program, provision of multiple supports and incentives (Klaus et al., 2010), 
organizational readiness (Hameed et al., 2012; van de Weerd et al., 2016), and the 
organization’s ability to translate and reject environmental demands into action (Rizzuto et al., 
2014) 
At the group level, organizational factors have been studied from the perspective of the 
team learning and team empowerment climate (Maruping & Magni, 2012). Results show that 
the team learning and empowerment climate has a direct cross-level effect on individual 
intention to adopt a new technology (Maruping & Magni, 2012). 
At the industry level, technology readiness has been studied together with organizational 
factors such as top management support and firm size. Results show that technology readiness, 
top management support and firm size all have an influence on the adoption of cloud computing 
(Oliveira et al., 2014). Moreover, in the healthcare context, the absorptive capacity and 
collective disseminative capacity of an organization were identified to have a interaction 
influence on IT adoption (Peng et al., 2014). 
2.2.4 The social factor 
The social factor has been studied at the individual level (9 articles), the organizational 
level (4 articles), the group level (1 article) and the industry level (1 article). 
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At the individual level, social factors that influence IT adoption have been studied from 
different perspectives; for example, (1) from the perspective of social influence (Warkentin et 
al., 2017), such as interpersonal influences and external source influences (B. Kim & Han, 
2009), colleague opinion (H.-W. Kim & Kankanhalli, 2009), reward power, informational 
power, referent power (Tong et al., 2017), mimetic pressure, and normative pressure (Krell et 
al., 2016); (2) from the perspective of social forces such as work overload (Elie-Dit-Cosaque et 
al., 2011; Xu et al., 2018), positional legitimacy power, social legitimacy power (Xu et al., 
2018), coercive power, actual punishment, perceived justice of punishment, and punishment 
expectancy (Krell et al., 2016; Tong et al., 2017; Xue et al., 2011); and (3) from the perspective 
of the social network constructs of network density and network centrality (Sykes et al., 2009; 
Venkatesh et al., 2011). 
At the organization level, social factors that influence IT adoption have been studied from 
different perspectives; for example, (1) pressures from top directives such as policies or policy-
based systems and pressures from bottom-up day-to-day work such as work ethos and material 
constraints (Choudrie & Zamani, 2016); (2) social influence perspective (as studied at the 
individual level), for example, the social influences of different workplace referents, such as the 
HR or IT departments or from a supervisor (Eckhardt et al., 2009), and institutional factors such 
as mimetic forces, normative forces, and coercive forces (Hsu et al., 2015; Sherer et al., 2016).  
At the group level, social factors that influence IT adoption have been studied in the 
healthcare context from the perspective of the mediating effect of government policy influence 
on users’ identity (Mishra et al., 2012). 
At the industry level, social characteristics such as the technology readiness positively 
influence IT adoption. Similar to studies at the group level, research on the industry-level social 
factors has tended to be conducted with other factors, such as organizational and technological 
factors (Oliveira et al., 2014). For example, social factors such as competitive pressure and 
policy support have been studied together with organizational factors such as top management 
support and firm size (Oliveira et al., 2014). 
2.2.5 Summary 
To summarize, by reviewing previous articles, four factors are identified: the technology 
factor, the people factor, the organization factor, and the social factor. The framework of 
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influencing factor of IT adoption is hence proposed as shown in Figure 2. The majority of 
research has studied the influence of a single factor on IT adoption; few articles have tested the 
joint influence of different factors. Moreover, most research has focused on individual-level 
research rather than the group level, organizational level or industry level. Finally, most studies 
among empirical studies involve qualitative rather than quantitative research.  
2.3 IT Adoption in Healthcare 
Adoption of healthcare IT has been studied by researchers from the IS field and as a 
separate research field. Among the selected 40 articles, 11 focus on the adoption of IS in 
healthcare. Among these 11, four focus on health information technology (HIT) in general 
(Leidner et al., 2010; Peng et al., 2014; Venkatesh et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2018), three focus on 
electronic medical record (EMR) systems (Mishra et al., 2012; Sherer et al., 2016; Tong et al., 
2017), one focuses on computerized practitioner order entry (CPOS) (Liang et al., 2010), one 
studies health service robots (Mettler et al., 2017), one focuses on sensor-based medication 
support technology (Kummer et al., 2017), and one focuses on e-commerce purchasing systems 
(J. D. Jackson et al., 2013). The two main categories of HIT include (1) transactional HIT such 
as EMRs and CPOS, and (2) the system used for diagnosis or treatment such as magnetic 
resonance imaging and echocardiology (Peng et al., 2014).  
Most studies of IT adoption focus on individual issues such as perceived usefulness, ease 
of use, and perceived behavior control (J. D. Jackson et al., 2013), while at an organizational 
level, the institutional environment that a hospital has can also influence the adoption of IT; for 
example, a hospital may use an IT system since they realize that their neighbor or competitor is 
also using one, or because they are influenced by IT vendors, patients, and formal or informal 
policies. A study of adoption of EMR in the U.S. shows that mimetic forces and normative 
forces have a significant influence on EMR adoption in hospitals when the government has not 
introduced incentive policies (Sherer et al., 2016). After the introduction of policies by the 
government, coercive forces also play a significant role (Sherer et al., 2016). Second, within the 
hospital organization, the CIO strategic leadership, TMT attitude toward IT, and hospital 
climate have an obvious influence on hospital IT innovation (Leidner et al., 2010). Moreover, 
the capacity of a hospital to absorb and assimilate information on HIT, the capacity of an 
adaptor to impart and disseminate knowledge on HIT, and the interaction between these two 
capacities can affect adoption (Peng et al., 2014). 
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The review in this dissertation reveals that many important issues regarding IT adoption in 
healthcare have been discussed via empirical studies.  
2.3.1 The healthcare context 
Professional identity of doctors. Since the adoption of HIT involves different stakeholders, 
such as doctors, paraprofessionals (such as nurses), administrative personnel, IT vendors, and 
the government, the influence of the interactions between different stakeholder groups or within 
stakeholder groups on HIT adoption should be considered. As proposed in a longitudinal study 
of a private hospital that investigated 160 doctors, 770 paraprofessionals, and 190 administrative 
personnel, doctors have a negative influence on the adoption of HIT relative to other stakeholder 
groups, and cannot be influenced by paraprofessionals or administrative personnel (Venkatesh et 
al., 2011). This is an important issue in IT adoption in the context of healthcare compared with 
other contexts, as emphasized by much previous IS research (Kohli & Tan, 2016; Sherer et al., 
2016; Venkatesh et al., 2011). Doctors, who have a high level of professional identity – expert 
medical knowledge and significant decision rights over treatment plans – are not likely to be 
influenced by others, especially supporting stakeholders such as nurses, administrative 
personnel (Venkatesh et al., 2011), or government policymakers (Mishra et al., 2012). 
Moreover, going beyond not being positively influenced by other stakeholders, doctors seem to 
be negatively influenced by other stakeholders, since they think their identity is threatened by 
pressure from these organizations (Mishra et al., 2012). This should be carefully considered by 
not only IT vendors but policymakers, to improve social power or resources to influence 
doctors. 
The delegation attribute of adopting IT in healthcare. In the special context of healthcare, 
doctors are extremely busy, especially in the Chinese healthcare context, and are likely to 
delegate tasks to interns or colleagues. The indirect use of HIT happens in this situation, 
partially substituting for direct use. Indirect use and direct use of EMR has been studied in the 
Chinese context from the perspective of social power; results show that reward power, coercive 
power, and positional legitimacy power appear to promote direct HER adoption, while 
informational power and referent power have an influence on indirect use (Tong et al., 2017). 
Junior doctors are more likely to be indirect users compared with senior doctors; therefore, 
further study of the indirect use of HIT systems has been conducted. Findings show that social 
legitimacy power has a more significant influence than positional legitimacy power, and 
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quantitative workload, compared with qualitative workload, can facilitate indirect use (Xu et al., 
2018). 
I was inspired by these findings of previous studies; in particular, it seems unclear how 
social power used by managers from both the hospital and IT vendors may facilitate doctors’ IT 
adoption, given their need for “respect” for their professional identity.   
2.3.2 Adopting emerging technologies in healthcare 
With the development of emerging technologies, such as sensors, big data, robots, and AI, 
new technologies are arriving in the healthcare context, which may lead to more to consider than 
traditional technology adoption such as EMR. Research on emerging technologies is still in the 
nascent stage; little research has focused on service robots or sensor-based medication 
technology. Study of sensor-based medication support systems has focused on new issues such 
as doctor anxiety about losing power and status, doctor anxiety about exposure and privacy 
violations, and the relationship between patients and doctors (Kummer et al., 2017). Study of 
service robots in hospitals has focused on the understanding of shared beliefs and concerns 
between users who are not knowledgeable about robots but who have influence on others and 
users who are knowledgeable about robots (Mettler et al., 2017), which has significant 
implications for managers in understanding the different user expectations and needs. 
This led me to think about the uniqueness of AI and its adoption in healthcare from the 
perspective of interpretations of AI by different stakeholders. Since the adoption of AI is still in 
the nascent stage, especially in healthcare, because of the long history of face-to-face treatment 
experience, different stakeholders may have different views. In particular, there is a gap in 
previous research regarding the learning ability of AI, which may be understood and perceived 
differently by different stakeholders.  
2.4 Summary 
2.4.1 Research gaps and research questions 
In summary, previous empirical research has discussed the psychological factors from the 
individual level and organizational characteristics from the organizational level, with few 
articles studying at the group level and industry level. These studies reveal the importance, the 
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necessity, and the feasibility of studying the influencing factors in the field of IT adoption in IS, 
especially in the healthcare context, and of focusing on emerging technologies, such as AI. 
The uniqueness of the healthcare context regarding IT adoption has been emphasized in 
research; for example, professional identity of doctors and the delegation attribute of IT 
adoption in healthcare. Attention has also been paid to the technology functions of emerging 
technologies, though there are still insufficient empirical studies on emerging technologies, such 
as AI. 
Therefore, in line with the significance of further studying the adoption of emerging 
technologies in healthcare, there are several research gaps that this dissertation aims to fill. First, 
the perceived challenges of AI between different stakeholders within the healthcare context 
should be further studied. Second, the interpretation of AI by different stakeholders should be 
further studied; in particular, the influence mechanism between stakeholders needs to be 
explored. Third, it is unclear how social power used by managers from both the hospital and IT 
vendors may facilitate doctor’s IT adoption given their need for “respect” for their professional 
identity. Fourth, the learning ability of AI, which may be understood and perceived differently 
by different stakeholders and aligns with social power used, should be further studied.   
Finally, this dissertation puts forward an overall research question of “What factors 
influence the adoption of AI in healthcare, and how?” To obtain a deep understanding of this 
topic, three sub-research questions are raised: 
• RQ1: What are the perceived challenges of AI adoption? 
• RQ2: How do different stakeholders interpret AI? 
• RQ3: How does social power among different stakeholders influence AI adoption? 
2.4.2 Mapping the overall picture of this dissertation 
To position the three research questions and three papers, this dissertation uses the 
proposed framework of influencing factors of IT adoption developed from previous research on 
IT adoption to map the overall picture of this dissertation. In this dissertation, the four factors 
help to understand the different foci of each study and each paper (see Figure 3). 
Paper 1 studies the perceived challenges of adopting AI in healthcare by different 
stakeholders; both the people factor and the technology factor are investigated in this study. For 
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example, this paper investigates stakeholders’ (IT firms, doctors / hospital managers, 
policymakers) perceived challenges of adopting AI in three technological frame domains: the 
nature of technology, the technology strategy and the technology-in-use (Davidson, 2006; 
Orlikowski & Gash, 1994). Since the people factor emphasizes people’s beliefs or psychological 
concerns, the perceived challenges of adopting AI by different stakeholders is included in this 
factor. Moreover, this paper studies the uniqueness of AI as an emerging technology, and opens 
the black box of AI to understand its adoption in healthcare. In line with the definition of the 
technology factor, which emphasizes technology characteristics such as IT function and the 
nature of technology, this is included as a technology factor as well. The unit level of Paper 1 is 
the group level. 
As in Paper 1, Paper 2 investigates the people factor and the technology factor. First, this 
paper studies the interpretation of adopting AI by stakeholders in the hospital from the TFR 
perspective – the different interpretations of adopting AI by three stakeholders are investigated 
and the influence mechanism between stakeholders is studied as well. Since the people factor 
emphasizes people’s beliefs and psychological concerns, interpretations of adopting AI by 
different stakeholders is considered a people factor. Moreover, this paper studies the uniqueness 
of AI as an emerging technology, and opens the black box of AI to understand its adoption in 
healthcare (as in Paper 1). In line with the definition of the technology factor, which emphasizes 
technology characteristics such as IT function and the nature of technology, this is considered a 
technology factor as well. The unit level of Paper 2 is the group level. 
Unlike Papers 1 and 2, Paper 3 investigates the social factor, the technology factor, and the 
people factor, though social power and the technology factor are emphasized compared with the 
organization factor. First, this study investigates the influencing power used by different 
stakeholder managers that can affect users’ adoption of AI in hospitals from the social power 
perspective (Raven, 2008; Raven et al., 1998). For example, the information power used by IT 
firm staff has a significant influence on doctors’ AI adoption. Second, this study differs the level 
of learning ability of AI, to consider the technology function. Third, this study investigates the 
management strategy of social power by three hospitals, to consider the organization strategy. 
The unit level of Paper 3 is the organizational level. 
Table 11 shows the overall position of the three papers and the focus of each paper. 
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Table 11 
The Overall Position of the Three Papers 
Papers  Covered Parts of the framework of 
influencing factors of IT Adoption 
Focus  
Paper 1 People factor, technology factor The influence of perceived challenges on 
adopting AI by stakeholders 
Paper 2 People factor, technology factor The influence of different interpretations of 
stakeholders on AI adoption  
Paper 3 Social factor, technology factor, 
organization factor 
The influence of stakeholders’ power and level 
of learning ability of AI on AI adoption 
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Section 3: Theoretical Background 
Overall, this dissertation uses the influencing framework of technology adoption to map 
the three papers to explore the influencing factors on AI adoption in healthcare. 
Each of the three papers presents an aspect of these influencing factors: Paper 1 focuses on 
the perceived challenges of adopting AI by different stakeholders, Paper 2 focuses on the 
different interpretations of AI adoption by stakeholders, and Paper 3 focuses on the influence of 
social power among stakeholders on AI adoption.  
In these three studies that focus on the influencing factors of AI adoption in healthcare, this 
dissertation applies two theoretical lens – the TFR and social power. 
In this section, I present a discussion of TFR and its use in understanding influencing 
factors of AI adoption (Section 3.1), and a discussion of social power and its use in exploring 
the influencing factors of AI adoption (Section 3.2). Finally, I summarize this section to 
describe how these two theoretical lenses help to understand the overall research questions.  
3.1 Technological Frames of Reference 
3.1.1 Understanding technological frames of reference 
3.1.1.1 Frames 
Frames are defined as “organizational reality that serve as vehicles for understanding and 
action” (Gioia, 1986, p. 50), including assumptions, knowledge, and expectations, expressed 
symbolically through language, visual images, metaphors, and stories (Orlikowski & Gash, 
1994).  
Frame constructs are classified by levels of analysis into three clusters (Cornelissen & 
Werner, 2014): (1) micro level: cognitive frames, frame of reference, and framing effects; (2) 
meso level: strategic frames, strategic framing, technological frames, and collective action 
frame; and (3) macro level: field frames, institutional frames, and frame contests/frame 
alignment.   
The widely applied four domains of frames have been summarized as 1) frames related to 
IT features and attributes, 2) frames related to organizational applications of IT, 3) frames 
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related to incorporating IT into work practices, and 4) frames related to developing IT 
applications in organizations (Davidson, 2002).  
3.1.1.2 Technological frames of reference 
In IS, technological frames were first introduced by Gash and Orlikowski (1991; 1994) to 
study the consequences of technological frames of members toward technology within an 
organization. When TFR was first introduced, it discussed frames and had its roots in cognitive 
psychology, referring to individual organizing frameworks in organization behavior fields (Gash 
& Orlikowski, 1991).  
Technological frames are defined as “the subset of members’ organizational frames that 
concern the assumptions, expectations, and knowledge they use to understand technology in 
organizations” (Orlikowski & Gash, 1994, p. 178). Technological frames refer to the nature and 
role of the technology itself and the specific conditions, applications, and consequences of that 
technology in particular contexts (Orlikowski & Gash, 1994). 
The TFR perspective has been popularized for investigating the perceptions of stakeholder 
groups toward IS practice and opportunities and for explaining the shifts of perceptions over 
time (Davidson, 2002, 2006; Gal & Berente, 2008; Mishra & Agarwal, 2010; Nielsen, 
Andersen, & Sigh, 2016; Olesen, 2014b; Young et al., 2016).  
Three domains of TFR have been proposed (Orlikowski & Gash, 1994): (1) nature of 
technology—people’s images of the technology and their understanding of its capabilities and 
functionality; (2) technology strategy—people’s views of why their organization acquired and 
implemented the technology, including their understanding of the motivation or vision behind 
the adoption decision and its likely value to the organization; and (3) technology-in-use—
people’s understanding of how the technology will be used on a day-to-day basis and the likely 
or actual conditions and consequences associated with such use. 
In addition, incongruence, which can explain difficulties and low efficiency in technology 
use, has gained more and more attention from researchers. Incongruence implies important 
differences in expectations, assumptions, or knowledge about some aspects of the technology 
(Orlikowski & Gash, 1994) to make sense of the differences of understanding of technology 
among groups. Orlikowski & Gash (1994) found that frame incongruence may lead to 
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unintentionally and unknowingly misaligned expectations, contradictory actions, and 
unanticipated organizational consequences.  
This notion of frame incongruence has led IS scholars to develop different research 
practices and extended theories of TFR. Studies have found that incongruences between 
technologists and users exist, and that these can lead to difficulties in technology 
implementation (Orlikowski & Gash, 1994) and problems (Davidson, 2002, 2006). Moreover, 
some studies emphasize that incongruence can lead to unproductive conflict and confusion; for 
example, in the case of conducting an action research project in VoiceTech during IT-enabled 
change projects (Young et al., 2016).  
3.1.1.3 Three research streams of incongruence in TFR 
I classified the previous research of incongruence in IT into three research streams based 
on different understandings of the notion of frame incongruence. The classification is shown in 
Table 12. 
The first research stream holds negative attitudes on incongruence, and seeks to ensure 
congruent frames during IS implementation. For example, researchers have studied the relation 
between level of congruence and user satisfaction (Shaw, Lee-Partridge, & Ang, 1997). The 
results show that for domains that displayed congruence, the end-user survey indicated 
satisfaction, and for domains that displayed incongruence and partial incongruence, the end-user 
survey indicated dissatisfaction (Shaw et al., 1997). Moreover, technological frames of 
individuals often need to be changed to adjust to technology use in an organization (A. Lin & 
Conford, 2000). 
Contrary to the research focusing on negative opinions of incongruence or congruence, a 
second research stream follows the criticisms of TFR by considering contextual focus, 
temporality, and level of analysis (Gal & Berente, 2008; Olesen, 2014a, 2014b). For example, 
Gal and Berente (2008) presented the social representations theory and argued that this could be 
an alternative to the technological frames framework by offering more fundamental causal 
explanations of IS implementation. Olesen (2014b, 2014a) reviewed the technological frames 
literature and discussed the possibilities of addressing the limitations of contextual focus, 
temporality, and individual level, and offered an alternative understanding of technological 
frames that may affect the frames of individuals among groups in IS implementation. 
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Researchers have argued that incongruence may be inconsequential, not always problematic, 
and may not lead to organizational ineffectiveness (Davidson, 2006; Mazmanian, 2013; Nielsen 
et al., 2016; Yeow & Sia, 2008). It is not true that resolve frame inconsistencies and 
incongruences always results in positive consequences for IS implementation in organizations 
(Young et al., 2016). Moreover, some research has found that incongruence can be beneficial if 
it stimulates critical thinking and discussion (Hsu, 2009).  
 
Table 12 
Classified Three Research Streams on TFR 
Research 
Streams 
Foci Sources 
Negative on 
incongruence  
Frame incongruence leads to difficulties around 
technological use and change.  
Frame incongruence leads to unintentionally and 
unknowingly misaligned expectations, contradictory 
actions, and unanticipated organizational consequences 
(such as resistance, skepticism, and spotty adoption). 
The level of frame incongruence is related to user 
satisfaction.  
(Gash & Orlikowski, 
1991; Hsu, Huang, & 
Galliers, 2014; A. Lin & 
Conford, 2000; A. Lin & 
Silva, 2005; McGovern & 
Hicks, 2004; Orlikowski 
& Gash, 1994; Puri, 2006; 
Shaw et al., 1997) 
Critical on 
incongruence 
Frame incongruence is not always problematic and 
conceivably could be beneficial if the result is that a 
broader base of knowledge is brought to bear during a 
change program and if areas of incongruence are 
recognized and acknowledged.  
Incongruence may be inconsequential. 
Frame incongruence might not damage organizational 
effectiveness.  
Resolving frame incongruences will not always result in 
positive outcomes for a change effort or the organization.  
Resolving frame incongruences may contribute to 
escalation of failing projects. 
Frame incongruence did not derail the process of 
implementation.  
Product failed to be implemented, not because of user 
resistance to the product, but because of organizational 
politics (existing power and organizational culture) among 
the senior management and IT group.  
 
(Cornelissen & Werner, 
2014; Davidson, 2002, 
2006; Gal & Berente, 
2008; Hsu, 2009; Keil & 
Robey, 1999; Mazmanian, 
2013; Mishra & Agarwal, 
2010; Newman & 
Sabherwal, 1996; Nielsen 
et al., 2016; Olesen, 
2014b, 2014a; Yeow & 
Sia, 2008) 
Positive on 
incongruence 
Incongruence can be beneficial if it stimulates critical 
thinking and discussion.  
The impacts of frame incongruence and frame 
inconsistency coexist and interact. 
(Young et al., 2016) 
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Developing the idea that frame incongruence plays an important role in IS implementation, 
a third research stream follows a complicated stance, as extended by Young, Mathiassen, and 
Davidson (2016, p. 495), who propagated “a frame inconsistency within groups, implying that 
frame inconsistency referring to interaction in groups has equally important but quite different 
and interacting role with frame incongruence.” They defined that “a frame incongruence 
represents differences across groups in the content or structure of frames about IS development 
or implementation” (Young et al., 2016, p. 498), while “a frame inconsistency represents a 
group’s (or individual’s) contradictory or conflicting assumptions and expectations about IS 
development or implementation” (Young et al., 2016, p. 498). Thus, in dynamic contexts, the 
impacts of frame incongruence and frame inconsistency coexist and interact. Research shows 
incongruence may be beneficial if critical thinking is stimulated.  
3.1.2 Using technological frames of reference to understand AI adoption 
As discussed above, TFR has been used by scholars to investigate 
incongruence/congruence among stakeholders. In this dissertation, to study the influencing 
factors that affect AI adoption in healthcare, TFR is used to investigate 
incongruence/congruence among doctors, patients, IT providers, and government policymakers. 
First, there is still a gap between the perceived challenges of AI adoption by stakeholders 
and the influencing factors on AI adoption. It may not have been necessary to discuss the 
perceived challenges of IT adoption by stakeholders in the traditional technology adoption era 
during IS implementation. However, with the rapid development of emerging technology such 
as AI, some stakeholder groups may have different perceived challenges than others, or even 
completely different perceived challenges. These differences/incongruences may have a 
significant influence on AI adoption.  
Second, to understand the influencing factors of AI adoption in healthcare, there is still a 
gap between practical engagement and frames enrichment. Currently, no research has studied 
the practical engagement with technology adoption in an organization. It may not have been 
necessary to discuss practice involvement in traditional technology adoption era during the IS 
implementation. However, with the rapid development of emerging technology such as AI, 
some stakeholder groups may have less knowledge of technology and its adoption. Moreover, in 
the context of AI adoption in healthcare in China, the engagement of policymakers offers a 
powerful voice on IS implementation. Thus, it is crucial to study practical engagement and 
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frames enrichment and provide further contributions both on TFR in IS implementation and 
emerging technology adoption in healthcare. 
Overall, TFR can help explain congruence and incongruence among stakeholders (doctors, 
patients, IT providers, and government) and understand the influencing factors of IT adoption. 
Thus, TFR is employed to address sub-research questions 1 and 2 of this dissertation: 
• RQ1: What are the perceived challenges of AI adoption in healthcare? 
• RQ2: How do different stakeholders interpret AI in healthcare? 
3.2 Social Power 
3.2.1 Understanding social power 
Social power is defined as the potential influence of power rather than the actual use of 
power by an agent or power figure (A) on targets (T), which is a radical difference from 
influence techniques (Raven et al., 1998). In summary, social power can be understood as the 
potential influence of A on T. In social relationships, social power is usually used to influence 
the beliefs, behavior, or ability of another person. 
Previous studies on social power have focused on the typology of social sources, which are 
widely accepted to understand the changes of targets. Based on an in-depth study of persuasive 
logic and material, six power resources were introduced by Raven and colleagues (Raven, 2008; 
Raven et al., 1998): a) coercive power, b) reward power, c) legitimate power, d) expert power, 
e) referent power, and f) informational power. Social power theory has already been widely used 
in several studies, such as in healthcare, education, supply chain management, and tax system 
management. 
Coercive power refers to the threats of penalty or punishment which imposing unpleasant 
fines for noncompliance exerted by a person or a group (Raven et al., 1998; Tong et al., 2017; 
Xu et al., 2018). The management of coercive power can largely influence the targets’ changes 
in level of attraction or resistance (French, John, & Raven, 1959). One study on Chinese supply 
chains found that coercive power plays an important role in the process of supplier integration 
(Yeung, Selen, Zhang, & Huo, 2009), but the effects of coercive power are correlated with other 
factors such as trust between consumers and suppliers. A study on tax systems shows that, 
compared with legitimate power, coercive power used by authorities can lead to lower tax 
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payments, faster decision-making and more rational reasoning of reports by targets (Gangl, 
Pfabigan, Lamm, Kirchler, & Hofmann, 2017; Hartl, Hofmann, Gangl, Hartner-Tiefenthaler, & 
Kirchler, 2015). Moreover, coercive power can increase an antagonistic environment or emotion 
and compliance (Hofmann, Hartl, Gangl, Hartner-Tiefenthaler, & Kirchler, 2017). Additionally, 
if a reward incentive is withdrawn, the perceptions of targets of their supervisor’s ability to 
mediate coercive power decline (Greene & Podsakoff, 1981).  
Reward power refers to promised monetary or nonmonetary compensation offering a 
positive return for compliance exerted by a person or a group (Raven et al., 1998; Tong et al., 
2017; Xu et al., 2018). Reward power has been discussed as a key motivator of knowledge 
sharing in many situations such as on social media platforms at an interorganizational level 
(Grant & Preston, 2018) and in highly competitive working environments (Lai, 2009). Reward 
power can decrease fears and threats regarding power loss and changes of power structure, 
which can ease user resistance to IT systems. In an insurance case, the reward can be specified 
as anticipatory future contractual arrangements, supplier selection for claims fulﬁlment teams, 
and improved reputation (Grant & Preston, 2018). In high-tech firms, reward power has both 
direct and indirect influences on user satisfaction and intention to use IT systems (Lai, 2009). 
Additionally, if a reward incentive withdraws, the perceptions of targets of their supervisor’s 
ability to mediate award power will decline (Greene & Podsakoff, 1981).  
Legitimate power refers to the person’s right to influence others, given by a legitimate 
position in the organizational hierarchy or norm (Raven et al., 1998; Tong et al., 2017; Xu et al., 
2018).The utilization of legitimate power can improve the service environment, trust (reason 
based), and voluntary cooperation (Hofmann et al., 2017). Moreover, compared with coercive 
power, which can create an antagonistic environment, legitimate power can decrease 
antagonism by developing a service climate (Hofmann et al., 2017). By affecting the target’s 
beliefs regarding agents, legitimate power used by agents can positively increase compliance 
with decisions (Hartl et al., 2015). Some studies have discussed the influence of using coercive 
power and reward power relative to the use of legitimate power (Gaski, 1986), showing that 
legitimate power cannot be used separately by agents and its performance can be affected by 
other power sources. Legitimate power has a positive influence for IT professionals on both 
behavioral and attitudinal compliance (Cenkci, 2018). 
Expert power refers to the perception that an agent has some special or superior knowledge 
that possesses the expertness influence to the target (Gaski, 1986; Raven et al., 1998; Tong et 
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al., 2017). Three expert groups are discussed: independent/liberal professions, organizational 
professions, and knowledge workers, with the first group including doctors (Reed, 1996). The 
knowledge base of the independent/liberal professions refers to abstract, codified, cosmopolitan, 
and rational knowledge (Reed, 1996); the power strategy and organizational form are 
monopolization and collegiate, respectively (Reed, 1996). Research shows that the roles of 
expert power and referent power mutually aid each other, demonstrating an interaction influence 
(Salem, Reischl, Gallacher, & Randall, 2000). In addition, expert power is the more influential 
in terms of mutual help compared with referent power (Salem et al., 2000). Referring to 
behavioral compliance and attitudinal compliance, expert power has a positive influence for IT 
professionals on both behavioral and attitudinal compliance (Cenkci, 2018).  
Referent power refers to the person’s (target’s) identification with the influencing agent 
(Gaski, 1986; Raven et al., 1998). Research has discussed the compound effects of referent 
power, expert power, legitimate power, coercive power, and reward power; results show that the 
use of reward power can have a positive effect on referent power, which increases the 
satisfaction of the target (Gaski, 1986), while the use of coercive power can have a negative 
effect on referent power, decreasing the performance of referent power and the target’s 
satisfaction (Gaski, 1986). Referent power has a positive influence for IT professionals on both 
behavioral and attitudinal compliance (Cenkci, 2018).  
Informational power refers to the potential influence of a different perspective or 
knowledge that an influencing agent might impart to a target (Raven et al., 1998). Differing 
from expert power, which always refers to professional knowledge in a specific field, 
informational power is a “soft” power that covers broader information, including tacit 
knowledge or information. In the case of mobile technology use, informational power has a 
positive influence on preferences for technology selection (Fantinelli & Cortini, 2018).  
Table 13 summarizes the main constructs of the six social powers and the influence of 
these on IT adoption. 
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Table 13 
Social Power and its Links to IT Adoption 
Social Power  Main Constructs Influences on IT Adoption 
Coercive power  Threats of penalty or punishment By increasing antagonistic climate, enforcing compliance 
Reward power Promised compensation (monetary or nonmonetary) By financial incentives 
Legitimate power The person’s legitimate right to influence others 
By increasing service climate, enforcing 
compliance, reason-based trust, voluntary 
cooperation, influence target’s beliefs about 
agents, positively influencing behavioral and 
attitudinal compliance 
Expert power Influence based on knowledge and expertise 
By positively influencing behavioral and 
attitudinal compliance 
Referent power Influence based on sense of identification 
By positively influencing behavioral and 
attitudinal compliance 
Informational 
power 
Influence based on different 
perspectives or knowledge  
By providing missing information, influencing 
preferences for behavior or attitude 
 
In IS, constructs of social power have been used to understand the influencing factors of IT 
adoption. For example, some research has studied the influence of power of managers 
stipulating subordinates or interns comply with behavior, and the influence of the power with 
which one can oblige colleagues or other organization members to assist her/him based on social 
responsibility norms for IT adoption in the Chinese healthcare context (Xu et al., 2018). 
Moreover, social power has been studied in the context of EMR system adoption, in which 
harsh power and soft power were distinguished (Tong et al., 2017) – reward power, coercive 
power, and positional legitimacy power were treated as harsh power, while informational power 
and referent power were treated as soft power (Tong et al., 2017) . The results of this study 
show that soft power has a significant influence on indirect EMR use, and harsh power has a 
significant influence on direct EMR use (Tong et al., 2017). 
3.2.2 Using social power to understand AI adoption 
As discussed above, social power has been used to investigate the influence of different 
kinds of power on IT adoption in IS, but little research based on the stakeholder and emerging 
technology context investigates the joint influence of social power and the IT characteristics of 
emerging technology such as AI in healthcare.  
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To fill this gap, this dissertation uses the social power lens to understand the influence of 
different powers and different power combinations among stakeholders for AI adoption. It 
might not be necessary to investigate different stakeholders in traditional IS implementation, but 
in the emerging technology context, such as AI, knowledge and understanding of AI may vary 
among stakeholders. Therefore, the social power of each stakeholder may be different, with 
some lacking various kinds of social powers; for example, doctors may know nothing about AI, 
and therefore, not have expert power.  
In addition, together with the different social powers of stakeholders, the level of learning 
ability of AI may influence adoption. There is little research on the level of learning ability of 
AI, especially the links between the learning ability of AI and the influence of various social 
power combinations. This dissertation fills this gap, and investigates the relationship between 
the level of learning ability of AI and the influencing social power combination.  
Therefore, social power helps to answer sub-research question 3 of this dissertation: 
RQ3: How does social power among different stakeholders influence AI adoption in 
healthcare? 
3.3 Summary 
In summary, TFR and social power are used in my three papers to guide the study. TFR is 
used in Papers 1 and 2 to help investigate data and help answer sub-research questions one and 
two, while social power is used in Paper 3 to help make analyze and answer sub-research 
question three. 
Overall, TFR as a lens has helped to investigate the perceived challenges of AI adoption of 
different stakeholder groups – doctors / hospital managers, IT firm managers, and government 
policymakers. Social power provided a lens to investigate agents’ potential influence on a target. 
Regarding social power, in this dissertation, the strategies employed by managers to use 
influencing power for AI adoption have been investigated.  
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Section 4: Methodology 
Methodology is the premise and foundation for scientific research. Although scholars have 
different views on methodology in social science research versus natural science research, 
mastering the methodology of research to guide and design research and demonstrate its 
scientific nature is an area of consensus between the two camps. 
The word “paradigm” was introduced by Kuhn (1970) in his book The Structure of 
Scientific Revolutions to help shape the consensus understanding of how scientific research is 
taken by researchers (Bryman & Bell, 2015). Research paradigm indicates a cluster of beliefs, 
metaphysics or worldview that guides the researchers’ ontological, epistemological, and 
methodological assumptions to conduct and interpret research (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). 
Overall, this dissertation takes constructionism as its ontology, interpretivism as its 
epistemology, and a qualitative case study and abductive approach to study the influencing 
factors and mechanisms of AI adoption in healthcare in China. 
This section illustrates the research paradigm and methodological framework from which 
this dissertation is viewed. In the following sub-sections, first, the research paradigm of this 
dissertation is presented in terms of three fundamental assumptions—ontology, epistemology, 
and methodology. Then, the research design is introduced, including the details of the case 
settings of four Chinese hospitals that adopted AI, data access and methods used for data 
collection, and data analysis to answer the overall research question of this dissertation on how 
technological frames and social power affect AI adoption in healthcare in China. Finally, this 
section evaluates the integrity and quality of the data collection and analysis.  
4.1 Research Paradigm 
4.1.1 Ontology 
Ontological assumptions concern the nature of reality—what constitutes reality and how to 
understand reality (Gray, 2013, p. 19). The two main and opposing assumptions are objectivism 
and constructionism.  
The main principle of objectivism is that existence is a reality;  the main principle of 
constructionism is that social actors are continually creating social phenomena and their 
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meanings (Bryman & Bell, 2015). Constructionism implies that social phenomena and 
categories are not only produced through social interaction but are also in a constant state of 
revision (Bryman & Bell, 2015). The contextual nature of social constructions suggests 
individual constructions can be elicited and reflected only through interaction between and 
among investigators and respondents. 
To explore and answer the research question proposed by this dissertation, reflecting the 
view that technology is shaped by humans and their actions in the social context, 
constructionism was chosen as the research ontology. Under constructionism, this dissertation 
views the reality of technology as socially constructed by human perceptions and interactions 
rather than as a “given.” Thus, I do not see there is a single reality or truth; rather, I see realities 
as constructed by different groups of social actors, which are socially and experientially based, 
local and specific in nature (Guba & Lincoln, 1994). 
4.1.2 Epistemology 
Epistemology concerns the question of “what and how can we know” (Guba & Lincoln, 
1994). It refers to the nature of the relationship between the researcher and the object of 
investigation. The two main and opposing assumptions of epistemology are positivism and 
interpretivism. 
The main principle of positivism is that the researcher is separate from the object of 
investigation, while the main principle of interpretivism is that reality, as well as knowledge 
thereof, are social products and hence incapable of being understood independently of the social 
actors (including the researchers) that construct and make sense of that reality (Orlikowski & 
Baroudi, 1991). 
This dissertation adopts an interpretivism stance as the research epistemology. 
Interpretivism is concerned with the empathic understanding of human action rather than with 
the forces that act on it (Bryman & Bell, 2015). In particular, by employing an interpretivist 
stance, this study “aims at producing an understanding of the context of the information 
systems, and the information system influences and is influenced by the context” (Walsham, 
1993, pp. 4–5).  
Informed by my ontological assumption of what reality is, epistemologically, I see that my 
knowledge of reality can only be gained through interpretations. This means in research design, 
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I do not predefine dependent and independent variables, but focus on the complexity of human 
sense making as the situation emerges (Kaplan & Maxwell, 2005).  
4.2 Method 
Qualitative research is a research strategy that emphasizes words rather than quantification 
in the collection and analysis of data (Bryman & Bell, 2015).  
This dissertation adopts a qualitative research method and uses case studies to conduct the 
analysis and answer the overall research question “What factors influence the adoption of AI in 
healthcare, and how?” The epistemology and ontology of this research are interpretivism and 
constructionism, respectively.  
Along with a qualitative research method, this dissertation chose a multiple case study 
approach, as it allows wider exploration of research questions and theoretical expanding 
(Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007; Pettigrew, 1990; Santos & Eisenhardt, 2004). Four cases are 
investigated in this dissertation regarding the practice of AI adoption in hospitals in China. More 
details about the four selected cases are introduced in the case study section below. 
This dissertation is based on an abductive approach to analyze data and extend theory. 
Abductive logic allows the author to investigate data and phenomena from selected cases to 
extend an existing theory. With an abductive approach, I conducted the case studies in this 
dissertation following a structured-pragmatic-situational (SPS) approach (Pan & Tan, 2011). 
More specifically, in Paper 1, I used an inductive approach such that the findings are generated 
from empirical data. In Papers 2 and 3, I used a combination of inductive and deductive methods 
to code empirical data and adopt existing theory to clarify data, respectively. 
The SPS approach employs eight steps to conduct case studies (see Figure 4): (1) access 
negotiation, (2) conceptualizing the phenomenon, (3) collecting and organizing the initial data, 
(4) constructing and extending the theoretical lens, (5) confirming and validating data, (6) 
selective coding, (7) ensuring theory-data-model alignment, and (8) writing the case report (Pan 
& Tan, 2011, p. 164).  
Following the eight steps and main ideas of the SPS approach, I conducted case studies to 
investigate the adoption of AI in four Chinese hospitals by gaining access to cases in both 
informal and formal ways, becoming familiar with the relative theoretical lens and background 
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information of these four hospitals and the adopted AI systems, collecting initial data, extending 
theoretical lens, collecting additional data, and then conducting data analysis through coding.   
 
Figure 4. A structured-pragmatic-situational approach to conducting case studies.  
Source: adopted from Pan & Tan (2011) 
4.3 Case Study 
4.3.1 Case selection 
As introduced in the section above, this dissertation conducted four case studies on the 
practice of AI adoption in Chinese hospitals (see Table 14). These four cases answer specific 
sub-research questions of this dissertation. Case 1 answers sub-research questions one and two: 
What are the perceived challenges of AI adoption? How do different stakeholders interpret AI? 
Cases 2, 3 and 4 answer sub-research question three of this dissertation: How does social power 
among different stakeholders influence AI adoption? 
I selected the four cases via three criteria: 1) case relevance, 2) diversity across contexts, 
and 3) opportunities to learn about complexity and contexts (Stake, 2013). As the intention of 
this dissertation is to understand the influencing factors and mechanism of AI adoption in the 
context of digital healthcare, the four cases selected for this study are most advanced 
implementations and leading cases in China. 
I investigated Case 1 from the perspective of technological frames of different stakeholders 
(Davidson, 2002, 2006; Olesen, 2014b; Orlikowski & Gash, 1994; Young et al., 2016). I 
investigated Cases 2, 3, and 4 in parallel, to answer the same research question, since these three 
cases were investigated from the same perspective—social power (coercive, reward, legitimate, 
referent, expert, and informational) (Raven, 2008; Raven et al., 1998; Smith, Winchester, 
Bunker, & Jamieson, 2010; Tong et al., 2017; Xu et al., 2018). The relationships between the 
selected cases and the research questions are shown in Table 14. 
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The reasons I chose Zhejiang Provincial Hospital of Traditional Chinese Medicine (ZP-
TCM hospital) as Case 1 is to understand the influence of technological frames on AI adoption 
in healthcare. The case helped to answer sub-research question based on the following 
reasons:(1) ZP-TCM hospital was the first hospital to adopt IBM Watson in China, (2) IBM 
Watson AI system is the leading AI system developed by IBM, (3) multiple stakeholders 
including IBM, partners of IBM, doctors / hospital managers, and policymakers were involved 
in adopting IBM Watson in ZP-TCM hospital, providing critical data to investigate the 
technological frames among the stakeholder groups. 
The reasons I chose Cases 2, 3, and 4 for the multi-case study to answer sub-research 
question two are (1) the hospital organization context has an influence on social power, and by 
selecting three different hospitals, social power as a crucial influencing factor could be 
investigated in diverse contexts, (2) the selected three hospitals adopted AI systems provided by 
the same top Chinese AI vendor, (3) the IT vendor I selected in these three cases is the top 
company in the area of healthcare AI in China, and even the world, and their AI systems are at 
the frontier of technology, which makes them critical cases to study AI adoption in Chinese 
hospitals.  
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Table 14 
Case Selection and Targeted Research Questions 
Cases  Case Choice Criterion Focused Sub-research 
Questions 
Case 1: ZP-TCM 
Hospital 
The first hospital adopted IBM Watson in 
China, provided by top world AI vendor  
What are the perceived 
challenges of AI adoption? How 
do different stakeholders 
interpret AI?  
Case 2: Hospital X The first hospital adopted advanced AI systems, 
provided by top Chinese AI vendor  
How does social power among 
different stakeholders influence 
IT adoption? 
Case 3: Hospital M Military hospital adopted advanced AI systems, 
provided by top Chinese AI vendor 
Case 4: Hospital 
XL 
Local hospital adopted advanced AI systems, 
provided by top Chinese AI vendor 
 
4.3.2 Case setting 
The selected four cases adopting differing AI systems are ZP-TCM, Hospital X, Hospital 
M, and the Hospital XL.  
Case 1 refers to the adoption of AI in the ZP-TCM, which is located in Hangzhou city, 
Zhejiang province, China. Hangzhou is the capital of Zhejiang province, which is located in the 
east part of China with a total population of more than 9.8 million as of 2018. Case 3 refers to 
the adoption of AI in Hospital M, which is located in Beijing city, China. Beijing is the capital 
of China, and is located in the north east of China with a total population of more than 21.5 
million as of 2018. Cases 2 and 4 are located in Hefei city, Anhui province, China. Hefei is the 
capital of Anhui province, which is located in the east part of China with a total population of 
more than 8 million as of 2018. The locations of these four cases are shown in Figure 5.   
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Figure 5. Case location. 
Source: Google Maps  
The National Health Commission of P.R.C. evaluates Chinese hospitals on one of three 
levels (San Ji, ×) — Level 3 (San Ji, ×), Level 2 (Er Ji, ×), and Level 1 (Yi Ji, ×), 
in descending order. Each level is further divided into three grades: Grade A (Jia Deng, ÀÑ), 
Grade B (Yi Deng, Ñ), and Grade C (Bing Deng, Ñ), in descending order. Thus, in total, 
there are nine levels of Chinese hospitals; as an example, hospitals of the highest standard 
belong to Level 3-A (San Ji Jia Deng). 
ZP-TCM, located in Hangzhou, is a provincial hospital at Level 3-A (San Ji Jia Deng, 
×ÀÑ). ZP-TCM adopted IBM Watson system in August 2016, with multiple stakeholders 
involved, such as government sectors, the IT provider (IBM China), CognitiveCare, and 
EWELL. Hospital X adopted the voice-based AI receptionist robot, voice-based AI EMR 
system, AI-assisted medical imaging system, and AI-assisted diagnosis system, which are 
provided by Chinese IT vendor iFlytek. Hospital X, located in Hefei, is a provincial hospital and 
a university hospital at Level 3-A (San Ji Jia Deng, ×ÀÑ). 
Case 2
Case 4
Case 1
Case 3
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Hospital M, located in Beijing, is a national hospital at Level 3-A (San Ji Jia Deng, ×À
Ñ). Hospital M adopted the voice-based AI receptionist robot and the voice-based AI EMR 
system, provided by iFlytek, as in Case 2. Hospital XL, located in Hefei, is a community 
hospital at Level 1-A (Yi Ji Jia Deng, ×ÀÑ). Hospital XL adopted the voice-based AI EMR 
system and AI-assisted diagnosis system, also provided by iFlytek. 
Table 15 summarizes these characteristics. The following sub-sections provide more 
detailed information on these four cases. 
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Table 15 
Overview of the Characteristics of the Four Cases 
Cases Hospital Hospital 
Attribute 
Hospital Level Rank 
(1st to 
9th) 
Case Location Adopted AI Technologies IT Providers Government 
Case 
1 
ZP-TCM Provincial 
hospital 
Level 3-A (San 
Ji Jia Deng) 
1st Hangzhou city, 
Zhejiang province 
IBM Watson IBM, 
CognitiveCare, 
EWELL 
Policymakers from 
central and local 
government 
Case 
2 
Hospital 
X 
Provincial 
hospital 
Level 3-A (San 
Ji Jia Deng) 
1st Hefei city, Anhui 
province 
 
 
 
 
Voice-based AI 
receptionist robot 
Voice-based AI EMR 
system  
AI-assisted medical 
imaging system 
AI-assisted diagnosis 
system 
iFlytek / 
Case 
3 
Hospital 
M 
National 
hospital 
Level 3-A (San 
Ji Jia Deng) 
1st Beijing city Voice-based AI 
receptionist robot 
Voice -based AI EMR 
system 
iFlytek / 
Case 
4 
Hospital 
XL 
Community 
hospital 
Level 1-A (Yi Ji 
Jia Deng) 
7th Hefei city, Anhui 
province 
Voice-based AI EMR 
system  
AI-assisted diagnosis 
system 
iFlytek / 
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4.3.2.1 Case 1: ZP-TCM Hospital 
Case 1 investigated the introduction of an AI system, IBM Watson, in ZP-TCM. This case 
includes three groups of stakeholders: hospital managers/doctors, IT firms, and government 
policymakers (see Table 16). 
 
Table 16 
Stakeholder Groups of Case 1 
Stakeholder group Stakeholder organization Description 
Hospital 
managers/doctors 
ZP-TCM The first public hospital that adopted IBM 
Watson in China. 
IT firm managers IBM China Provides technology support for the use of IBM 
Watson in China.  
Hangzhou CognitiveCare The partner company of IBM China that 
services hospitals using Watson across the 
country. It works with EWELL to adapt Watson 
to the Chinese context. 
EWELL A high-tech company focusing on R&D in the 
healthcare industry. IT provides technical 
support and training to the ZP-TCM Hospital. 
Government 
policy-makers 
Ministry of Science and 
technology of the People’s 
Republic of China (MOST) 
Public agencies involved in formulating policies 
regarding healthcare and emerging IT (including 
AI) to facilitate social, economic, and 
technology development in China. National Development and 
Reform Commission of the 
People’s Republic of China 
(NDRC) 
Source: Adopted from Sun and Medaglia (2019). 
ZP-TCM is located in Hangzhou, Zhejiang province. Founded in 1931, ZP-TCM was the 
first hospital in China to adopt the AI cognitive assistant IBM Watson. Watson is the name 
given by IBM to its computer system capable of answering questions posed in natural language 
(Shader, 2016). Doctors at the hospital use Watson for decision-making in the design of 
personalized cancer treatment plans. Some doctors also have management responsibilities in 
running the hospital. 
The adoption of IBM Watson at the hospital was supported by three IT firms. The first two 
are IBM China and Hangzhou CognitiveCare, the only partner company of IBM China that, 
since August 2016, services hospitals in China using Watson (IBM, 2016). During the testing 
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stage, from December 2016–March 2017, CognitiveCare trained 10 physicians in the use of the 
system for six different cancer types; 50 patients have received treatment supported by Watson’s 
diagnosis. Since late March 2017, oncology patients at the hospital have the possibility to make 
special appointments to consult their doctors with the support of Watson. The third IT firm, 
EWELL, is a high-tech company focusing on research and development (R&D) in the 
healthcare industry; it joined the Watson project to provide technical support and training to the 
hospital, and carry out translations from English to Chinese. 
Two public agencies were involved in the introduction of Watson in public healthcare: the 
Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST) and the National Development and Reform 
Commission (NDRC). Three key policies referring to big data in healthcare, healthcare 
information and AI development have been formulated by MOST and NDRC, to ensure the 
environment for application of AI and related emerging technologies to healthcare (General 
Office of the State Council of the P.R.C., 2016; National Health and Family Planning 
Commission of the P.R.C., 2017; State Council of the P.R.C., 2017). The timeline of the 
introduction of the Watson system in Case 1 is summarized in Figure 6. 
 
Figure 6. Timeline of the introduction of Watson in Case 1.  
Source: adapted from Paper 2 of this dissertation 
4.3.2.2 Case 2: Hospital X 
Case 2 investigated four AI systems—the voice-based AI receptionist robot, voice-based 
AI EMR system, AI-assisted medical imaging system, and AI-assisted diagnosis system—in 
Hospital X (see Table 17). This case involves two organizations: the AI adopter, Hospital X, and 
the IT provider, iFlytek. 
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Table 17 
Adopted AI Systems in Case 2 
Case 2: Hospital X 
Adopted AI Systems End Users 
Voice-based AI receptionist robot Patient-centric 
Voice-based AI EMR system Staff-centric 
AI-assisted medical imaging system Staff-centric 
AI-assisted diagnosis system Staff-centric 
Source: Adopted from paper 3 of this dissertation 
In this case, the four adopted AI systems in Hospital X were all developed by iFlytek for 
use in healthcare. iFlytek is not only a provider of AI systems to Hospital X, it is also a 
collaborator working together with the hospital in two joint research labs/centers. 
On June 21 2016, iFlytek and Hospital X were working together and developed the Joint 
Healthcare AI Research Lab, located in the hospital (CCTime, 2016). The main research project 
focus of this Joint Healthcare AI Research Lab is the R&D of voice-based AI technology and its 
use in different healthcare contexts, such as at the EMR system and in the ultrasound scanning. 
One year after the Joint Healthcare AI Research Lab was developed, in June 2017, the voice-
based AI receptionist robot and voice-based AI EMR system were introduced at Hospital X.  
In August 2017, the AI-assisted medical imaging system and the AI-assisted diagnosis 
system were introduced at Hospital X, together with the development of the “Smart Hospital X 
(AI-Assisted Diagnosis Center)” (Wang, 2017) of the collaboration between iFlytek and 
Hospital X. The AI-Assisted Diagnosis Center aims to pursue research on AI-assisted medical 
imaging and treatment diagnosis. These two AI systems have a higher learning ability compared 
with the voice-based AI receptionist robot and voice-based AI EMR system, and may therefore 
need to be trained with large amounts of clinical data to develop their learning ability. 
Therefore, there is a need to work closely with the clinical data at the hospital and doctors, to 
train the AI as it is adopted. 
iFlytek has been identified as the main AI provider as mentioned in case setting Section 
4.3.2. 
In healthcare, iFlytek developed four AI systems that have been introduced at the Hospital 
X. Further, iFlytek is a Chinese intelligent machines firm focusing on research on intelligent 
speech and language technologies, development of software and chip products, provision of 
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speech information services, and integration of E-government systems. It was established in 
1999, and is headquartered in Hefei, Anhui province (iFlytek, 2018; MIT Technology Review, 
2017). The voice assistant technology, “the Siri of China,” is the core technology of iFlytek, and 
represents the top level in the world. iFlytek accounts for 70% of China’s market in voice-based 
AI technologies.  
Hospital X is a university hospital, it has a strong willingness to engage in research, which 
is one of the main reasons that the joint healthcare AI research center and the AI-Assisted 
Diagnosis Center were developed in that hospital.  
Figure 7 shows the timeline of the two joint healthcare AI research centers and four AI 
systems adopted at the Hospital X.  
 
Figure 7. Timeline of the introduction of the four AI systems in Case 2. 
4.3.2.3 Case 3: Hospital M 
Case 3 investigated the adoption of two AI systems—the voice-based AI receptionist robot 
and voice-based AI EMR system—in Hospital M in Beijing (see Table 18). This case involved 
two organizations: the AI adopter, Hospital M, and the IT provider, iFlytek (as in Case 2). These 
two AI systems are introduced at Hospital M at October 2017, two months after the AI systems 
were introduced at Hospital X. As noted in the introduction of Case 2, Case 3 shares the same IT 
provider - iFlytek. 
The reason for choosing these two AI systems (voice-based AI receptionist robot and 
voice-based AI EMR system) is that these were the systems installed by iFlytek in this hospital. 
Of course, in this hospital, within different departments, different kinds of AI systems have been 
AI-assisted medical 
imaging system
AI-assisted diagnosis 
system
Voice-based AI receptionist robot
Voice-based AI EHR system 
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Joint Healthcare AI Research Lab AI-Assisted Diagnosis Center
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adopted; for example, surgery robots and service robots. However, to focus on the same IT 
provider, which provides representative AI technologies in Chinese healthcare, this case only 
investigated the AI systems provided by iFlytek. Focusing on the one IT provider made it easier 
to collect parallel data across Cases 2, 3, and 4. Thus, other AI systems not provided by iFlytek 
were excluded in this case. 
 
Table 18 
Adopted AI Systems in Case 3 
Case 3: Hospital M 
Adopted AI Systems End Users 
Voice-based AI receptionist robot Patient-centric 
Voice-based AI EMR system Staff-centric 
 
Hospital M, located in Beijing, is a military hospital aiming at building a first-class modern 
research-based hospital, following the principle of “being the leading force in the army, a first-
class hospital in China and a high-level medical care provider in the world” (Hospital M, 2019). 
Regarding the two adopted AI systems in this hospital, the voice-based AI receptionist robot, a 
patient-centric technology, is used by patients, while the voice-based AI EMR system, a staff-
centric technology, is used by doctors from different related hospital departments. Patient-
centric technology is differentiated from staff-centric technology because the adoption of staff-
centric technology is influenced by different kinds of powers.  
The reason for choosing Hospital M is that it is a military hospital and located in Beijing, 
which is the center of politics in China. Compared with Hospital X, Hospital M is organized 
differently, and the adoption of AI was influenced by different power resources. As a military 
hospital, Hospital M is highly centralized, which can provide a different and diverse research 
context for studying the adoption of AI in Chinese healthcare. Moreover, it provides a suitable 
context to investigate the adoption of an emerging new technology from the perspective of 
social power. In another words, investigating how different kinds of powers such as legitimate 
power or referent power from leaders or supervisors influence users’ adoption behavior in this 
military context hospital is important.  
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The voice-based AI receptionist robot has been used at Hospital M to help patients in 
multiple ways. The AI receptionist robot is located in the reception area of the hospital, and with 
the aim of answering patients’ questions. Patients who do not have an appointment may need 
help from nurses to tell them which department and which and when doctors are available for 
them to make an appointment. In other words, the AI receptionist robot can effectively classify 
patients. In this situation, the voice-based AI receptionist robot can tell the patients the 
information they want to know. Moreover, patients can just talk to the robot like they talk/speak 
to nurses without any other complex procedure. 
In this way, the AI receptionist robot reduces the workload of hospital service staff and 
nurses. Because of the limited medical knowledge of medical personnel, it is difficult to 
accurately provide patients with the information to choose the best clinic department when they 
encounter a patient with complicated conditions or multiple diseases. The use of the AI 
receptionist robot provides patients with efficient and accurate medical services based on the 
patient’s self-inputted medical information. In countries with many patients, such as China, the 
application of the new technology is particularly important to reduce the workload of hospital 
service personnel and provide efficient service. 
Overall, the AI receptionist robot improved the service environment of the entire hospital 
and made the hospital’s medical environment more orderly. Particularly given the large number 
of general hospital departments, and the large number of patients in some, such as the 
emergency department, the use of these robots can effectively guide patients, diverting them 
according to their specific needs, and maintaining order in the hospital.  
The voice-based AI EMR system has been used at Hospital M to help doctors and medical 
staff to improve the efficiency of the input of patient data, as the voice signal can be directly 
converted into the corresponding text through the system. In many departments of general 
hospitals, such as the breast surgery, orthopedic, general surgery and some other departments, 
the number of patients is extremely large, and doctors must write a large number of medical 
records each day. The AI EMR system can greatly improve the efficiency of information input 
and reduce the workload of medical staff. However, because of the noisy work environment, 
problems of multi-words, missing words and recognition errors occur often when typing in 
medical records, which seriously affects the accuracy and comprehensiveness of disease 
information entry. The voice-based AI EMR system customizes the voice model in the medical 
field, and adopts a professional medical voice database. When voice input is performed, the 
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system first identifies clinical terms and reduces the recognition error rate. The voice-based AI 
EMR system is continuing to improve, adding local accent recognition channels for clinicians of 
different accents to choose. 
4.3.2.4 Case 4: Hospital XL 
Case 4 investigated the adoption of two AI systems—the voice-based AI EMR system and 
AI-assisted diagnosis system—in Community Hospital XL in Hefei city. This case involved two 
organizations: the AI adopter, Hospital XL, and the IT provider, iFlytek (as in Cases 2 and 3). 
These two AI systems were introduced in April 2018 and shown in Table 19.  
 
Table 19 
Adopted AI Systems in Case 4 
Case 4: Hospital XL 
Adopted AI Systems End Users 
Voice-based AI EMR system Stuff-centric 
AI-assisted diagnosis system Staff-centric 
 
Among the three cases that adopted AI systems provided by iFlytek, this is the most recent. 
The reasons for this include (1) Hospital XL is a community hospital, and does not have the 
ability to conduct R&D on AI systems; (2) as a community hospital, it only has basic clinical 
data with limited local patients, and therefore, both the data quality and data size are not 
sufficient to train AI systems; and (3) Hospital XL needed to wait for a developed AI system to 
be introduced in its hospital. 
The reasons for only adopting the voice-based AI EMR system and AI-assisted diagnosis 
system, and not the other two AI systems (voice-based AI receptionist robot and AI-assisted 
medical imaging system), are that (1) Hospital XL is a small community hospital not busy 
enough (unlike Hospital X or Hospital M) to require a receptionist in the reception area of the 
hospital, and (2) Hospital XL does not have a department that needs to use the medical imaging 
system since this hospital is more like a clinic than a general or specific hospital. 
Hospital XL is a local community hospital located in Heifei, the same city as in Case 2. 
Hospital XL is similar to a clinic but has more departments; however, it is not like a general or a 
special hospital that deals with complex cases. The main role of Hospital XL is to provide basic 
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medical information and treatment for local patients, and refer complex patients to a general or a 
special hospital. The doctors who work at Hospital XL are not as competent as doctors from 
large comprehensive hospitals because of the lack of complex clinical cases. 
The reasons for choosing Hospital XL as one of the cases in this dissertation are, first, that 
Hospital XL provides a diverse research context to study the adoption of AI in Chinese 
healthcare since it is different from Cases 2 and 3, and second, that community hospitals play a 
crucial role in the Chinese healthcare system but suffer from a lack of doctors, because most 
doctors prefer to work at general or special hospitals. Therefore, the adoption of AI in 
community hospitals has great potential—if AI can help with diagnosis or efficiency 
improvements, the problem of lack of doctors in China may be partly solved. Thus, there is a 
necessity to study the adoption of AI in community hospitals to assess how the adoption of AI is 
influenced by different kinds of powers from hospital managers or the IT vendor.  
The adoption of the voice-based AI EMR system at Hospital XL can benefit the hospital in 
many ways. First, the AI EMR system can assist doctors to improve their efficiency at the 
community hospital. There are many patients in China, and most choose to go to a community 
hospital for treatment and diagnosis when their condition is not serious. For most diseases, 
screening and follow-up work is one of the primary tasks of doctors. The system can call every 
patient in the area according to the doctor’s settings, to remind them to return to the clinic or to 
take medicine, can follow up on patients’ recovery after treatment, and can help the community 
doctor screen for diseases specific to a certain segment, of benefit for early detection and early 
treatment of certain serious diseases. For example, hypertension is one of the main factors 
threatening the health of the elderly, and it is also the most common disease. Effective screening 
and prevention can avoid the occurrence of cardiovascular disease—this work can be carried out 
with the use of the AI EMR system together with the electronic sphygmomanometer.  
Second, the EMR system can help collect data on patients from different areas (e.g. 
different cities, or places), which is important to ensuring the continuity of patient data and is 
very helpful for improving the diagnoses of doctors. The continuity of patients’ information on 
the whole process of disease plays a vital role in the diagnosis and treatment of the disease. The 
system will greatly improve the continuity and accuracy of patients’ information collection, and 
help doctors to improve the content of large databases, further promoting medical development 
and better serving patients. 
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Third, this AI EMR system can assist the general practitioner to decrease diagnosis 
mistakes. The largest demand in community hospitals is for general practitioners; however, 
because of the low level of medical education of general practitioners in some areas of China, 
the level of diagnosis and treatment of certain diseases is very limited. The system can help 
general practitioners’ diagnosis and treatment based on patients’ disease characteristics. 
The AI-assisted diagnosis system adopted at Hospital XL can benefit the hospital in the 
following ways. First, it can help doctors improve the accuracy of diagnosis according to the 
large amount of medical knowledge learned by the system. The AI diagnosis system can give 
the probability of several possible conditions based on the inputted patient data, and help the 
doctor to reduce the rate of misdiagnosis by considering diseases that have not been considered 
before. Second, this system is closely connected to the system of large general or specific 
hospital; for example, the Hospital X. When the doctors at the community hospital come across 
very serious diseases and complex cases, this system can recommend these patients go to a 
certain large hospital, hence improving the efficiency of multi-level diagnosis. 
4.3.3 Summary 
In summary, this dissertation studied four cases that adopted AI systems. Case 1 
investigated the introduction of the IBM Watson AI system at ZP-TCM in December 2016. 
Case 2 investigated the adoption of four AI systems at Hospital X in June 2017 (voice-based AI 
receptionist robot and voice-based AI EMR system) and August 2017 (AI-assisted medical 
imaging system and AI-assisted diagnosis system). Case 3 investigated the adoption of two AI 
systems (voice-based AI receptionist robot and voice-based AI EMR system) at Hospital M in 
October 2017. Case 4 investigated two AI systems (voice-based AI EMR system and AI-
assisted diagnosis system) at Hospital XL, introduced in April 2018. 
Figure 8 shows the timeline of these four cases and their adoption of AI systems. 
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Figure 8. Timeline of the four cases that adopted AI systems. 
 
Case 2: AI-assisted medical imaging system and AI-assisted diagnosis system launched at 
hospital X
Case 2: Voice-based AI receptionist robot and voice-based AI EHR system launched at hospital X
Dec   Jan   Feb   Mar   Apr   May   Jun   Jul   Aug   Sep   Oct   Nov   Dec   Jan   Feb   Mar   Apr   May   Jun   Jul   Aug  Sep   Oct   Nov   Dec 
2016 2017
Case 1: Watson launched at ZP-TCM 
Case 3: Voice-based AI receptionist robot and voice-based AI EHR system
launched at hospital M
2018
Case 4: Voice-based AI EHR system and AI-
assisted diagnosis system launched at hospital 
XL
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4.4 Data Collection 
4.4.1 Access to cases 
For qualitative research, gaining access to cases that do justice to the research intention is 
always challenging, and is even more difficult than devising impactful research questions and 
selecting an applicable research topic (Pan & Tan, 2011). As mentioned frequently by 
qualitative researchers, in seeking access, one should ask for a referral from an influential 
benefactor such as a friend, an invited speaker, a family member or a colleague, and avoid 
unsolicited contact (Pan & Tan, 2011; Yin, 2018)  
4.4.1.1 Access to Case 1 
The research access to Case 1 started in May 2017 when I was in Copenhagen, by sending 
an email to a doctor who works at ZP-TCM and was the first to adopt IBM Watson in ZP-TCM 
hospital and in China.  
Before contacting potential interviewees, I collected information and background data 
regarding the adoption of IBM Watson in Chinese hospitals and realized that ZP-TCM was the 
first hospital that adopted Watson. I followed the online news regarding the adoption of Watson 
at ZP-TCM hospital and figured out the name of the first doctor in ZP-TCM hospital who 
adopted Watson. I tried to find the doctor’s contact information by searching his hospital 
website and his publications. Finally, I obtained his email from a paper he published. I wrote 
him a very short email and introduced myself and my PhD research, and asked for a 
phone/WeChat (a popular social media app similar to Facebook and Messenger) voice talk with 
him to discuss the adoption of Watson. He replied to my email the second day after I sent him 
the email, and we connected on WeChat.  
Then, we had a voice talk. After this, I learned that IBM China does not directly work with 
the hospital; rather, a partner of IBM, CognitiveCare, works with ZP-TCM hospital. With this 
key information, I decided to contact CognitiveCare. I also realized that it would not be easy to 
ask him to introduce me to more doctors as potential interviewees, since I was still a stranger to 
him. 
Following the information I obtained from this doctor, I searched for contact information 
for CognitiveCare. Eventually, I found the official WeChat account of this company and started 
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to talk with their staff. I was told that they needed an official introduction letter from my 
university. I prepared a letter that contained my personal information, my research background 
and an introduction to the purpose of the investigation, and asked for approval from my Chinese 
supervisor and my university (University of Chinese Academy of Sciences). With the prepared 
official letter, I obtained access to CognitiveCare, in July 2017. 
For the large-scale data collection within ZP-TCM hospital, I was asked by the hospital to 
send a formal letter. Even with a formal letter, I realized that it was not easy to really obtain 
access, since each department is quite independent. In light of this difficulty, my Chinese 
supervisor helped me by visiting the hospital and attending a formal face-to-face meeting (in 
October 2017), together with the head of the hospital and head of each department. After this 
meeting, I conducted individual interviews with each of the doctors who had adopted Watson 
and each head of the different departments. 
Regarding access to IBM China, I was introduced by my Chinese supervisor to a manager 
from IBM he knows who used to be a member of his healthcare technology foresight research 
project. Moreover, I was introduced by my friend who knows a manager from IBM China 
working with the Watson project, at a meeting. The access date to IBM China is October 2017. 
Regarding access to EWELL, MOST, and NDRC, I was introduced by my Chinese 
supervisor since he has friends working in these three organizations/sectors. The access date is 
October 2017. A summary of the data access method, date and data collection time of the 
targeted four cases is shown in Table 20. 
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Table 20 
Timeline of Case Access and Data Collection 
Cases  Involved organizations 
Access 
method 
First date to 
contact an 
organization 
Date of 
research access 
get granted   
Data collection 
period 
Case 1 
ZP-TCM 
hospital 
Unsolicited, 
formal letter May 2017 October 2017 
October 15th to 
October 30th 
2017 
CognitiveCare  Unsolicited, formal letter July 2017 October 2017 
IBM China Supervisor, friend October 2017 October 2017 
EWELL Supervisor  October 2017 October 2017 
MOST Supervisor  October 2017 October 2017 
NDRC Supervisor October 2017 October 2017 
Case 2 Hospital X Friend, iFlytek May 2018 May 2018 
May 20th to 
June 15th 2018 
Case 2, 
3, 4 
iFlytek (IT 
vendor) 
Supervisor, 
friend May 2018 May 2018 
Case 3 Hospital M Friend November 2017 May 2018 
Case 4 hospital XL iFlytek May 2018 May 2018 
 
4.4.1.2 Access to Case 2 
Case 2 required access to the IT vendor, iFlytek, and access to Hospital X. 
Regarding access to iFlytek, I was introduced by my Chinese supervisor, who has a friend 
who works at iFlytek and is responsible for tasks including AI adoption in healthcare. I and my 
Chinese supervisor went together to iFlytek and had a meeting with two top managers in May 
2018. After the meeting, I conducted individual interviews with several top managers. In the 
meantime, I was introduced by my friend who is a friend of an employee of iFlytek, and 
obtained access to several iFlytek employees as well. 
And gaining access to iFlytek, in May 2018, I contacted Hospital X, introduced by a top 
manager from iFlytek and a friend from Fudan University who used work at this hospital.  
iFlytek and Hospital X have a good network since they are all connected to University Y, 
which is located in Hefei city. The CEO of iFlytek is an alumnus of the university, and Hospital 
X, as a university hospital, belongs to this university as well. Therefore, once I gained access to 
iFlytek, it was not difficult to gain access to Hospital X.  
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4.4.1.3 Access to Case 3 
Case 3 required access to the IT vendor, iFlytek, and Hospital M.  
I contacted Hospital M in November 2017 via my friend who works at this hospital. I 
visited my friend’s office at Hospital M and met her boss and colleagues. After that, I had 
several informal dinners with my friend and her colleagues to develop the research network 
before the research data collection, which started in May 2018. 
Regarding access to iFlytek, as in Case 2, I was introduced by my Chinese supervisor.  
4.4.1.4 Access to Case 4 
Case 4 required access to the IT vendor, iFlytek, and the local community hospital – 
community hospital XL in Anhui province. 
Access to iFlytek was the same as in Case 2. After I gained access to iFlytek, I contacted 
this local community hospital introduced by a top manager from iFlytek who was working with 
this hospital. Access to the local community hospital was not difficult since their relationship 
with iFlytek, a well-known local company, was good. 
4.4.2 Data collection 
This dissertation adopted semi-structured interviews, participant observations, and the 
document analysis method to collect data. The transcripts, observation notes, videos, 
photographs, documents, and secondary data allowed triangulation of the data during analysis 
and formulating of the findings, in line with Klein and Myers (1999). Data were collected in 
three steps. 
First, before research access was granted, there was a period of preparing for data 
collection (semi-structured interview and participant observation data). In this period, secondary 
data from a variety of sources, including newspapers, social media articles, magazines, and 
institutional websites, were gathered. I retrieved news and magazine articles reporting the 
adoption of the Watson system and iFlytek’s AI systems by the four hospitals and by IT vendors 
including IBM Global, IBM China, CognitiveCare, EWELL, and iFlytek as well as the local and 
central government sectors. These sources provided background information to better 
understand the cases and prepare the following interview questions; for example, on the timing 
of adoption, the stakeholders involved, the different kinds of adopted AI systems, the process of 
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implementing multiple AI systems in different hospitals, and the values that AI brought to 
healthcare. In addition, I also collected data from each organization’s website to obtain a better 
understanding of the organizations, such as data on hospital size, departments, AI products 
developed and provided by IT vendors, collaboration between hospitals and IT vendors 
announced on the hospitals’ or IT vendors’ websites. 
The second step was the on-site data collection at the organizations involved in each case; 
that is, semi-structured interviews and participant observations. The on-site data collection for 
Case 1 was conducted during October 15–October 30 2017, and the on-site data collection for 
Cases 2, 3, and 4 was conducted during May 20–June 15 2018. More details on these interviews 
are presented in the following sub-section. 
The third step was the policy document data collection and secondary online data 
collection mentioned by informants during the interviews, such as the speech given by the CEO 
of iFlytek at a conference and the public interview of a top manager of EWELL for a TV 
program. In this step, policy document data were included to support the analysis in Case 1; for 
example, the information provided in the policy document supported the views of policymakers 
who introduced AI adoption and healthcare-related policies. Second, additional online data were 
included as secondary data to support the analysis, together with the on-site data. Since some of 
these additional online data were mentioned and provided by the informants. such as the top 
managers from hospitals, iFlytek, EWELL, or IBM, they are very useful to support the analysis 
of AI adoption in healthcare in the four cases. More details about the documents collected in this 
dissertation are presented in the document analysis section below. 
For qualitative studies, data collection is always challenging (Burawoy, 2009), especially 
in studies of healthcare, for example, because  doctors have a busy schedule and have the habit 
of using medical jargon during interviews . Therefore, it is not easy to schedule and conduct 
interviews with doctors. After the first two or three interviews I conducted with doctors, I 
realized doctors are too busy to share information and their answers were always short ones, 
such as “yes,” “no,” “good,” “bad,” or “I agree.” Once I realized this, I changed my interview 
time and interview strategy. I tried to follow their daily work, and made some participant 
observations at their workplace. This way, the doctors became familiar with me. Once they had 
time, I talked to them about the AI system they used from different aspects, with more “why” 
instead of “what” questions. As specialists, doctors are willing to share their knowledge or 
experience; thus, “why” questions give them the opportunity to share their knowledge. For 
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example, one question I was asked is “Why did you start to adopt this AI system?” The doctors 
shared their experiences, whether this was, for example, because their colleagues had already 
adopted this system, or their supervisors had asked them to. 
Further, to ensure the quality of the data collection, I followed several steps. First, native 
language was used in the interviews, and all interviews were recorded, transcribed, and 
translated from Mandarin Chinese to English by a person who spoke both Mandarin Chinese 
and English. Second, before the data collection, I conducted a pilot to test the interview guide 
with my friends who worked at hospitals. Third, I conducted the interviews myself, and before 
the interviews at each organization, my supervisor and I had a meeting with the organization 
leaders to ensure the interviews would approach the appropriate informants. Fourth, I avoided 
using academic terms during the interviews and changed to conversational language so that the 
informants could understand my questions. Fifth, after the interview data were transcribed, I 
approached some of the informants to verify the transcripts. Sixth, I analyzed the data with my 
supervisor and had discussions to ensure the data analysis via triangulation.  
4.4.3 Interviews 
I used semi-structured interviews to uncover stakeholders’ interpretations of adoption of 
AI in healthcare. The semi-structured interviews were carried out with the key stakeholders of 
each case. The interviews consisted of open-ended questions framed around the adoption of AI 
in hospitals, the interpreted technological frames, the influencing powers of adopting AI, the 
problems faced during the adoption of AI, and the role AI plays in doctors’ work. Examples of 
questions include the following: What do you think AI can do in healthcare? How do you use AI 
in your everyday work? Why did you decide to adopt AI? All interviews were recorded, 
transcribed, and translated from Mandarin Chinese to English. The interviewed questions are 
listed in Appendix 8A of Paper 1 and Appendix 10C of Paper 3. 
4.4.3.1 Case 1 interview data 
In Case 1, I interviewed doctors and hospital managers from ZP-TCM, managers from IT 
vendors such as IBM China, CognitiveCare, and EWELL, and policymakers from government 
sectors such as MOST and NDRC. Each interview lasted 30–90 minutes. In total, 19 informants 
were interviewed with over 1,097 recorded minutes in Case 1. Table 21 shows the details of the 
interview minutes, interview numbers and informant numbers of each stakeholder group.  
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Table 21 
Overview of Case 1 Interview Data Sources 
Stakeholders of case 1 Interview mins Interview N Informant N 
ZP-TCM  250 5 5 
IT vendors 635 10 10 
Government 212 4 4 
Total of Case 1 1097 19 19 
 
4.4.3.2 Case 2 interview data 
In Case 2, I interviewed doctors, hospital managers, hospital service staff, and patients 
from Hospital X, and managers and on-site staff from IT vendor iFlytek. Doctors and hospital 
managers are separated in this case because the purpose of this case is to investigate the 
influencing power on AI adopters, and hospital managers and doctors play different roles in this 
study—hospital managers are power “owners,” and doctors are users of the AI systems 
influenced by power “owners.” Hospital service staff such as the gateman of the hospital were 
interviewed because they work at the reception area of the hospital where the voice-based AI 
receptionist robots are used by patients. One of their roles is to help patients regarding the 
adoption of the receptionist robots. Managers and on-site staff from iFlytek were separately 
counted because Cases 2, 3, and 4 share the same iFlytek manager informants but different on-
site staff responsible for different hospitals. In Table 22, I used “*” to mark the shared interview 
minutes, shared interview numbers, and shared informant numbers by these three cases.  
The data collection for Cases 2, 3, and 4 was in parallel. Each interview lasted 10–60 
minutes. In total, 14 informants were interviewed with over 470 recorded minutes in case 2. 
Table 22 shows the details of interview minutes, interview numbers, and informant numbers of 
each stakeholder group of Case 2. 
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Table 22 
Overview of Case 2 Interview Data Sources 
Informants of Case 2 Interview Mins Interview N Informant N 
Hospital managers 20 1 1 
Doctors 95 4 4 
Hospital service staff 15 1 1 
Patients 10 1 1 
iFlytek managers 190* 3* 3* 
On-site staff of iFlytek 140 5 4 
Total of Case 2 470 15 14 
Notes: “*” refers to the shared interview minutes, shared interview N, and shared informant N by these three 
cases. The interviews of iFlytek managers are counted in Cases 2, 3, and 4. 
4.4.3.3 Case 3 interview data 
In Case 3, I interviewed doctors, hospital managers, hospital service staffs, and patients 
from Hospital M, and managers and on-site staff from IT vendor iFlytek. The stakeholder 
groups interviewed in this case are the same as in Case 2; the data collection of Cases 2, 3 and 4 
are in parallel. I used “*” to mark the shared interview minutes, shared interview numbers, and 
shared informant numbers by these three cases.  Each interview lasted 15–70 minutes. In total, 
nine informants were interviewed with over 425 recorded minutes in Case 3. 
Table 23 shows the details of interview minutes, interview numbers and informant 
numbers of each stakeholder group of case 3. 
Table 23 
Overview of Case 3 Interview Data Sources 
Informants of case 3 Interview mins Interview N Informant N 
Hospital managers 90 3 1 
Doctors 60 2 1 
Hospital service stuffs 15 1 1 
Patients 30 2 2 
iFlytek managers 190* 3* 3* 
On-site stuffs of 
iFlytek 40 1 1 
Total of Case 3 425 12 9 
Notes: “*” refers to the shared interview minutes, shared interview N, and shared informant N by these three 
cases. The interviews of iFlytek managers are counted in Cases 2, 3, and 4. 
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4.4.3.4 Case 4 interview data 
In Case 4, I interviewed doctors and hospital managers from Hospital XL and managers 
and on-site staff from IT vendor iFlytek. Patients and hospital service staff were not included in 
this case (as they were in Cases 2 and 3) as the adopted AI systems in this case were staff-
centric, and not patient-centric. The data collection of Cases 2, 3, and 4 were in parallel. Each 
interview lasted 30–90 minutes. In total, seven informants were interviewed with over with over 
385 recorded minutes in Case 4. Table 24 shows the details of interview minutes, interview 
numbers and informant numbers of each stakeholder group. 
 
Table 24 
Overview of Case 4 Interview Data Sources 
Informants of case 4 Interview mins Interview N Informant N 
Hospital managers 30 1 1 
Doctors 35 1 1 
iFlytek managers 190* 3* 3* 
On-site stuffs of 
iFlytek 130 3 
2 
Total of Case 4 385 8 7 
Notes: “*” refers to the shared interview minutes, shared interview N, and shared informant N by these three 
cases. The interviews of iFlytek managers are counted in Cases 2, 3, and 4. 
4.4.3.5 Summary of the interview data for the four cases 
In summary, Case 1 was investigated separately, while the other three cases were 
investigated in parallel. In total, this dissertation interviewed 43 informants, via 48 interviews 
with over 1,997 recorded minutes. Table 25 summarizes the total interview minutes, interview 
numbers and informant numbers of each case and for the total of the four cases studied in this 
dissertation. 
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Table 25 
Summary of the Interview Data Sources for the Four Cases 
Cases  Interview mins Interview N Informant N 
Case 1 1097 19 19 
Case 2 470 (190)* 15 (3)* 14 (3)* 
Case 3 425 (190)* 12 (3)* 9 (3)* 
Case 4 385 (190)* 8 (3)* 7 (3)* 
Total 1997 48 43 
Notes: “*” refers to the shared interview minutes, shared interview N, and shared informant N by these three 
cases. The interviews of iFlytek managers are counted in Cases 2, 3, and 4. 
4.4.4 Participant observations 
In addition to the interviews, I conducted participant observations in Cases 2, 3, and 4. I 
used participant observations to reveal contextualized and otherwise inaccessible data to 
understand the tacit knowledge shared in the organizations (Locke, 2011). The observations 
included participating in daily work scenarios and observing the AI systems in action in three 
different hospitals and iFlytek, for a total of ten observations over 470 minutes. Table 26 
summarizes the details of observation minutes and observation N of all three cases. 
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Table 26 
Overview of Observation Data 
Cases Observations Observation 
code 
Observation 
Minutes 
Observation 
N 
Case 2: 
Hospital 
X  
Three doctors used the voice-based AI EMR 
system  
1OB01 60  1 
One doctor used AI-assisted medical imaging 
system 
1OB02 20  1 
One doctor used AI-assisted diagnosis system  1OB03 20  1 
Different patients or visitors interacted with 
the receptionist robot  
1OB04 60  1 
Two hospital service staff (such as the 
gateman) helped the patients on the use of 
receptionist robot 
1OB05 30  1 
Two iFlytek employees updated the 
receptionist robot 
1OB06 20 1 
Demonstration of AI-assisted diagnosis 
system that provided to visiting government 
officers and doctors from other Chinese 
hospitals, given by both doctors from 
Hospital X and on-site staff from iFlytek. 
1OB07 90  1 
Demonstration of all four AI systems 
provided by iFlytek’s vice CEO and expert 
guider at the exhibition hall in the iFlytek’s 
building. 
OB01 80*  1* 
Total minutes of Case 2   8 
Case 3: 
Hospital 
M 
Different patients or visitors interacted with 
the receptionist robot 
2OB01 60 1 
Demonstration of all four AI systems 
provided by iFlytek’s vice CEO and expert 
guider at the exhibition hall in the iFlytek’s 
building. 
OB01 80*  1* 
Total minutes of Case 3   2 
Case 4: 
Hospital 
XL 
One doctor used the voice-based AI EMR 
system 
3OB01 30 1 
Demonstration of all four AI systems 
provided by iFlytek’s vice CEO and expert 
guider at the exhibition hall in the iFlytek’s 
building. 
3OB02 80*  1* 
Total minutes of Case 4  110 2 
Total minutes of all three cases  470 10 
Notes: “*” refers to the shared observation minutes and shared observation N by these three cases.  
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For each of the AI systems adopted in these three hospitals, I investigated usage on-site 
and recorded key information via written videos, notes and photographs. I observed how three 
doctors used the voice-based AI EMR system at Hospital X for 60 minutes, how one doctor 
used the voice-based AI EMR system at Hospital XL for 30 minutes, how one doctor used the 
AI-assisted medical imaging system at Hospital X for 20 minutes, and how one doctor used the 
AI-assisted diagnosis system at Hospital X for 20 minutes. 
In particular, for Cases 2 and 3, I observed how different patients or visitors interacted with 
the receptionist robot at Hospital M for about 60 minutes and at Hospital X for about 60 
minutes, and how the two hospitals’ service staff (such as the gateman) helped the patients using 
the receptionist robot at Hospital X for 30 minutes. The observation of patients and hospital 
service staff helped to better understand the adoption motivations and actual usage, which the 
interview data of patients cannot provide (or only with difficulty).  
Moreover, I watched two demonstrations given at Hospital X and at iFlytek. The first 
demonstration of the AI-assisted diagnosis system was provided to visiting government officers 
and doctors from other Chinese hospitals who wanted to learn from the AI adoption of Hospital 
X; it was given by both doctors from Hospital X and on-site staff from iFlytek at the Joint AI-
Assisted Diagnosis Center, and lasted 90 minutes. The second demonstration of all four AI 
systems was provided by iFlytek’s vice CEO and expert guider at the exhibition hall in the 
iFlytek’s building; this lasted 80 minutes. 
4.4.5 Document data 
Secondary data sources included 22 policy documents regarding the adoption of AI in the 
healthcare sector and a variety (20) of public resources such as interviews, conference 
presentations, newspapers, social media articles, magazines, and institutional websites reporting 
the adoption of the Watson system and iFlytek’s AI systems by the four hospitals and by IT 
vendors including IBM Global, IBM China, CognitiveCare, EWELL, and iFlytek as well as the 
local and central government sectors. Appendix A of paper 3 and appendix A of paper 1 
summarizes the secondary data included in this dissertation. 
The 22 policy documents were retrieved using a keyword search on three sources: (1) the 
website of the Chinese State Council (http://www.gov.cn/), (2) the websites of 20 ministries and 
commissions (e.g., NDRC; http://www.ndrc.gov.cn/), and (3) the Report on Deepening Health 
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Reform in China. The secondary online data include the sources that mentioned by informants 
during the interviews, such as the speech given by the CEO of iFlytek at a conference, the 
public interview of a top manager of EWELL made by a TV program, the presentation at a 
conference given by hospital managers or doctors. Moreover, I searched the online source that 
mentioned the involved organizations, or informants to support the analysis in this dissertation.   
4.5 Data Analysis 
The interview transcriptions were coded using NVivo version 11, through an iterative 
coding process. First, I conducted open coding on the interview data, the field notes from the 
participant observations and the secondary data such as documents and online public 
presentations, speeches, and interviews (Strauss & Corbin, 1998).  
The open coding was organized based on the foci of each paper.  
4.5.1 Data analysis for Paper 1 
Paper 1 used the inductive method (Strauss & Corbin, 1998) to analyze all datasets. The 
analysis of each dataset aimed to answer the research question: What are the perceived 
challenges of AI adoption in the public healthcare sector?, and to identify and inductively 
classify views on the challenges of AI technology adoption from three groups of stakeholders: 
hospital managers/doctors, IT firms, and government policymakers.  
First, the interview transcriptions were coded in two rounds. The first round of coding 
aimed at identifying specific challenges as framed by each group of stakeholders, in an 
inductive fashion (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). The second round re-grouped the first-order codes 
into more abstract second-order codes that synthesized the perceived challenges into distinct 
classes of challenges. Seven challenges were recognized in the second-order coding. Second, the 
secondary data including the 22 policy documents (see Appendix 8B of paper 1) and seven 
public online sources (see Appendix 8C of paper 1) were analyzed via the same procedure as for 
the interview transcripts. The analysis of secondary data helped to provide additional insights 
and a background against which to assess the relevance of findings from the interviews. 
For example, in the first-order coding, the results of views on the challenges of AI 
technology adoption from the three groups of stakeholders included country-specific patient 
disease profiles, lack of trust toward AI-based decisions, national security threats from foreign-
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owned companies collecting sensitive data, lack of rules of accountability in the use of AI, 
organizational resistance to data sharing, lack of in-house AI talent, threat of replacement of 
human workforce, insufficient size of available data pool, algorithm opacity, lack of ability to 
read unstructured data, lack of data integration and continuity, lack of standards for data 
collection, format, and quality, lack of strategy plans for AI development, lack of AI 
interdisciplinary talent, costly human resources still legally required to account for AI-based 
decisions, lack of an official industry definition of AI, lack of official industry standards of AI 
use and performance evaluation, country-specific legal drug standards, unethical use of shared 
data, high treatment costs for patients, high costs but no profits for hospitals, country-specific 
medical practices, insufficient innovation social driving forces, unrealistic expectations toward 
AI technology, and insufficient knowledge on values and advantages of AI technology. 
In the second-order coding, these views were inductively clarified into seven challenges; 
for example, country-specific patient disease profiles, insufficient innovation social driving 
forces, unrealistic expectations toward AI technology, country-specific medical practices, and 
insufficient knowledge on values and advantages of AI technology were covered by social 
challenges, in line with the definition given previously in this dissertation: “Social challenges 
include issues related to existing societal norms and attitudes toward the adoption of AI in 
healthcare.” The same procedures were conducted for the rest of the first-order coding 
constructs and the other six challenges. Table 27 provides an example of the interview data 
coding procedure.  
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Table 27 
Example of the Interview Data Coding Procedure in Paper 1 
Empirical data First-order coding Second-order 
coding 
“The characteristics of disease in China have many 
differences with North America. […] people’s attitude 
towards diseases is different.” [2IBM01] 
Country-specific 
patient disease 
profiles 
Social challenge 
“At the beginning [of introducing Watson in the hospital], 
we wanted Watson to be able to bring profits. But so far, we 
did not see any profits from Watson.” [1HP03] 
High costs but no 
profits for hospitals 
Economic 
challenge 
“They [the patients] have no idea about Watson. They will 
think: why do I need a machine to see [my problem]? I 
prefer a doctor expert.” [1HP04] 
Lack of trust in AI-
based decisions 
Ethical challenge 
“With regulation supports we will feel safe. […] Without 
standards and regulations, they [the hospitals who use AI] 
will worry if it [Watson] can be used in this way.” [3IT01] 
Lack of official 
industry standards 
for AI use and 
performance 
evaluation 
Political, legal, 
and policy 
challenges 
“Most of the IT experts should have a PhD degree, and the 
same with medical experts. It is really hard to find this kind 
of talent [in the local market].” [3IT04] 
Lack of in-house AI 
talent 
Organizational 
and managerial 
challenges 
“At each point, it can be seen as a big data. But how about 
when we look at the whole experience? [It is not qualified 
big data] So far, China doesn’t have such good patient data 
from diagnosis, treatment and observation.” [1HP05] 
Lack of integrated 
and continuous data 
Data challenge 
“When it comes to AI, there is a black box. […] It is 
difficult for us to solve the problem […] once diagnosis 
error issues appear. […] It is not like carrying out 
experiments, where we can see the process. AI itself is 
under learning. We don’t know what is wrong if it [the AI 
system] has some problem. This is very dangerous!” 
[5GOV01] 
Algorithms 
transparency 
Technological 
challenge 
Source: Adapted from Sun and Medaglia (2019). 
4.5.2 Data analysis for Paper 2 
In Paper 2, the analysis of each dataset aimed to answer the research question: How do 
different stakeholders in the public sector interpret AI technology?, and to identify and 
inductively and deductively classify views of stakeholders’ views on AI technology, in line with 
the four stakeholders’ tool views of technology of Orlikowski and Iacono (2001), and the three 
stakeholders’ technological frame domains of Orlikowski and Gash (1994). 
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First, the interview transcriptions were coded in three rounds. The first round of coding 
aimed at identifying views on stakeholders’ views on AI technology, in an inductive fashion 
(Strauss & Corbin, 1998). The second round deductively re-grouped the first-order codes into 
more abstract second-order codes that synthesized views on the stakeholders’ views on AI 
technology into the four tool views of technology of Orlikowski and Iacono (2001). Four views 
of AI as a tool were recognized in the second-order coding. The third round of coding 
deductively re-grouped the second-order codes into more abstract third-order codes that 
integrated the views of stakeholders’ technological frame domains of Orlikowski and Gash 
(Orlikowski & Gash, 1994). Three technological frame domains – nature of technology, 
technology strategy, and technology-in-use – were recognized in the third-order coding. Second, 
the secondary data including seven public online sources (see Appendix 9B of paper 2) were 
analyzed via the same procedure as for the interview transcripts. The analysis of the secondary 
data helped to provide additional insights and a background against which to assess the 
relevance of findings from the interviews. 
For example, in the first-order coding, the results of views on stakeholders’ views on AI 
adoption from the three groups of stakeholders included efficiency capability, accuracy 
capability, assistantship capability, objectiveness capability, unemployment impacts capability, 
discipline development motivation, patient trust improvement motivation, reputation 
improvement motivation, time-saving use, integration in existing practices, training use, impacts 
of use on patient trust improvement, impacts of use on doctors’ attitudes, and potential harmful 
consequences.  
In the second-order coding, these views were deductively clarified into four views of IT 
tools: AI as a productivity tool (to achieve performance benefits in the course of socio-economic 
activities), AI as a labor-substitution tool (to substitute for human labor), AI as an information-
processing tool (to alter and enhance the ways that humans and organizations process 
information), and AI as a social relations tool (to transform social roles and communication 
patterns) (Orlikowski & Iacono, 2001, pp. 123–124). Therefore, this dissertation deductively 
employed a framework-guided coding process (Sarker, Xiao, & Beaulieu, 2013) to group first-
order codes into these four tool views of technology; for example, “efficiency capability” 
became “AI as a productivity tool” and “patient trust motivation” became “AI as a social 
relations tool.” Codes that did not match the four IT views were labeled “others.” 
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Finally, the second-order coding was grouped into the third-order coding according to the 
three technological frame domains of Orlikowski and Gash (Orlikowski & Gash, 1994): nature 
of technology, technology strategy, and technology-in-use. For example, within the domain of 
nature of technology, AI as a productivity tool and AI as a labor-substitution tool were included 
according to their connotation. Table 28 provides an example of the interview data coding 
procedure.  
 
Table 28 
Example of the Interview Data Coding Procedure in Paper 2 
Empirical data First-order 
coding 
Second-
order coding 
Third-order 
coding 
“AI can deal with huge datasets more efficiently” 
[1GOV01] 
Efficiency 
capability 
AI as 
productivity 
tool 
Nature of 
technology 
“AI will develop very fast in healthcare. With the 
development of AI, many of our doctors will lose 
their job, especially low skilled doctors. This is for 
sure” [2HP01] 
Unemployment 
impacts 
capability 
AI as labour 
substitution 
tool 
“We [as a hospital] want to introduce Watson to our 
hospital because we think that Watson will help us to 
advance our discipline in the cancer research area” 
[2HP05] 
Discipline 
development 
motivation 
AI as 
information 
processing 
tool 
Technology 
strategy 
“For some [small] hospitals, they don’t want to lose 
their patients and would like to gain the patients’ 
trust. Using AI can gain the trust of patients: they 
think that we have a technology that can be treated as 
an expert” [3IT04] 
Patient trust 
improvement 
motivation 
AI as social 
relations tool 
“[The database] updating of Watson is very 
frequent. I can get the latest data from Watson, which 
saves lots of time on information searching and 
selection” [2HP02] 
Time-saving use AI as 
productivity 
tool 
Technology-
in-use 
“Watson provides the standard of treatment by being 
used in hospitals. Doctors’ are trained by the working 
process of Watson and learn the standardized 
operations of creating a treatment plan” [3IT04]  
Training use AI as 
information 
processing 
tool 
“They [patients] think Watson gives an authoritative 
treatment plan which is very close to what experts 
say. This improves their trust on us [doctors]” 
[2HP05] 
Impacts of use 
on patient trust 
improvement 
AI as social 
relations tool 
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Empirical data First-order 
coding 
Second-
order coding 
Third-order 
coding 
“If there is something wrong with what Watson 
provides of the treatment plan. The hospital or doctors 
will take responsibility and patients will get hurt” 
[1GOV04]  
Potential harm 
consequences 
Other Other 
Source: Adapted from Paper 2 of this dissertation. 
4.5.3 Data analysis for Paper 3 
In Paper 3, the analysis of each dataset aimed to answer the research question Do 
managers actually use powers when adopting AI in healthcare?, to identify and inductively 
classify views on the behaviors or actions used to facilitate AI adoption and deductively identify 
the six social powers used by managers from both hospitals and IT vendors of Raven (2008) and 
the three management strategies of social power. 
First, the interview transcriptions were coded in three rounds. The first round of coding 
aimed at identifying specific behaviors or actions that different stakeholders’ interpreted to 
facilitate AI adoption in an inductive fashion (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). The second round of 
coding re-grouped the first-order codes into more abstract second-order codes that synthesized 
the interpreted behaviors and actions into six distinct concept groups – coercive power, 
legitimate power, reward power, expert power, referent power, and informational power (Raven, 
2008; Raven et al., 1998). In the third round of coding, the six concept groups were inductively 
abstracted and distinguished into two social power structures: knowledge-based power structure 
and non- knowledge-based power structure. Second, the ten observations over 470 minutes (see 
Appendix 10A of paper 3) and the secondary data including ten public online sources such as 
conference presentations given by IT top managers, interviews of IT managers (see Appendix 
10B of paper 3) were analyzed using the same procedure as for the interview transcripts. The 
analysis of participant observation notes and pictures and the secondary data helped to provide 
additional insights and a background against which to assess the relevance of findings from the 
interviews. 
For example, when the interviews talk about the no-nurse day activity: “In order to 
improve the patient acceptance of receptionist robot, we organized a no-nurse day activity. 
Every Saturday, all nurses who are usually working at the hospital lobby are no need to work. 
Instead, receptionist robots will work at the hospital lobby to service patients (IT02)”, we coded 
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it to “patients have to use AI when there is no human to provide services”. Then, in the second-
order coding, we re-grouped the code “patients have to use AI when there is no human to 
provide services” from the first-order codes to “coercive power”, because, we treat this behavior 
of letting patients can only use AI and have no choice as one example of coercive power. Finally, 
in the third-order coding, we re-grouped coercive power to non-knowledge-based social power 
structure since it is not related with any personal knowledge or skills regarding to AI systems. 
Table 29 provides an example of the interview data coding procedure.  
 
Table 29 
Example of the Interview Data Coding Procedure in Paper 3 
Empirical Data First-order Coding Second-order 
Coding 
Third-order 
Coding 
In order to improve the patient 
acceptance of receptionist robot, we 
organized a no-nurse day activity. Every 
Saturday, all nurses who are usually 
working at the hospital lobby are no 
need to work. Instead, receptionist robots 
will work at the hospital lobby to service 
patients. (IT02) 
Patients have to 
use AI when there 
is no human to 
provide services  
Coercive 
power 
Non-
knowledge-
based social 
power 
structure 
…  every week we [IT managers] had a 
regular meeting with doctors and 
hospital managers. During the meeting, 
the head of each department from the 
hospital attended. And, doctors need to 
report the use condition of AI products 
during the weekly meeting ... If they 
didn’t use, then they have nothing to 
report ... This gives doctors pressure to 
use the AI product. (1IT04) 
Doctors report the 
usage data of AI 
during the hospital 
weekly meeting  
Legitimate 
power 
At the first year, we organized marketing 
activities to facilitate the doctors’ use to 
AI ... We set first prize, second prize and 
third prize to users who can contribute to 
the usage or improvement ... and counted 
by usage count and valuable feedback. 
(1IT03) 
Reward doctors 
who are active 
participated on the 
use and 
development 
process of AI 
Reward 
power 
They [iFlytek] have trainings for us, 
especially at the beginning ... it is very 
helpful ... and anytime they have updates 
Provide trainings 
to doctors 
Expert power Knowledge-
based social 
power 
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of the system, they will have a small-
scale training for us to let us know the 
new functions and changes. (1HD04) 
structure 
 
I have their WeChat [social media] and 
can see their posts about the news of 
their products and AI frequently ... Then 
I know that this is a good and 
advantaged product which I would like 
to try. (3HM01) 
Doctors influenced 
by shared AI 
knowledge on 
social media 
Informational 
power 
There is a long line at the reception desk 
[of the hospital] ... I saw she is using, 
then I come and want to have a try. 
(2P02) 
Others are using 
AI systems 
Referent 
power 
Source: Adapted from Paper 3 of this dissertation. 
4.6 Limitations 
As introduced above, this dissertation involved qualitative research with multiple case 
studies.  
However, this study also has limitations. First, this study focuses on the research context of 
China; the characteristics of medical services in China affect the identified influencing factors of 
AI adoption, and therefore, international cases should be investigated. However, research based 
on the context of China is conducive to the development of the research field of AI technology 
adoption, and can provide a meaningful reference for scholars in other countries.  
Second, although the four cases (hospitals) selected in this study are very representative, 
the number of cases is limited. Since the application practice of AI is still at a very early stage, 
this paper calls for more scholars to study the application of AI in the medical field and other 
fields in the future.  
Third, because of the vast territory of China and the particularity of hospitals as special 
organizations, more cases are needed to support the findings. For example, doctors are usually 
native speakers, and need to speak the local language to better communicate with patients. 
Considering this, first, the four selected hospitals were the first to adopt AI technology in China; 
second, the regional distribution of hospitals was considered, for example, Beijing and 
Hangzhou have a higher degree of internationalization, while Hefei has a lower degree of 
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internationalization degree. In addition, this paper considers the level of the hospital, choosing 
the highest level of hospital M, and the community hospital XL. 
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Section 5: Findings 
In this section, I summarize the findings from the three collected papers (provided in 
Chapter II) of this dissertation. The three papers answered the following three sub-questions, 
respectively: 
RQ1: What are the perceived challenges of AI adoption? 
RQ2: How do different stakeholders interpret AI? 
RQ3: How does social power among different stakeholders influence AI adoption in 
healthcare? 
These three articles answer the research question of this doctoral dissertation as a whole: 
What factors influence the adoption of AI in healthcare, and how? 
This chapter includes four sub-sections. The first three sub-sections summarize the main 
findings of Papers 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The last sub-section (5.4) summarizes and integrates 
the findings of the three articles. 
5.1 Challenge as an Influencing Factor of AI Adoption 
To study the influencing factors of AI application in healthcare, this dissertation first 
explores how different stakeholders perceive the challenges of AI application. Therefore, Paper 
1 studied the sub-research question What are the perceived challenges of AI adoption? This sub-
section summarizes the findings of Paper 1. 
To explore how different stakeholders perceive the challenge of AI application, Paper 1 
used TFR as a theoretical lens to help understand the technological frames among different 
stakeholders. By comparing the technological frames among different stakeholders, the 
congruence and incongruence of the perceived technological frames were identified. I assessed 
the perceived technological frames of different stakeholders from three domains: nature of 
technology, technology strategy and technology-in-use. The data in this study came from Case 
1, the adoption of the IBM Watson AI system in ZP-TCM, and explored the perception of three 
groups of stakeholders (doctors / hospital managers, IT firm managers, and government 
policymakers) on the challenges of AI adoption. 
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In sum, the results of Paper 1 show that each group of stakeholders was biased when 
perceiving challenges, and the views of stakeholders, even those in the same group, were 
contradictory. Among the seven challenges identified in this study, technical challenges were 
not considered the most obvious; on the contrary, political, legal, and policy-related issues and 
data issues were emphasized by various groups of stakeholders. In addition, regarding the 
challenge pertaining to AI replacing human resources, this study found that users (doctors) did 
not agree this would happen, but IT firm managers and government policymakers held that it 
would. 
By examining the perceived challenges of adopting AI in healthcare by three groups of 
stakeholders, seven challenges were identified: 1) social challenges, 2) economic challenges, 3) 
ethical challenges, 4) political, legal, and policy challenges, 5) organizational and managerial 
challenges, 6) data challenges, and 7) technological challenges (see Table 29).  
However, each group of stakeholders had different views on these seven challenges. For 
example, for economic challenges, first, only doctors mentioned that the Watson system would 
bring high costs and increase the burden of patients; neither policymakers nor IT firm managers 
mentioned that the adoption of AI would increase the financial burden of patients. In addition, 
because Watson cannot be used alone, needing multi-disciplinary consultation to use (according 
to the current policy of multi-disciplinary consultation in China, this means that an AI-aided 
diagnosis system needs to provide advice in tandem with five expert doctors). In this case, only 
the doctor as a stakeholder proposed that the use of AI would increase human and economic 
costs of the hospital, and would not bring economic benefits to the hospital. Neither 
policymakers nor IT firm managers mentioned that the adoption of AI would increase the 
financial burden of the hospital. 
In conclusion, the findings of Paper 1 show that there is incongruence in technological 
frames when perceiving the challenges of AI adoption. This dissertation argues that 
incongruence among different stakeholders may affect AI adoption in healthcare; for example, 
patients may refuse to use AI because AI increases their financial burden, or because AI does 
not bring economic benefits to hospitals, hospitals may refuse to adopt AI. Therefore, on the 
basis of Paper 1, this dissertation continues to study incongruous technological frames among 
stakeholders and the influence of this. 
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Table 30 
Stakeholders’ Framing of Challenges in the Adoption of AI in Healthcare  
Challenges 
 
Stakeholders  
Social challenges Economic 
challenges 
Ethical 
challenges 
Political, legal, and 
policy challenges 
Organizational 
and managerial 
challenges 
Data 
challenges 
Technological 
challenges 
Government 
policy-makers 
Country-specific 
patient disease 
profiles 
 Lack of trust 
towards AI-
based 
decisions 
National security 
threats from 
foreign-owned 
companies 
collecting sensible 
data 
Organizational 
resistance to data 
sharing 
Insufficient size 
of available 
data pool 
Algorithm 
opacity 
   Lack of rules of 
accountability in the 
use of AI 
Lack of in-house 
AI talent 
 Lack of ability 
to read 
unstructured 
data 
    Threat of 
replacement of 
human workforce 
  
Hospital 
managers/doctors 
 High 
treatment 
costs for 
patients 
Lack of trust 
towards AI-
based 
decisions 
National security 
threats from 
foreign-owned 
companies 
collecting sensible 
data 
 Lack of data 
integration and 
continuity 
Lack of ability 
to read 
unstructured 
data 
 High costs 
but no 
profits for 
hospitals 
 Costly human 
resources still 
legally required to 
account for AI-
based decisions 
 Lack of 
standards of 
data collection, 
format, and 
quality 
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IT firm managers Insufficient 
innovation social 
driving forces 
 Unethical use 
of shared 
data 
Lack of an official 
industry definition 
of AI 
Lack of strategy 
plans for AI 
development 
Lack of data 
integration and 
continuity 
 
Unrealistic 
expectations 
towards AI 
technology 
  Lack of official 
industry standards 
of AI use and 
performance 
evaluation 
Lack of AI 
interdisciplinary 
talent 
Lack of 
standards for 
data collection, 
format, and 
quality 
 
Country-specific 
medical practices 
  Country-specific 
legal drug standards 
Threat of 
replacement of 
human workforce 
  
Insufficient 
knowledge on 
values and 
advantages of AI 
technology 
      
Source: Sun and Medaglia (2019). 
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5.2 Frame Incongruence as an Influencing Factor of AI Adoption 
As described in the previous sub-section, frame incongruence may have an impact on the 
adoption of AI. Therefore, this dissertation continues to explore frame incongruence. This sub-
section summarizes the Paper 2 study and answers this sub-research question: 
• RQ2: How do different stakeholders interpret AI when adopting AI in healthcare? 
To study the impact of frame incongruous on AI adoption, Paper 2 explores how different 
groups of stakeholders interpret AI when adopting AI in healthcare. Paper 2 continues to divide 
different stakeholder groups into three groups (doctors / hospital managers, IT firm managers, 
and government policymakers) and use TFR as a theoretical lens to help understand the 
incongruous technological frames among different stakeholders. By comparing the 
technological frames among different stakeholders, the congruence and incongruence of the 
interpreted technological frames of AI can be found from three domains: nature of technology, 
technology strategy, and technology-in-use. The data in this study came from Case 1, the 
adoption of the IBM Watson AI system in ZP-TCM. 
The findings of Paper 2 show that different stakeholders may have different emphases on 
AI as a productivity tool, AI as a labor-substitution tool, AI as an information-processing tool, 
or AI as a social relations tool among the three domains of technological frames.  
To better understand AI in terms of which IT tool is dominant in each frame domain and 
which is secondary, Table 31 distinguishes the top-down order of cell areas. For example, in the 
technology strategy domain, IT firm managers consider AI a productivity tool, an information-
processing tool and a social relations tool; however, they consider AI as these three tools to be 
of different importance. As can be seen from the table 31, IT firm managers believe that AI as 
an information-processing tool is dominant, followed by AI as a social relations tool and finally 
AI as a productivity tool.  
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Table 31 
Technological Frames of AI Stakeholder Groups 
 
Nature of technology Technology strategy Technology-in-use 
Governmen
t policy-
makers 
Watson’s big data 
capability as efficiency 
enhancer 
AI as Productivity Tool 
Watson adopted for its 
accuracy and efficiency 
gains 
AI as Productivity Tool 
Watson used to increase 
service speed 
 
AI as Productivity Tool 
IT firm 
managers 
Watson’s diagnostic 
capability as accuracy 
enhancer 
AI as Productivity Tool 
Watson adopted to 
improve learning 
AI as Information 
Processing Tool 
Watson used to test 
doctors’ judgement 
AI as Information 
Processing Tool 
Watson adopted to 
improve reputation with 
hospitals and patients 
AI as Social Relations 
Tool 
Watson used to increase 
service speed 
AI as Productivity Tool 
Watson adopted to 
improve performance 
AI as Productivity Tool 
Watson used to win 
patients’ trust 
AI as Social Relations 
Tool 
Doctors/ 
hospital 
managers 
Watson’s accuracy can 
replace human workers 
AI as Labour 
Substitution Tool 
Watson adopted to 
advance the medical 
discipline 
AI as Information 
Processing Tool 
Watson used for learning 
AI as Information 
Processing Tool 
Watson adopted to 
improve the hospital’s 
reputation 
AI as a Social Relations 
Tool 
Watson used to increase 
patient service efficiency 
AI as Productivity Tool 
Watson’s diagnostic 
capability as accuracy 
enhancer 
AI as Productivity Tool 
Watson adopted to 
improve performance 
AI as Productivity Tool 
Watson used to win 
patients’ trust 
AI as Social Relations 
Tool 
Source: Adopted from paper 2 of this dissertation. 
First, the government stakeholder group is the only one that homogeneously frames AI 
only as a productivity tool, in all three domains of nature, strategy, and technology-in-use.  
In particular, the government stakeholder group is the least deeply engaged stakeholder in 
AI adoption practice, and therefore, its technological frameworks are relatively singular across 
the three domains. Their interpretation of AI adoption is consistent across the three frames 
domains; in other words, AI adoption in healthcare is limited to increasing productivity. 
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Moreover, in the Chinese context, especially in the field of public services, such as healthcare, 
government policymakers have a strong voice. The formulation of government policies is 
mostly a top-down process, so the existing interpretation of AI adoption by government 
policymakers is barely influenced by the different views of other stakeholders. All these reasons 
lead to the conclusion that the government stakeholder group is the only one that 
homogeneously frames AI only as a productivity tool in all three domains (nature, strategy, and 
technology-in-use). 
Second, AI as a productivity tool is the only type of framing that all stakeholder groups 
share across all three domains of nature, strategy, and technology-in-use, although to different 
extents.  
In particular, policymakers believe that AI can improve productivity. Policymakers play a 
certain role in influencing other stakeholders by formulating relevant policies. This study finds 
that IT firms are directly affected by government policies instead of doctors / hospital managers. 
In the nature of technology domain, IT firms and government policymakers maintain a 
completely consistent view and interpret AI as a productivity tool in a dominant position. 
However, in the other two frame domains of technology strategy and technology-in-use, IT 
firms treat AI as a productivity tool as the least important use. This study suggests that this may 
be for two reasons. First, in the process of working with hospitals, IT firms are influenced by 
doctors’ viewpoints. It is believed that the main intention of hospitals in adopting AI is to 
promote the development of medical disciplines and enhance their reputation. Therefore, the 
interpretation of AI as an IT tool by two groups of stakeholders, IT firms and hospitals, is 
completely consistent. Second, with the deepening engagement of AI applications and long-term 
cooperation with hospitals, IT firms are gradually influenced more by hospitals than by policies, 
even though IT firms are still affected by government policies. Therefore, in the technology-in-
use frame domain, the interpretation of AI adoption by IT firms is the same as hospitals, but 
different from government policymakers. 
Third, the non-government stakeholders—IT firm managers and doctors / hospital 
managers—feature a multifaceted framing of AI technology that includes AI as an information-
processing tool, a social relations tool, and a labor-substitution tool.  
This paper argues that with the deepening of engagement practice, IT firm managers and 
doctors / hospital managers have enriched their technological frameworks from AI practice and 
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medical practice, rather than merely interpreting AI adoption as being able to improve 
productivity. First, IT firms believe that doctors can improve their professional knowledge by 
the process of AI adoption. However, this view has been denied by some doctors, who believe 
that AI can improve patients’ trust in hospitals, but has little impact on doctors’ professional 
knowledge. In addition, doctors believe that AI adoption can improve the speed of diagnosis and 
treatment to a certain extent, and IT firms agree with this view. Third, IT companies believe that 
AI adoption can improve hospital performance, but this interpretation is not supported by 
doctors and hospital managers. 
Fourth, the framing of doctors / hospital managers is more multifaceted than that of IT firm 
managers, and the framing of IT firm managers is more multifaceted than that of government 
decisionmakers. This study shows that with the engagement of stakeholders in AI adoption, 
technological frames become more abundant. The reason for this is consistent with the 
explanation above. In addition, it is worth mentioning that the findings of this study confirm that 
the government’s interpretation of technology adoption is still less affected by other 
stakeholders in the Chinese healthcare context. This issue requires policymakers to think further 
when formulating relevant policies. 
Based on the above four findings, this study proposes a trickle-down frame enrichment 
framework to understand the overall findings of Paper 2 (see Figure 9). 
In summary, the findings of Paper 2 provide an understanding of frame incongruence, 
which is an important factor that can influence the adoption of AI in healthcare. For example, 
the influence mechanism between government policymakers and IT firm managers, and the 
influence mechanism between IT firm managers and doctors / hospital managers, show how the 
interpretation of AI is affected between stakeholders, which as a result, can definitely influence 
AI adoption in healthcare. 
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Figure 9. The dynamics of trickle-down frame enrichment.  
Source: adopted from paper 2 of this dissertation 
5.3 Social Power as an Influencing Factor of AI Adoption 
To further understand the research on influencing factors of AI adoption, paper 3 draws a 
social power perspective. This sub-section summarizes the paper 3 study and answers this sub-
research question: 
RQ3: How does social power among different stakeholders influence AI adoption? 
To study the impact of social power among stakeholders, paper 3 explores how different 
social powers is used by managers/staffs from both IT firm and hospitals, to facilitate the 
adoption of AI systems. This paper investigated three cases – hospital X, hospital M and 
hospital XL. Four AI systems (receptionist robot, voice-based EMR, medical imaging AI, and 
diagnostic AI) are adopted in these three hospitals, but not all three hospitals adopted all four AI 
systems. Hospital X adopted all four AI systems, hospital M adopted two AI systems 
(receptionist robot and voice-based EMR), hospital XL adopted two AI systems (voice-based 
EMR and diagnostic AI). 
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Moreover, this paper differed the investigated four AI systems by learning ability level of 
AI into low learning ability AI and high learning ability AI, in order to study the effect of AI 
function – the learning algorithm ability as defined in this dissertation: the arithmetic capability 
required by an AI system according to its training objectives and training data. 
 The findings of this study help to understand (1) the influence of different social powers 
(especially, the knowledge-based power and non-knowledge-based power) on AI adoption; (2) 
the function of AI such as the learning ability, the patient-centric AI or staff-centric AI; (3) the 
relationship between the social power structure and the level of learning ability of AI. 
Two social power structures are identified as knowledge-based power and non-knowledge-
based. Knowledge-based power refers to the expert power, informational power, and referent 
power, which are related with professional knowledge or skills of AI owned by stakeholders. 
For example, when patients come to the hospital, they may not use the receptionist robot and 
prefer to follow the traditional way – to ask the nurses. But, once they saw others were using 
and “talking” with the robot, they started to use (2P02), as mentioned by our informant. In this 
case, we saw referent power from other patients can influence the adopters. Furthermore, when 
patients start to use the receptionist robot, they may don’t know how to use it. Then, the patients 
ask others (e.g., the gatekeeper of hospital) to help (1OB05), as we observed at the hospital, by 
doing this, we saw the informational power (the skills of how to use robot from the gatekeeper) 
plays an important role on facilitating the AI adoption.  
Non-knowledge-based power refers to reward power, coercive power and legitimate power 
which are not related with the professional knowledge or skills of AI or the adoption of AI. 
These powers can affect IT adoption in a different way, by motivating users with positive or 
negative actions such as punish persons who didn’t use AI or reward persons who actively adopt 
AI. For example, in order to inspire doctors’ adoption of the medical imaging AI system, the IT 
firm uses positive method (e.g., award doctors by their usage frequency, how many useful 
feedbacks doctors provide of using the AI system, etc.) and the hospital uses “negative” method 
(e.g., the supervisor/senior doctors delegate the junior doctors). 
This study shows the significant difference of influencing social powers on different AI 
systems. Therefore, we distinguished the learning ability level of AI systems since it appears 
that the adoption of low learning ability AI and high learning ability AI have affected by 
different primary powers. As shown in Figure 10, low learning ability AI mainly influenced by 
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knowledge-based powers such as expert power and informational power, while high learning 
ability AI mainly influenced by non-knowledge powers such as reward power or legitimate 
power. Finally, this study named two power strategies: boss strategy and expert strategy. to 
describe the overall power strategies influencing AI adoption. Expert strategy refers to the 
phenomenon in which knowledgeable persons have a significant effect on AI adoption. In this 
situation, adopted AI systems are “lower” in intelligence, making them easier to accept and 
understand by users (i.e., doctors). Once the IT firm has provided relevant information on the 
use of an AI system (i.e., knowledge-based power), adopters can easily understand and learn the 
system. 
In contrast, boss strategy refers to the phenomenon in which individuals in high positions 
have a significant effect on AI adoption. In this situation, adopted AI systems are “higher” in 
intelligence, requiring doctors as medical experts to be involved in the design and development 
of the AI system. Therefore, the relationship between adopters and IT providers becomes more 
collaborative. As mentioned by one IT firm manager: 
I think the relationship between some of the doctors and us [IT staffs] is both friends 
and enemies. When we interviewed the doctors in the CT department, we also said that we 
are both friends and enemies. At first, we worked together to do some work, then we helped 
you [doctors] improve [work efficiency], and then I [doctors] helped you [IT firm] mark 
some data, so that you [IT firm] can constantly improve the accuracy [of medical imaging 
AI system]. (IT02) 
Because collaboration with IT firms typically involved hospital managers rather than 
doctors (who were somewhat independent), the factors influencing doctors’ adoption of AI 
mainly originated from their supervisors. 
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Figure 10. Understanding AI adoption and power strategy.  
Source: adopted from paper 3 of this dissertation  
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Section 6: Discussion 
This section discusses the findings provided in Section 5 and presents contributions in the 
field of influencing factors of IT adoption in IS research. Specifically, this section shows how 
the findings of this dissertation contribute to research on technological frames and social power 
in the context of AI adoption in healthcare. Implications for practice are also discussed. The 
section concludes by presenting the limitations of the study and highlighting future research 
issues. 
6.1 Contributions to Research 
6.1.1 Understanding influencing factors of IT adoption 
The findings of this dissertation contribute to research on influencing factors of IT 
adoption in the context of IS in two aspects: (1) further understanding of influencing factors of 
IT adoption by understanding the challenges perceived by different stakeholders, interpretation 
of AI adoption by different stakeholders, and the influence of social power on IT adoption, and 
(2) the important findings based on the context of healthcare in China and emerging technology 
adoption. These two main contributions are interdependent rather than independent.  
One of the findings of this study – that different stakeholders perceived different 
challenges when adopting AI, and this sometimes caused conflict – fills the gap of perceived 
challenges of adopting AI by stakeholders in the field of influencing factors of IT adoption 
research. It may not be necessary to study the perceived challenges by different stakeholders in 
traditional IS adoption. However, in the context of emerging technology, the unique technology 
functions of emerging technologies may have a sometimes crucial influence on adopting a new 
technology. Especially in the context of adopting AI in healthcare, when doctors as experts from 
the medical field “meet” AI experts from the IT field, it is not easy for them to understand and 
accept each other’s views and knowledge. This “difficulty” in understanding and accepting each 
other can influence the adoption of AI in healthcare, as mentioned in previous research finding 
that the professional identity of doctors has an effect on IT adoption (Mishra et al., 2012; 
Venkatesh et al., 2011). This dissertation goes further, to explore the perceived challenges of 
adoption of AI by different stakeholders in the context of healthcare. 
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Further, this dissertation contributes to research on influencing factors of IT adoption by 
exploring the interpretations of AI adoption by different stakeholders and further studied the 
influence mechanism of the interpreted AI adoption between different stakeholders. This finding 
fills the gap of how different stakeholders interpret IT as an influencing factor in the field of IT 
adoption research. While the uniqueness of the healthcare context regarding IT adoption 
research is emphasized, there are still not enough studies because of insufficient empirical 
studies of emerging technologies such as AI. 
The other contribution of this dissertation to influencing factors of IT adoption is the joint 
influence of learning ability of AI and the social power used in AI adoption in the healthcare 
context. Previous research has emphasized the necessity of multiple influencing factors on 
adopting IT (Klaus & Blanton, 2010; Oliveira et al., 2014; Warkentin et al., 2017). Because of 
the nascent stage of AI adoption in practice, especially in healthcare, which is even slower than 
other sectors, the uniqueness of AI, such as the learning ability of AI, has not been widely 
studied. The findings of this dissertation on the influence of level of learning ability and social 
power fills this gap in previous research.  
Overall, the findings of this dissertation fill the gap on empirical studies of AI adoption in 
healthcare. In particular, AI has unique features that differ from other IT artifacts, and by 
studying AI, the findings contribute a further understanding of influencing factors of adopting 
IT. Moreover, in the context of healthcare, especially in China, policymakers as one of the 
stakeholders play a key role. 
6.1.2 Understanding consequences of frame incongruence 
The findings of this dissertation advance the understanding of incongruence, via three 
contributions: (1) the role of context in investigating technological frames, (2) the links between 
uneven level of practical engagement and incongruence enrichment, and (3) the influence 
mechanism of stakeholder groups’ incongruent frames. 
First, the findings of this dissertation enrich the IS field via the investigation of AI and its 
use in Chinese healthcare context; IS researchers constantly highlight the need for context-
sensitive theorizing, but habitually overlook this (Burton-Jones & Volkoff, 2017; Hong, Chan, 
Thong, Chasalow, & Dhillon, 2014). The context of AI as an emerging technology provides an 
important perspective for understanding incongruence because of its unique features such as 
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opacity and deep learning (Faraj, Pachidi, & Sayegh, 2018; von Krogh, 2018). In particular, 
healthcare as a context provides an opportunity for in-depth study on AI adoption since the users 
in this context are doctors who own expert and professional knowledge and have more voice, as 
discussed previously in this dissertation.  
With the context of AI adoption in healthcare, the interpreted AI frames contribute to 
previous research by filling the gap of incongruent frame enrichment. The findings reveal that 
incongruent frame enrichment can enhance the dynamic communication among stakeholders, 
help to form a shared view, and ultimately, promote the adoption of a technology in an 
organization. 
In addition, this dissertation studies healthcare in China’s social and economic context, 
where government policymakers as an important stakeholder group are involved, which has 
contributed to the understanding of development of trickle-down frame enrichment.  
Second, the findings of this dissertation link incongruent frame enrichment with the level 
of practical engagement of stakeholders and advance understanding on incongruence. Although 
previous research emphasizes that incongruence can lead to satisfaction or failure of technology 
implementation (Davidson, 2006; Young et al., 2016), the findings in this dissertation show that 
enriched incongruence can positively affect the adoption of AI. One of the influencing factors of 
adopting AI is to build a shared view, and with high level of practical engagement, users framed 
their incongruence from two sides – IT firms and the practice of IT adoption. IT firm managers 
framed their incongruence from two sides – users of technology and government policymakers, 
in which their frames are enriched. With enriched incongruence of frames, a conversation 
between stakeholder groups starts, and hence, the adoption of technology. 
Third, the findings of this dissertation advance the understanding of the influence 
mechanism of frame incongruence between stakeholder groups. In each of the domains of 
technological frames – nature of technology, technology strategy, and technology-in-use – the 
findings show different mechanism of influence, with similarities in dynamic, ongoing, and two-
way attributes.   
6.1.3 Understanding consequences of learning ability of AI and social power 
The findings of this dissertation make two contributions to social power studies in the 
context of adopting technology: (1) contributing to research on social power by identifying two 
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strategies of using social power in AI adoption, and (2) contributing to the research on social 
power in AI adoption by linking social power strategy to the level of learning ability of AI.  
This dissertation argues that social power does not only matter in organizational or 
managerial issues, but is also highly relevant for the technology itself. Despite previous research 
on (non)mandatory features of a technology (Ali, 2017; Klaus, Blanton, & Wingreen, 2015), 
none of these studies further investigated the learning features of a technology. Learning 
features are a key feature of AI, and in investigating AI, research must have a deep 
understanding of social power strategies and their influence on overcoming conflicts when 
adopting technologies that have a learning ability (von Krogh, 2018). Moreover, in the digital 
age, deep learning and machine learning are key abilities of many emerging technologies. 
In this dissertation, two social power strategies that can affect AI adoption in healthcare 
have been recognized; these are highly relevant for the learning ability level of different AI 
systems adopted, as shown in the findings section 5.3. 
6.2 Implications for Practice 
This dissertation proposes practical implications for government policymakers, hospital 
managers, and IT firm managers. 
6.2.1 For government policymakers 
For government policymakers, this dissertation proposes three suggestions. First, from the 
point of view of shaping an enabling policy environment for AI as recommended by OECD 
(2019), government policymakers should inspire efficient communication between IT firms and 
hospitals when drafting policies. Instead of “building” a certain perception or view of AI, 
policymakers should focus on developing “bridges” between IT firms and hospitals. As the 
findings of this dissertation identify, interaction between stakeholders is an efficient way to 
develop a shared view and interpretation of AI. Despite this shared view, encouraging different 
stakeholders to hold multiple perceptions is necessary and useful to enable communication. 
Second, government policymakers should help the whole society to develop appropriate 
expectations for and better understanding of AI adoption. AI is generally perceived as a “black 
box,” and therefore, trustworthiness, transparency, and explainability of AI are urgently required 
to adopt AI in practice (OECD, 2019). This dissertation suggests government policymakers 
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should work with IT firms to build a channel for the whole society, including AI users, to learn 
more about AI and its adoption in various sectors.  
Moreover, to prepare for widespread AI adoption in different sectors in the near future, 
government policymakers must realize the importance and urgency of developing human 
capacity. Labor market transformation requires preparation via skilled human resources, with 
government policymakers playing a central role (OECD, 2019). Therefore, this dissertation 
suggests government policymakers should work together with IT firms to develop AI training 
institutions.  
6.2.2 For IT firm managers 
For IT firm managers, this dissertation proposes two suggestions. First, the findings of this 
dissertation suggest the necessity of developing AI industry alliances. The findings show that 
the influence of IT firm managers on government policymakers is not known. Thus, an AI 
industry alliance is necessary to facilitate efficient and dynamic communication between IT 
firms and policymakers. 
Second, IT firm managers play an important role in the transparency of AI. Regardless of 
collaboration with government policymakers, IT firm managers should work closely with users 
as well. The social power strategies differ depending on the level of learning ability of AI. As 
AI continues to be used in practice, it becomes more and more intelligent, and appropriate social 
power strategies evolve. 
6.2.3 For hospital managers 
For hospital managers, this dissertation proposes two suggestions. First, hospital managers 
should cooperate with IT firm managers on using their potential resources, such as expert power 
and informational power, to influence users/doctors. The findings demonstrate the effectiveness 
of hospital managers in applying power resources. Second, hospital managers should balance 
protection of patients’ clinical data and data sharing with IT firms. Hospital managers should 
pay attention to data protection when collaborating with IT firms, and personal data should be 
desensitized, however, data need to be available to IT firms to be used in training AI if we want 
smarter AI in the future. 
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6.3 Limitations and Future Research 
Despite the contributions to research and practice, this dissertation has several limitations. 
First, at present, the application of AI in practice is still in its infancy, but growth is very rapid. 
Therefore, research on AI adoption needs to continually focus on emerging practices in the 
development of AI. This study calls for further research not only in the field of AI in healthcare 
but in other sectors. I would like to emphasize that, as the findings of this dissertation show, 
political, legal, and policy-related issues and data issues were emphasized by various groups of 
stakeholders. A deeper study on the challenges of political, legal, and policy issues or data 
issues of adopting AI in healthcare is out of the scope of this dissertation; however, these issues 
are key research topics for IS scholars to make sense of new technology adoption. Thus, this 
dissertation calls for future research on the challenges of political, legal, and policy issues and 
data issues of adopting emerging technologies such as AI not only in healthcare but in other 
sectors such as finance. 
Second, as mentioned in the methodology section, this dissertation focused on four 
Chinese hospitals. For a deeper understanding of the Chinese context, multiple hospitals in 
China from different cities should be investigated, and for a better understanding of adoption of 
AI, more international hospitals should be investigated, to provide further comparative studies. 
Third, the features of AI are not limited to opacity and learning; further AI features have 
been presented (Faraj et al., 2018; von Krogh, 2018). It is impossible for this dissertation to 
cover all of these features, though understanding the roles that features of AI play in the 
management of IT adoption is an important topic. Therefore, understanding the features of AI 
that differ from normal technologies requires more research. Moreover, how the features of AI 
influence the management of practice or organization form is another important area that needs 
to be studied further. 
Fourth, this dissertation only investigated five AI systems (IBM Watson, voice-based AI 
receptionist robot, voice-based AI EMR system, AI-assisted medical imaging system, and AI-
assisted diagnosis system). For a better understanding of the influencing factors of IT adoption, 
more AI systems and other emerging technology-based systems in healthcare should be 
investigated, such as the adoption of surgery robots in hospitals (Mettler et al., 2017), the 
adoption of 3D printing technology in healthcare, the adoption of IoT in healthcare, the adoption 
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of holographic projection technology, the adoption of VR technology, and the adoption of 
augmented reality technology et.al.  
Last but not least, this dissertation focused on the adoption stage of AI. As noted by 
previous research, there are three stages in the technology innovation cycle (Hsieh & Lin, 2018; 
Thong, 2001) – adoption, implementation, and post-implementation – that should be studied by 
IS researchers. Even though, the stages of implementation and post-implementation are out of 
the research scope here, this dissertation highly recommends further studies. With the fast 
development and use of emerging technologies in different sectors, the implementation stage 
and post-implementation stage should be paid attention by future research. 
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Section 7: Conclusion 
In conclusion, this dissertation studied the influencing factors of adopting AI in healthcare. 
Using four case studies from Chinese hospitals, the findings of this dissertation present the 
influencing factors of AI adoption from the perceived challenges of AI adoption by 
stakeholders, the interpretation of AI adoption by stakeholder, and the influence of social power 
and learning ability of AI on AI adoption.  
The findings of this dissertation contribute to both research in IS and practice in AI 
adoption. In research, the findings contribute to (1) the research of emerging technology 
adoption, (2) enrichment of frame incongruence research, (3) the role an emerging technology 
feature – learning ability – plays in IT adoption, (4) social power strategies that influence IT 
adoption, and (5) IT adoption research in the context of healthcare. 
In practice, the findings make contributions relevant to policymakers, IT firm managers, 
and hospital managers. 
Finally, this dissertation emphasized the limitations of this research and proposed further 
topics of research for IS scholars. 
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Appendix I. Overview of Reviewed Articles of IT Adoption in Organizations and HIT 
No. Authors  Factors influence IT 
adoption 
Context/sample Research question Main findings Level Type 
1 (Aggarwal et 
al., 2015) 
IT knowledge Medical 
representatives in the 
pharmaceutical 
company 
Do self-perceived and 
actual IT knowledge 
have different effects 
on technology 
adoption and 
continuance behaviors 
for end users? 
Self-perceived 
knowledge affects 
adoption behaviors, 
while actual knowledge 
predicts continuance 
behaviors. 
Individual 
level 
Empirical 
study 
 2 (Beaudry & 
Pinsonneault, 
2010) 
Emotions: challenge, 
achievement, loss, 
and deterrence 
Bank account 
managers in banks 
How do emotions 
experienced early in 
the implementation of 
new IT applications 
relate to IT use? 
Excitement (a challenge 
emotion) and anger (a 
loss emotion) are not 
directly related to IT 
adoption, happiness (an 
achievement emotion) is 
weakly positively related 
to IT adoption, anxiety (a 
deterrence emotion) is 
related to IT adoption in 
a more complex way. 
Individual 
level 
Empirical 
study 
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3 (Choudrie & 
Zamani, 
2016) 
Bottom-up (material, 
work ethos) and top-
down pressures (for 
policy-based 
systems, specific, 
formal guidelines) 
that hinder IT 
adoption and drive 
users’ resistance 
Enterprise Social 
Networks (ESN) in 
service sector 
organization 
What is the motivation 
for individuals using 
ESN? What are the 
reasons that drive 
users to adopt or not to 
adopt? What are the 
various forms of 
resistance-related 
behaviors, and how 
and why may these be 
perceived as necessary 
by the various 
stakeholders? 
When adopting IT, 
organizational goals, 
activities and aims need 
to be considered. 
Individual 
level 
Empirical 
study 
4 (Eckhardt et 
al., 2009) 
Social influences of 
different workplace 
referents 
Managers 
responsible for the 
recruiting process in 
their organizations 
Are there differences 
between the social 
influences of different 
workplace referents 
(colleagues from HR 
department, operations 
department, IT 
department, customers 
and superiors) on IT 
adoption/non-
adoption? Is the 
impact of different 
workplace groups on 
IT adopters different 
from the impact on 
non-adopters? 
Supervisor is a strong 
factor and the weakest is 
the IT department, with 
HR in the middle. Social 
influence is different for 
adopters and non-
adopters. 
Organizational 
level 
Empirical 
study 
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5 (Elie-Dit-
Cosaque et 
al., 2011) 
Social forces: 
driving, external, 
internal and 
restraining forces 
Trainees from a 
vocational training 
organization 
What factors explain 
IT end-users’ 
perceptions of 
perceived behavioral 
control (PBC) in the 
workplace? What are 
the influences of broad 
work environment 
factors, managerial 
support, and 
personality traits on 
PBC? Do these factors 
influence each other, 
and, if so, how?  
Increasing autonomy, 
offering appropriate 
managerial support, 
reducing work overload, 
and perceived 
innovativeness with IT 
can reduce computer 
anxiety and increase 
PBC. 
Individual 
level 
Empirical 
study 
6 (Grgecic et 
al., 2015) 
IT-related factors Users of a 
computerized 
student IT system in 
a university  
To what extent do the 
structures provided by 
IT systems affect the 
formation of object-
based beliefs? 
The structurational 
potential of technical 
objects is an important 
influencing factor for 
object-based beliefs.  
Individual 
level 
empirical 
study 
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7 (Hameed et 
al., 2012) 
Organizational 
factors: 
Organizational size 
IT expertise 
Top management 
support  
Resources 
IS department size 
IS infrastructure 
Formalization 
Centralization 
Organizational 
readiness  
Product champion 
Previous articles What are the key 
organizational factors 
that guide successful 
adoption and 
implementation of IT 
innovation in 
organizations? 
The most significant 
organizational factor for 
adoption of IT was 
organizational readiness 
followed by IS 
department size, IS 
infrastructure, top 
management support, IT 
expertise, resources, and 
organizational size. 
Formalization facilitated 
IT adoption. 
Centralization and 
product champion did not 
determine IT adoption.  
Organizational 
level 
Literature 
review 
study 
8 (Hsu et al., 
2015) 
Social and 
institutional 
influences 
Interorganizational 
information system 
between investment 
fund companies and 
banks 
The influence of three 
institutional influence 
on IT adoption and 
diffusion 
Implications for research 
on cross-culture adoption 
of Interorganizational 
Information System 
(IOS) and an institutional 
perspective on 
technology innovation. 
Organizational 
level 
Empirical 
study 
9 (J. D. 
Jackson et 
al., 2013) 
Personality trait: 
personal 
innovativeness in IT 
The use of e-
commerce systems 
in hospitals 
How is the effect of 
personal 
innovativeness in IT 
(PIIT) on behavioral 
intention mediated? 
PIIT is a determinant of a 
technology acceptance 
decision achieving its 
effect indirectly through 
innovation 
characteristics, social 
influence, and personal 
control perception. 
Individual 
level 
Empirical 
study 
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10 (S. Jackson, 
2011) 
Culture The adopt of virtual 
learning 
environment in a 
university 
How and why does 
culture emerge and 
shift over the duration 
of IS adoption? How 
do cultural values 
formed by different 
organizational 
members influence IS 
adoption? 
All three perspectives are 
reflected in IS adoption, 
passing from one 
perspective to the other 
in a sequential rather 
than simultaneous 
fashion, and each 
perspective may overlap 
at certain points in time. 
Organizational 
level 
Empirical 
study 
11 (B. Kim & 
Han, 2009) 
Utilitarian value, 
hedonic value, social 
value, interpersonal 
influences, external 
sources’ influences 
Users of mobile data 
service (MDS) 
How do interpersonal 
and external sources’ 
influences affect 
potential adopters’ 
perceptions of the 
adoption of MDS 
value? What is the 
moderating role of age 
and gender? 
Relevant others and mass 
media are considered the 
major sources of 
information, and age and 
gender can mediate. 
Individual 
level 
Empirical 
study 
12 (H.-W. Kim 
& 
Kankanhalli, 
2009) 
Perceived value, 
switching benefits, 
switching costs, 
colleague opinion, 
self-efficacy for 
change, 
organizational 
support 
New enterprise 
system adoption in 
organizations 
How do psychological 
factors lead to user 
resistance? 
Switching costs increase 
user resistance both 
directly and indirectly by 
their influence on 
perceived value. 
Colleague opinion 
reduces switching costs 
but has no direct 
influence on user 
resistance. 
Organizational support 
reduces user resistance 
directly.  
Individual 
level 
Empirical 
study 
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13 (Klaus & 
Blanton, 
2010) 
Perceived unmet 
promises: individual 
issues, system issues, 
organizational issues, 
process issues. 
The adoption of 
enterprise systems 
Why user resistance 
occurs during 
enterprise systems 
(ES) adoption and 
what are the 
determinants for user 
resistance? 
A framework is 
developed and presented 
that explains why user 
resistance occurs during 
ES adoption and the 
determinants for user 
resistance are categorized 
into four distinct groups. 
Individual 
level 
Empirical 
study 
14 (Klaus et al., 
2010) 
Reasons for user 
resistance: workload, 
lack of fit, technical 
problems, changed 
job, complexity, 
environment, lack 
input, 
communication, 
training, uncertainty, 
self-efficacy, lose 
control. 
Management 
strategies: clear plan, 
expertise, 
communication, 
feedback, training, 
customizations, 
provide support, 
incentives. 
The adoption of 
enterprise systems 
What are the types of 
users that resist in ES 
adoption? What are the 
management strategies 
identified by these 
types of users that will 
be most effective in 
minimizing the level 
of resistance? 
The management 
strategies that were 
shown to be the most 
desirable to users are a 
clear plan, management 
expertise, and top-down 
communication 
Individual 
level 
Empirical 
study 
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15 (Krell et al., 
2016) 
Resource-related 
success determinants: 
project management 
approach, project 
team competence; 
Institutional 
pressures: coercive 
pressure, mimetic 
pressure, normative 
pressure 
IT managers and 
project managers 
who were directly 
involved in their 
firms’ IS adoption 
projects 
How do motives, 
captured as the three 
pressures, prompt 
organizational 
behavior, and in turn 
influence the success 
of that behavior? 
Coercive and normative 
pressures positively 
influence the project 
management approach, 
whereas mimetic 
pressure positively 
influences team 
competence. 
Individual 
level 
Empirical 
study 
16 (Kummer et 
al., 2017) 
Anxieties: work 
anxiety, surveillance 
anxiety, relational 
anxiety; 
National culture: 
humane orientation, 
institutional 
collectivism, 
uncertainty 
avoidance  
The adoption of 
sensor-based 
medication support 
system in hospitals 
Do different types of 
technology anxiety 
exist that affect the 
adoption of sensor-
based medication 
support systems? Does 
the national culture 
influence the 
formation of anxiety 
related to sensor-based 
medication support 
systems? 
Negative effects of 
relational and work-
related anxieties on usage 
intentions, while 
surveillance anxieties 
show no association. The 
anxieties can be partially 
linked to national culture 
characteristics. 
Organizational 
level 
Empirical 
study 
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17 (Laumer et 
al., 2016a) 
Dispositional 
resistance to change 
routine seeking, 
emotional reaction, 
short-term focus, 
cognitive rigidity; 
perceived ease of 
use, perceived 
usefulness, age, 
gender, experience 
The adoption of 
human resources 
information system 
by HR employees 
How the specific trait 
“dispositional 
resistance to change” 
influence user 
resistance of IT 
adoption? 
Dispositional resistance 
to change affects 
employees’ perceptions 
of mandatory IS 
implementations in 
organizations. 
Employees with a high 
level of dispositional 
resistance change 
perceive technologies 
and the corresponding 
change in organizations 
more negatively than 
those with a low level. 
Individual 
level 
Empirical 
study 
18 (Laumer et 
al., 2016b) 
Technology 
perceptions: 
perceived usefulness, 
perceived ease of 
use; work routine 
perceptions: 
perceived usefulness 
of work routines, 
perceived ease of 
executing work 
routines 
The adoption of 
human resources 
information system 
by HR employees 
How do IS users’ 
perceptions of 
technology and work 
routines influence their 
resistance to a new IS 
implemented in an 
organization? 
Employees’ perceptions 
of work routine are a 
major predictor of 
resistance to IS 
implementation in 
organizations, and an 
even stronger 
determinant than their 
perceptions of the 
technology itself. 
Individual 
level 
Empirical 
study  
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19 (Leidner et 
al., 2010) 
CIO strategic 
leadership, TMT 
attitude toward IT, 
hospital climate  
CIO of hospitals The antecedents and 
consequences of 
hospital IT innovation. 
CIO strategic leadership 
and the TMT’s attitude 
toward IT both influence 
the hospital’s level of IT 
innovation; the hospital’s 
decision-making climate 
was not a factor that 
directly influenced the 
hospital’s level of IT 
innovation. 
Organizational 
level 
Empirical 
study 
20 (Li et al., 
2011) 
Decision object 
factors, decision 
entity factors, 
decision context 
factors 
The adoption and 
post-adoption of 
online direct sales 
channel (ODSC) by 
small and medium-
sized enterprises 
(SMEs) 
Compare the factors 
that influence adoption 
and post-adoption of 
ODSC. 
The initial adoption and 
continued use of ODSCs 
involve different sets of 
decision factors. 
Organizational 
level 
Empirical 
study 
21 (Liang et al., 
2010) 
Team climate: shared 
vision, support for 
innovation, 
participative safety, 
task orientation 
The adoption of the 
Computerized 
Physician Order 
Entry system by 
doctors 
How users’ proximal 
social networks affect 
users’ IT use behavior 
The mechanism through 
which team climate 
influences IT use is by 
modifying cognitive 
perceptions rather than 
normative beliefs of the 
target technology. 
Individual 
level 
Empirical 
study 
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22 (T.-C. Lin et 
al., 2018) 
Reneging, 
incongruence, 
vigilance, user’s 
interpretation, feeling 
of violation  
IS adaptors The antecedents of 
user resistance; can 
better understand its 
mechanism as it 
proceeds from 
cognition, via affect, to 
behavioral intention. 
User-perceived 
psychological contract 
breachs (PCBs) can lead 
to user resistance and 
feelings of violation via 
reneging, high user 
vigilance, and 
incongruence between 
the users’ and the IS 
provider’s 
understandings of 
obligations. 
Individual 
level 
Empirical 
study 
23 (Maruping & 
Magni, 2012)  
Team learning 
climate, team 
empowerment 
climate 
Mobile phone users How do team learning 
climate and team 
empowerment climate 
affect user exploration 
of system features? 
Team learning and 
empowerment climate 
have a direct cross-level 
effect on individual 
intention to explore 
technology. 
Team level Empirical 
study 
24 (Mettler et 
al., 2017) 
Shared beliefs and 
concerns 
The adoption of 
service robots by 
health workers 
What action 
possibilities do health 
workers attribute to 
service robots and how 
do these perceptions 
deviate between 
different niches? 
Identified five potential 
end-user niches. 
Individual 
level 
Empirical 
study 
25 (Mishra et 
al., 2012) 
Careprovider 
identity, physician 
community identity, 
perceived 
government influence 
The adoption of 
EMR systems in 
physician practices 
How do physician 
practices that adopt an 
EMR system 
assimilate it to 
accomplish various 
clinical tasks? 
Physician community 
identity reinforcement 
and physician 
community identity 
deterioration directly 
influence the assimilation 
of EMRs. 
Individual 
level and 
group level 
study 
Empirical 
study 
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26 (Olesen, 
2014a) 
Technological frames The adoption of IS 
in universities 
What are the 
technological frames 
of the main social 
groups in the 
organisation? How do 
these technological 
frames influence the 
patterns of use of 
major information 
technologies (ITs) in 
the organisation?  
The dominant 
technological frame also 
caused repeated patterns 
of use of technology. 
Group level Empirical 
study 
27 (Oliveira et 
al., 2014) 
Technology context, 
organizational 
context, environment 
context, innovation 
characteristics 
The adoption of 
cloud computing in 
organizations 
How can we 
understand the 
determinants of the 
adoption of cloud 
computing and its 
relative advantage to 
organizations? 
Five factors influence the 
adoption of cloud 
computing: relative 
advantage, complexity, 
technological readiness, 
top management support, 
and firm size. 
Industry level Empirical 
study 
28 (Peng et al., 
2014) 
Absorptive capacity, 
collective 
disseminative 
capacity 
The adoption of 
health information 
technology 
What are the factors 
that can accelerate HIT 
adoption within the 
current structure? 
This article proposes a 
new research framework 
to verify complex 
interactions between 
knowledge senders and 
receivers and the role 
they play in influencing 
adoption. 
Multiple levels Empirical 
study 
29 (Rizzuto et 
al., 2014) 
Individual level: 
proximal RTC, distal 
RTC 
Work unit-context 
level: adaptability 
culture, acceptance 
climate 
258 purchasing 
agents and 25 
administrative work 
units 
How does RTC 
operate at two levels of 
cognitive specificity 
(distal and proximal) 
and two levels of 
analysis (personal and 
contextual)? 
Contextual factors, such 
as work unit culture and 
climate, affect the 
adoption behaviors 
employees engage when 
they are faced with a new 
IT initiative. 
Individual and 
context level 
Empirical 
study 
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30 (Sherer et al., 
2016) 
Institutional factors: 
mimetic forces, 
normative forces, 
coercive forces 
The adoption of 
EMRs in ambulatory 
medical practices 
How do institutional 
forces affect adoption 
of EMRs in 
ambulatory physician 
practices? 
Mimetic forces had 
almost as strong an effect 
as normative forces on 
EMR adoption in the 
absence of coercive 
forces. However, 
coercive forces provided 
by government 
regulation had a similar 
impact on adoption as 
normative forces. 
Organizational 
level 
Empirical 
study 
31 (H. Sun, 
2013)  
Herd behavior The adoption of 
PBwiki (an online 
wiki system) 
How do people make 
decisions about 
adopting an IS through 
herding?  
 
This article defined two 
new factors – imitating 
others and discounting 
ones’ own information – 
to describe herd behavior 
in IT adoption. 
Individual 
level 
Empirical 
study 
32 (Sykes et al., 
2009) 
Behavior intention, 
facilitating conditions 
The adoption of a 
new system in 
companies 
/ The social network 
constructs of network 
density and network 
centrality are predictors 
of individual system use 
in the early stages of a 
new systems. 
Individual 
level 
Empirical 
study 
33 (Tong et al., 
2017) 
Social power: reward 
power, coercive 
power, positional 
legitimacy power, 
informational power, 
referent power   
Physicians’ use of an 
EMR system in a 
Confucian society 
How does social 
power influence direct 
and indirect IS use? 
Harsh power appears to 
promote the direct IS use 
behavior of physicians 
but not their indirect IS 
use. The influence of soft 
power is not salient for 
physicians’ direct IS use 
but significant for 
indirect IS use. 
Individual 
level 
Empirical 
study 
  142 
34 (Tsai et al., 
2017) 
Voluntariness: 
perceived 
voluntariness 
(PVOL), intended 
voluntariness 
(IVOL), realizable 
voluntariness 
(RVOL) 
Related 32 articles Theoretical 
reconsideration of 
voluntariness in the 
use of information 
technology. 
This article synthesized 
the literature into three 
types of voluntariness – 
perceived, intended and 
realizable voluntariness 
(RVOL) – and showed 
how prior literature had 
not adequately accounted 
for RVOL. 
Individual 
level 
Literature 
review and 
conceptual 
study 
35 (van de 
Weerd et al., 
2016) 
Organizational 
factors: 
organizational size, 
top management 
support, 
organizational 
readiness 
The adoption 
software as a service 
(SaaS) in companies 
How do organizational 
factors influence SaaS 
adoption in Indonesian 
organizations?  
 
Top management support 
is an enabler for SaaS 
adoption; SMEs are more 
likely to adopt SaaS than 
large companies; and 
organizational readiness 
is not an enabler for SaaS 
adoption 
Organizational 
level 
Empirical 
study 
36 (Venkatesh et 
al., 2011) 
Network position: 
centrality among 
doctors, 
paraprofessionals, 
and admin personnel 
The adoption of an 
e-healthcare system 
in a hospital 
Understanding the 
factors that drive the 
use of e-healthcare 
system and the 
consequences of using 
such systems. 
Ingroup and outgroup 
ties play a critical role in 
influencing e-healthcare 
system use. 
Individual 
level and 
macrolevel 
Empirical 
study 
  143 
37 (Warkentin et 
al., 2017) 
Social influence, 
information privacy, 
trusting beliefs, risk 
beliefs, psychological 
ownership, program 
discounts, meter 
invasiveness, third 
party access 
The adoption of 
smart metering 
technology (SMT) 
What is the influence 
of perceived shared 
benefits on individual 
decisions, in which 
outcomes may convey 
shared benefits in 
addition to or instead 
of individual benefits? 
How do consumers’ 
concerns about 
information privacy 
influence their 
intentions to adopt 
SMT? Which 
perceived benefits of 
adopting SMT 
alleviate consumers’ 
concerns associated 
with information 
privacy? Does 
psychological 
ownership of 
electricity usage 
information affect 
consumers’ 
information privacy 
concerns? 
Although the shared 
benefit of avoiding 
disruptions in electricity 
supply (brownouts) is a 
significant factor in 
electricity consumers’ 
decisions to adopt SMT, 
concerns about control 
and information privacy 
are also factors. 
Individual 
level 
Empirical 
study 
  144 
38 (Wu & Lu, 
2013) 
Extrinsic and 
intrinsic motivators 
303 useful individual 
studies, of which 
207 focus on 
behavioral intention 
and 96 investigate 
usage 
Will the primary 
predictors of system-
use behavior be 
different when IT 
applications vary from 
utilitarian to hedonic? 
How is extrinsic 
motivation distinct 
from intrinsic 
motivation in terms of 
their predictive power 
in different system-use 
contexts? What are the 
most prominent 
extrinsic and intrinsic 
motivators of using 
utilitarian or hedonic 
systems? 
In the context of 
utilitarian IT, extrinsic 
motivators are more 
important than intrinsic 
motivators, whereas, in 
the context of hedonic 
IT, intrinsic motivators 
play a more critical role 
than extrinsic motivators. 
Individual 
level 
Literature 
review 
study 
39 (Xu et al., 
2018) 
Quantitative 
overload, qualitative 
overload, positional 
legitimacy power, 
social legitimacy 
power 
Junior employees’ 
indirect system use 
in the healthcare 
context 
Two prominent types 
of antecedents of 
junior physicians’ 
indirect system use of 
health IT—work 
overload and 
legitimacy power—to 
demonstrate the unique 
characteristics of 
indirect system use. 
Junior physicians’ 
quantitative overload, 
positional legitimacy 
power, and social 
legitimacy power 
enhance their indirect 
system use, not 
qualitative overload. 
Social legitimacy power 
has a stronger influence 
over positional 
legitimacy power on their 
indirect system use. 
Individual 
level 
Empirical 
study 
  145 
40 (Xue et al., 
2011) 
Actually punishment, 
perceived justice of 
punishment, 
punishment 
expectancy 
The adoption of 
enterprise resource 
planning (ERP) 
How does punishment 
affect employee 
compliance intention 
in mandatory IT 
settings? 
IT compliance intention 
is strongly influenced by 
perceived justice of 
punishment, which is 
negatively influenced by 
actual punishment. 
Individual 
level 
Empirical 
study 
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Abstract 
The nascent adoption of Artificial Intelligence (AI) in the public sector is being assessed in 
contradictory ways. But while there is increasing speculation about both its dangers and its 
benefits, there is very little empirical research to substantiate them. This study aims at mapping 
the challenges in the adoption of AI in the public sector as perceived by key stakeholders. 
Drawing on the theoretical lens of framing, we analyse a case of adoption of the AI system IBM 
Watson in public healthcare in China, to map how three groups of stakeholders (government 
policy-makers, hospital managers/doctors, and IT firm managers) perceive the challenges of AI 
adoption in the public sector. Findings show that different stakeholders have diverse, and 
sometimes contradictory, framings of the challenges. We contribute to research by providing an 
empirical basis to claims of AI challenges in the public sector, and to practice by providing four 
sets of guidelines for the governance of AI adoption in the public sector. 
Keywords: Artificial Intelligence, public sector, healthcare, challenges, framing, China 
8. Introduction 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) technologies refers to any device that perceives its environment 
and takes actions that maximize its chance of success at some goal (Russell & Norvig, 2016). 
Such technologies include machine learning, rule-based systems, natural language processing, 
and speech recognition (Eggers, Schatsky, & Viechnicki, 2017).  
After a series of rises and falls in popularity, AI technologies are now experiencing a surge 
in diffusion. In parallel with the emergence of the concepts of web 3.0 (Fuchs et al., 2010), the 
Internet of Things (IoT) (Brous & Janssen, 2015), open innovation (Kankanhalli, Zuiderwijk, & 
Tayi, 2017; Zhang, Zhao, Zhang, Meng, & Tan, 2017), and big and open data (Janssen & van 
den Hoven, 2015), AI has recently gained momentum as a potentially disruptive set of 
technologies in many industry areas, such as financial, automotive, retail, travel, and media 
(Chui, 2017). 
AI technologies are now also beginning to be adopted in areas of the public sector (K. C. 
Desouza, 2018). For example, in the education area, systems identified as AI can draw on 
algorithms that support the prediction of which school teacher will have the greatest value added 
(Rockoff, Jacob, Kane, & Staiger, 2010). In social policy, AI is being used to support the 
prediction of high risk youth for targeting interventions (Chandler, Levitt, & List, 2011). In 
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regulation, AI systems are targeting health inspections in restaurant businesses (Kang, 
Kuznetsova, Luca, & Choi, 2013). 
In this nascent phase, the hype linked to the introduction of AI technologies in the public 
sector is inevitably accompanied by some degree of uncertainty, as the public sector trails the 
explosion of AI in the private sector. On the one hand, AI applications are seen as enablers of 
increased efficiency and effectiveness, by automating cognitive labour, freeing up high-value 
work, augmenting predictive capabilities for decision-making, and improving services to citizen 
queries (Eggers et al., 2017). On the other hand, the introduction of AI is accompanied by 
fuzzily defined challenges related to the destruction of jobs caused by automation, the 
infringements of privacy caused by digital surveillance (The Economist, 2016), and the 
reinforcement of biases in policy-making caused by algorithmic governance (Janssen & Kuk, 
2016). 
A key area of adoption of AI technologies in the public sector is healthcare. The healthcare 
sector is one of the public policy sectors with the highest investments in new technologies 
(Yang, Ng, Kankanhalli, & Luen Yip, 2012), and where AI has the most potential for doing 
transformative work, such as mining medical records, assisting repetitive jobs, and designing 
treatment plans (Meskó, 2016). Moreover, the healthcare sector presents unique characteristics 
linked to the complexity of its ecosystem of stakeholders, which includes not only the 
government agencies shaping policies, but also service-delivering public organizations (i.e., 
public hospitals) and private IT firms providing the technology. The already fuzzy challenges of 
AI initiatives in the public sector are even harder to pinpoint in healthcare because the diverse 
stakeholders can be expected to have different views on what these challenges are. 
Despite the media hype, there is still little research on AI in the public sector. In particular, 
compared to the expanding debate on potential challenges of AI adoption in the public sector, 
there is little to no existing empirical research to test these assumptions or provide guidelines for 
the governance of this emerging phenomenon. In order to fill this gap in research and in 
practice, in this study we tackle the following research question: what are the perceived 
challenges of AI adoption in the public healthcare sector? 
We aim at answering this question by mapping the challenges of adopting an AI system, 
IBM Watson, as perceived by three key groups of stakeholders in a public healthcare ecosystem 
in China: government policy-makers, hospital managers/doctors, and IT firm managers. Public 
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healthcare in China provides an ideal setting to investigate healthcare as a sector of government 
action. Different from other contexts such as healthcare in the U.S., healthcare services in China 
are strongly dominated by public sector intervention, in terms of regulation, strategy, and 
financing (Hu et al., 2008). A notable range of investments and experimentations is occurring in 
some regions of China with the introduction of Watson, the AI system developed by IBM to 
answer questions posed in natural language and design personalized treatment plans based on 
the state-of-the-art medical literature (IBM, 2016). Mapping the challenges of AI adoption as 
perceived by key stakeholders that actually use, diffuse, and regulate AI technology in the 
public sector can help push our understanding of AI impacts beyond the realm of speculation. 
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In the next section, we provide the 
background for the study by unboxing the relevant characteristics of AI technologies, and 
discussing existing contributions on AI adoption in the public sector. In section 3, we present 
the construct of framing, which we adopt as a theoretical lens to map the way different 
stakeholders perceive the challenges of AI adoption in the public healthcare sector. Section 4 
provides the details of our empirical research setting, describes the sources of the empirical data, 
and illustrates the methods used to collect and analyse the data for the study. In section 5, we 
report the findings from the analysis of how the three groups of stakeholders (government 
policy-makers, hospital managers/doctors, and IT firm managers) frame challenges of AI 
adoption in seven dimensions: social challenges; economic challenges; ethical challenges; 
political, legal, and policy challenges; organizational and managerial challenges; data 
challenges; and technological challenges. In the discussion section (Section 6), we summarize 
the findings, discuss their implications for research, provide recommendations for the 
governance of AI adoption in the public sector, and highlight limitations of the study. In the 
conclusion section, we illustrate how the findings of our study open new directions for future 
research on AI in the public sector. 
8.1 Background and previous research  
8.1.1 Opening the “black box”: What is AI? 
Despite recent hype, the research field of AI is not new. The term ‘Artificial Intelligence’ 
was coined in 1956 at Dartmouth College, to indicate an emerging research field bringing 
together researchers on brain physiology, formal analysts of propositional logic, and computer 
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engineers (Tzafestas, 2016). Within this context, AI has been defined according to two abilities 
1) as the ability of machines to carry out tasks by displaying intelligent, human-like behaviour; 
and 2) as the ability of machines to behave rationally (i.e., as intelligent agents) by perceiving 
the environment and taking actions to achieve some goals (Russell & Norvig, 2016). 
The development of AI research has been characterized by ups and downs. A first wave of 
general enthusiasm in the late 1950s was linked to the ability to build programmes capable of 
proving some mathematical theorems, or playing simple games, like checkers (Russell & 
Norvig, 2016). Such initial enthusiasm was followed by a period of disillusion, where promises 
of AI systems being able to display levels of intelligence similar, or even higher, than humans 
were met with exemplary failures, for instance in the area of machine translation (Russell & 
Norvig, 2016). This was partly due to the immaturity of computing technology at the time, and 
partly due to the lack of a solution to the problem of how to map and incorporate contextual 
knowledge. The following ‘AI winter’, characterized by reduced funding and interest in AI 
research, was only punctuated by cyclical spikes in optimism in AI and, according to many, 
lasted until the late 1990s. 
Currently, many authors refer to AI as bringing in a new revolution, as a consequence of 
how machines have transformed the way work is carried out by humans (Makridakis, 2017). 
Similar to the industrial revolution (when machines provided ways to substitute, supplement, 
and amplify the manual work performed by humans) and the digital revolution (where machines 
provide ways to substitute, supplement, and amplify mental routine tasks performed by 
humans), the AI revolution has been heralded as providing ways to substitute, supplement, and 
amplify practically all tasks currently performed by humans (Makridakis, 2017). 
Despite increasing enthusiasm, however, most researchers agree that what we are 
witnessing today is the diffusion of weak AI technologies, as opposed to strong AI. Strong AI 
refers to hypothetical systems with human or superhuman intelligence, that simulate the 
complex human ability to think and to execute intelligent tasks such as ethical judgments, 
symbolic reasoning, managing social situations, and ideation (Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 2014). 
Weak AI refers to systems capable of carrying out tasks that require single human capabilities, 
e.g., visual perception, understanding context, probabilistic reasoning, and dealing with 
complexity (Russell & Norvig, 2016). Only the weak form of AI is of interest for real-world 
applications, as strong AI systems are still considered an area of speculation and science fiction 
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(Russell & Norvig, 2016). Our study focuses on AI technologies in their weak form, and focuses 
on the under-investigated area of AI adoption in the public sector. 
8.1.2 Research on AI in the public sector 
Commercial applications of AI have attracted the majority of the research interest 
(Ransbotham, Kiron, Gerbert, & Reeves, 2017). The impacts of AI have been studied in the 
areas of high tech, the automotive industry, financial services, retail, media, education, and 
travel (Chui, 2017; Dirican, 2015). 
However, empirical research on AI in the public sector is still scarce. This is surprising, as 
AI initiatives in the public sector are starting to take place already in public sector areas as 
diverse as disease surveillance, law enforcement, and tax services. For instance, in 2010 a group 
of hospitals in Hampshire, England adopted a disease surveillance system that relies on machine 
learning algorithms (MLA), which led to a reduction of outbreaks of norovirus of more than 90 
percent (Mitchell, Meredith, Richardson, Greengross, & Smith, 2016). In 2011, the Santa Cruz 
Police Department in California piloted an AI-based analytics tool to predict hotspots of crime, 
contributing to a reduction of property crimes of 27 percent (Goldsmith & Crawford, 2014). In 
2016, the Australian Tax Office has deployed a chatbot to help citizens with questions related to 
taxes, which contributed to an increase of first contact resolution rate to 80%, exceeding the 
industry benchmark of 60-65% (Nuance Communications, 2016). 
The little existing empirical research on AI in the public sector has focused on AI’s 
capabilities to transform the workforce. Impacts of the use of AI on the work of the public sector 
have been categorized into four areas: relieving, in which AI takes over mundane tasks, and 
relieves public workers for more valuable tasks; splitting up, where AI helps to break up a job 
into smaller pieces, and takes over as many as possible of these, leaving humans do the 
remainder; replacing, where AI carries out an entire job performed by a human; and 
augmenting, where the AI technology makes workers more effective by complementing their 
skills (Eggers et al., 2017). 
The scarcity of empirical studies on the impacts of AI in the public sector is particularly 
remarkable when we consider the unique nature of the problems of the public sector, as opposed 
to the private one. AI differs from existing automation technologies because it does not make 
decisions on pre-programmed if-then logic, in which the same input instructions produce the 
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exact same results. Instead, AI goes a step further by exhibiting some learning capabilities 
(Russell & Norvig, 2016). AI thus represents, in principle, an ideal technology to be applied to 
the public-sector context, where environmental settings are constantly changing, and pre-
programming cannot account for all possible cases. 
Research is beginning to identify the manifold challenges faced in the adoption of AI in the 
public sector. First, AI is seen as having tremendous impacts on the workforce, as the jobs of 
doctors, nurses, managers and lawyers can increasingly be replaced (Susskind & Susskind, 
2016), bringing about threats of unemployment (Ford, 2013; Roman & Anna, 2017). Second, 
social rules and ethical issues are increasingly focused on. How to achieve an appropriate 
balance between privacy and data acquisition is seen as one of the most pressing issue in AI 
adoption (Begg, 2009). Third, regulatory issues also need to be faced. Effective supervision 
(Hengstler, Enkel, & Duelli, 2016) and corresponding laws and regulations (Gulson & Webb, 
2017) are needed in the different public sectors, including e.g., education and healthcare. 
One of the promising area of AI application is public healthcare. While its adoption has 
been slow, its use is steadily increasing, partly due to the cost savings that can potentially be 
achieved by AI replacing face-to-face interactions, which are at the core of healthcare service 
delivery (Jung & Padman, 2015). The use of AI has been considered likely to redesign the 
healthcare sector in many aspects. This use includes a physical and a virtual branch. The 
physical branch largely overlaps with studies in robotics to, for example, assist elderly patients 
or attending surgeons. The virtual branch concerns the heart of AI, including the study of deep 
learning information management to control health management systems, electronic health 
records, and actively guide physicians in their treatment decisions. The use of AI systems to 
assist doctors in the diagnosis of patients, in particular, has recently received some research 
attention (Hamet & Tremblay, 2017). Our study focuses on the virtual branch of AI in 
healthcare. 
Research on AI in the public sector is still in its nascent phase, and mostly concerns the 
expected impacts of AI, that so far are mostly speculative in nature. There is a need for 
empirical accounts of AI challenges as perceived by stakeholders that work with it in the public 
sector. 
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8.2 Theoretical Lens 
Framing was originally defined as the active task of figuring out what is going on (that is, 
what frames apply), without which no utterance could be interpreted (Goffman, 1974). Framing 
is a widely used construct in management and organizations studies, aimed at capturing how 
groups and organizations construct and negotiate meaning around a general phenomenon. 
Drawing on this general blueprint, the construct of framing has been adopted in a wide range of 
research settings, including research in managerial cognition and decision-making (Hodgkinson, 
Bown, Maule, Glaister, & Pearman, 1999; Nutt, 1998), strategic and organizational change (Fiss 
& Zajac, 2006; Mantere, Schildt, & Sillince, 2012), and social movements and institutions 
(Benford & Snow, 2000). 
To investigate how the challenges of an emerging technology are perceived by different 
groups of stakeholders, we draw on the concept of technological framing, defined as “A 
collectively constructed set of assumptions, knowledge and expectations regarding a technology 
and its uses and applications in organizations” (Cornelissen & Werner, 2014, p. 185). The initial 
concept of technological frames in organizations drew on the notion of cognitive frames, 
combined with a sociological focus, to map different groups’ understanding of what a 
technology is (“nature of technology”), why a technology is adopted in an organization 
(“technology strategy”), and how a technology is used on a day-to-day basis (“technology-in-
use”) (Orlikowski & Gash, 1994). Studies using the concept of technological frames focus on a 
number of different aspects, including: how a technology is framed versus how the technology 
is implemented (Barrett, Heracleous, & Walsham, 2013; Kaplan & Tripsas, 2008; Leonardi, 
2010); the consequences of incongruences between groups that frame a certain technology 
differently (Davidson, 2006; Mazmanian, 2013); and the evolution process of technology frames 
(Gal & Berente, 2008; Young, Mathiassen, & Davidson, 2016). 
In this study, we take a different perspective on the construct of framing, by using it as a 
lens to map how different groups of stakeholders perceive the challenges in AI adoption in the 
public healthcare sector. We refer to challenges as any perceived obstacle or problem faced by a 
stakeholder when considering the adoption of AI in the public sector. Rather than systematically 
operationalizing one version of framing theory, we use framing as a sensitizing device (Klein & 
Myers, 1999) to inductively solicit different stakeholders’ views on the challenges of AI 
technology adoption. Similar to approaches taken in analysing public policy-making (Schon & 
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Rein, 1995), we consider framing as the work of “selecting, naming, and categorizing” (Van 
Hulst & Yanow, 2016, p. 99) that different groups of stakeholders – consciously or 
unconsciously – carry out when they highlight some features and challenges of an emerging 
technology. 
Very few studies have adopted a theoretical lens to capture the perceptions of challenges of 
AI, with the exception of the seminal research by Carbonell, Sánchez-Esguevillas, & Carro 
(2016) on the use of metaphors to characterize AI. The use of framing as a lens for mapping the 
perceived challenges of an emerging technology is particularly apt in the empirical context of 
this study, since existing research is still at an early stage of understanding the challenges of AI 
adoption in the public sector, and because the adoption of AI in the public healthcare sector is 
enacted by a range of diverse stakeholders. 
8.3 Methods 
8.3.1 Research setting 
 To answer our research question, what are the perceived challenges of AI adoption in the 
public healthcare sector, we draw on empirical data from a case of AI adoption in public 
healthcare in China. We focus on the perceived challenges of the introduction of an AI system, 
IBM Watson, in a public healthcare ecosystem among different groups of stakeholders: hospital 
managers/doctors, IT firms, and government policy-makers. The hospital involved is the 
Zhejiang Provincial Hospital of Traditional Chinese Medicine (ZP-TCM Hospital). The three IT 
firms are IBM China, Hangzhou CognitiveCare, and EWELL. The two national government 
agencies are the Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST) and the National Development 
and Reform Commission (NDRC), both of the People’s Republic of China. An overview of the 
stakeholders is provided in Table 8.1. 
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Table 8.1 –Stakeholder groups 
Stakeholder group Stakeholder organization Description 
Hospital 
managers/doctors 
ZP-TCM Hospital ZP-TCM Hospital is the first hospital that adopted 
Watson in China. 
IT firm managers IBM China IBM China provides fundamental technology support 
for the use of Watson in China.  
Hangzhou 
CognitiveCare 
Hangzhou CognitiveCare is the partner company of 
IBM China that services hospitals using Watson across 
the country. CognitiveCare works with EWELL to 
adapt Watson to the Chinese context. 
EWELL EWELL is a high-tech company focusing on R&D in 
the healthcare industry. EWELL provides technical 
support and training to the ZP-TCM Hospital. 
Government policy-
makers 
Ministry of Science and 
technology of the 
People’s Republic of 
China (MOST) 
Policy-makers involved in formulating policies 
regarding healthcare and emerging IT (including AI) 
to facilitate social, economic, and technology 
development in China. 
National Development 
and Reform Commission 
of the People’s Republic 
of China (NDRC) 
 
Watson is the name given by IBM to its question answering (QA) computing system 
capable of answering questions posed in natural language. Originally developed as a research 
experiment to determine whether a computer could be taught to read volumes of text (such as 
Wikipedia and newspapers) to produce reliable answers in response to natural language 
questions, Watson achieved global fame after a public demonstration in 2011, when it defeated 
two human champions in the quiz game show Jeopardy. 
Watson is based on a massively parallel probabilistic evidence-based architecture, named 
DeepQA, which uses more than 100 different techniques to analyze natural language questions, 
identify sources, find and generate hypotheses, find and score evidence, and merge and rank 
hypotheses. These techniques include syntactic and semantic structure mining, relationship 
graphs between extracted entities, hypotheses generation via search engine and via hypotheses 
ranking, and logistic regression as a classifier. Watson’s capability does not draw on an original 
algorithm, but rather on executing hundreds of proven language analysis algorithms 
simultaneously (Ferrucci et al., 2010). 
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The first commercial application of Watson has been in the healthcare field, in areas such 
as drug discovery, patient engagement, and care management (IBM, 2017). The system adopted 
by the hospital in our study is Watson for Oncology, a version of Watson focusing on designing 
personalized treatments for cancer patients, originally developed by IBM in collaboration with 
the Memorial Sloan Lettering Cancer Center in the U.S., one of the world leading cancer 
centers. Watson for Oncology at the ZP-TCM Hospital (henceforth “Watson”) takes information 
about a specific patient and matches it to a very large knowledge base that includes millions of 
pages of medical text literature (e.g., medical textbooks and journals, treatment guidelines, 
clinical trials, electronic medical record data, treatment history of similar patients, notes from 
healthcare providers), to assists doctors in making a decision on a personalized treatment plan 
for the patient. The knowledge base is updated weekly and, as Watson continuously learns, it 
improves its accuracy and confidence in treatment plan recommendations. Patient data in the 
knowledge base is owned by each hospital. 
The steps in the use case of Watson in the hospital typically are: (1) the patient books an 
appointment with a doctor, specifying that she wants the doctor to use Watson, and paying a 
corresponding additional fee; (2) the doctor inputs into Watson personal patient data, including 
her symptoms, medical record, previous medical tests, nursing record, etc. If needed, the doctor 
might require additional patient data, and ask the patient to perform additional tests; (3) Watson 
provides a list of potential treatment options, ranked in the categories of ‘recommended’, ‘for 
consideration’, and ‘not recommended’, and includes relevant articles and clinical data as 
supporting evidence for the ranking, in the form of a report; (4) based on a discussion of 
Watson’s report, a multidisciplinary team (MDT) of minimum five doctors approves a treatment 
plan for the patient. 
As of December 2017, Watson has been adopted in 42 public hospitals in China. The ZP-
TCM Hospital – founded in 1931, and located in the city of Hangzhou, in the Zhejiang province 
of China – has been the first hospital to adopt Watson in the country. From December 2016 to 
March 2017, as a test, the hospital provided the support of Watson free of charge to 50 patients 
and, since the official launch in March 2017, a reported average of 2-3 patients per week have 
requested the support of Watson, for a total of about 130 use cases, as of October 2017. 
The adoption of Watson at the hospital is supported by Hangzhou CognitiveCare, the only 
partner company of IBM China that services hospitals in China using Watson (IBM, 2016). 
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Since its adoption in the ZP-TCM Hospital in December 2016, CognitiveCare has trained on the 
use of IBM Watson ten physicians specialized in six different cancer types.  
EWELL is a high-tech company focusing on R&D in the healthcare industry. Besides AI 
technologies, EWELL focuses on an array of products related to healthcare, such as cloud 
platforms on which it develops different application solutions for hospitals. EWELL provides 
technical support and training to the ZP-TCM Hospital, and carries out translations from English 
to Chinese. 
IBM China takes responsibilities for research and development, marketing, and product 
and service development in the Chinese market under the leadership of IBM Global. IBM China 
provides fundamental technology support for the use of IBM Watson in China. It maintains the 
key technology of IBM Watson but also opens for any updates from its partners. 
The Chinese government works on policies of AI and healthcare to ensure the technology 
development and AI application environment. MOST is responsible for drafting plans and 
policies on science popularization, technology market, and Science and Technology (S&T) 
intermediaries, as well as managing S&T assessment and statistics (Ministry of Science and 
Technology of the P.R.C., 2017). NDRC is responsible for drafting relevant laws and 
regulations concerning national economic and social development, economic system 
restructuring and opening up to the outside world, formulating regulations, and guiding and 
coordinating tenders in accordance with regulations (National Development and Reform 
Commission, 2017). 
8.3.2 Data collection 
For the empirical data collection, we adopted a case-study approach (Pan & Tan, 2011). 
We have drawn on a set of primary data, including semi-structured interviews of key 
stakeholders, and on secondary data, including and government policy documents, excerpts 
from public interviews, and presentations by key stakeholders. 
The semi-structured interviews were carried out with the main stakeholders, including five 
hospital managers/doctors, two directors at IBM China, six managers and employees at 
Cognitive Care, two managers at EWELL, two policy-makers involved in AI technologies at 
MOST, and two policy-makers at NDRC. The interviews consisted of open-ended questions 
focusing on the challenges of AI adoption in healthcare and the use of IBM Watson in the 
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hospital. The list of interview questions is included in Appendix A. Table 8.2 provides an 
overview of the interview data sources. 
 
Table 8.2 – Overview of interview data sources 
Organization Position Informant code Interview mins Interview N 
1 – ZP-TCM 
Hospital 
Vice director, medical 
doctor 
1HP01 70 1 
Department head, medical 
doctor 
1HP02 80 1 
Department head, medical 
doctor 
1HP03 40 1 
Department head, medical 
doctor 
1HP04 30 1 
Employee, medical doctor 1HP05 30 1 
2 – IBM China Director 2IBM01 70 1 
Director 2IBM02 80 1 
3 – Hangzhou 
CognitiveCare 
CEO 3IT01 30 1 
Department head 3IT02 80 1 
Department head 3IT03 70 1 
Department head 3IT04 90 1 
Employee 3IT05 40 2 
4 – EWELL Vice CEO 4IT01 90 1 
Department head 4IT02 45 1 
5 –MOST Department head 5GOV01 77 1 
Department manager  5GOV02 50 1 
6 –NDRC Department manager 6GOV01 45 1 
Department manager 6GOV02 40 1 
TOTAL   1097  19 
 
Secondary data sources included an analysis of policy documents regarding the adoption of 
AI in the healthcare sector, in order to triangulate data from interviewing government policy-
makers with documentary evidence. The documents were retrieved using a keyword search on 
three sources: 1) the website of the Chinese State Council (http://www.gov.cn/), providing 
access to all types of government policy documents (e.g., plans, opinions, notices); 2) the 
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websites of 20 ministries and commissions (e.g., NDRC; http://www.ndrc.gov.cn/); and 3) the 
Report on Deepening Health Reform in China (World Bank Group, World Health Organization, 
Ministry of Finance of the P.R.C, National Health and Family Planning Commission of the 
P.R.C., & Ministry of Human Resources and Social Security of the P.R.C., 2016). Among 
policy documents published on a regular basis (e.g., the yearly “State Council on the Issuance of 
2017 Key Tasks in Deepening the Reform of the Medical and Health System”), we only 
included the latest 2017 edition in our sample. We also discarded policy documents targeting 
only specific areas, such as traditional Chinese medicine or specific medical instruments. 
The resulting 22 government policy documents focused on the following four theme 
groups most closely associated with AI adoption in healthcare: a) 10 policy documents on 
general healthcare; b) 8 policy documents on emerging Information and Communication 
Technology (ICT) (e.g., big data, the Internet of Things, and cloud computing); c) 2 policy 
documents on the overlap between these two, that is on emerging technologies in the healthcare 
sector; and d) 2 policy documents on Artificial Intelligence. There was no policy document 
explicitly tackling the topic of AI in the healthcare sector. Figure 8.1 provides an overview of 
the scope of each group of policy documents as a Venn diagram. The details of the policy 
documents analyzed in each of the four groups are provided in Appendix B. 
 
Figure 8.1 – A Venn diagram of policy areas affecting AI adoption in healthcare 
 
In addition, we analysed three interviews, three conference presentations and one academic 
presentation concerning the challenges of AI in healthcare sector as perceived by IBM China 
and by Hangzhou CognitiveCare. The analysis of secondary data sources was aimed at 
triangulating the interviews with IT firm managers with previously published data on their 
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framing of challenges of AI adoption. Appendix C provides an overview of the additional 
secondary sources of data used in our study. 
8.3.3 Data analysis 
Each dataset was analysed to answer the research question: what are the perceived 
challenges of AI adoption in the public healthcare sector? Using the concept of framing as a 
sensitizing device (Klein & Myers, 1999), we aimed at identifying and inductively classifying 
views on the challenges of AI technology adoption from the three groups of stakeholders: 
hospital managers/doctors, IT firms, and government policy-makers. 
All interviews were recorded, transcribed, and translated from Mandarin Chinese to 
English. With the support of the software NVivo version 11, interview transcriptions were 
coded using two rounds. The first round of coding aimed at identifying specific challenges as 
framed by each group of stakeholders, in an inductive fashion (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). In the 
second round of coding, we re-grouped the first-order codes into more abstract second-order 
codes that synthesized the perceived challenges into distinct classes of challenges. Refinement 
was completed when the resulting framework of topic areas for each of the second-order codes 
reached theoretical saturation. Theoretical saturation refers to the state where the inductively 
derived topic areas can comprehensively account for the data, and “incremental learning is 
minimal because the researchers are observing phenomena seen before” (Eisenhardt, 1989, p. 
545). Table 8.3 provides an example of the interview data coding procedure. 
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Table 8.3 – Example of the interview data coding procedure 
Empirical data First-order coding Second-order 
coding 
“The characteristics of diseases in China have many differences 
with North America. […] people’s attitude towards diseases is 
different.” [2IBM01] 
Country-specific 
medical practices 
Social 
challenge 
“At the beginning [of introducing Watson in the hospital], we 
wanted Watson to be able to bring profits. But so far, we did not 
see any profits from Watson.” [1HP03] 
High costs but no 
profits for 
hospitals 
Economic 
challenge 
“They [the patients] have no idea about Watson. They will think: 
why do I need a machine to look at [my problem]? I prefer an 
expert doctor.” [1HP04] 
Lack of trust in AI-
based decisions 
Ethical 
challenge 
“With regulation support we will feel safe. […] Without 
standards and regulations, they [the hospitals who use AI] will 
worry if it [Watson] can be used in this way.” [3IT01] 
Lack of official 
industry standards 
for AI use and 
performance 
evaluation 
Political, 
legal, and 
policy 
challenges 
“The data is in the hospital. [IT firms] cannot get the data. […] 
For example, Alibaba is entering the health industry. But 
hospitals only allow Alibaba to access data of outpatients, not 
data of inpatients. They [the IT firms] cannot get the core data 
[continuous data of inpatients] from hospitals.” [5GOV01] 
Organizational 
resistance to 
sharing data 
Organizational 
and 
managerial 
challenges 
“Most of the IT personnel should have a PhD degree, and the 
same with medical personnel. It is really hard to find this kind of 
talent [in the local market].” [3IT04] 
Lack of in-house 
AI talent 
“At each point, it can be seen as big data. But what about when 
we look at the whole experience? [It does not qualify as big data] 
So far, China doesn’t have such good patient data from diagnosis, 
treatment, and observation.” [1HP05] 
Lack of integrated 
and continuous 
data 
Data 
challenge 
“When it comes to AI, there is a black box. […] It is difficult for 
us to solve the problem […] once diagnosis error issues appear. 
[…] It is not like carrying out experiments, where we can see the 
process. AI itself is under learning. We don’t know what is wrong 
if it [the AI system] has some problem. This is very dangerous!” 
[5GOV01] 
Algorithm opacity Technological 
challenge 
 
We complemented the analysis of interview data with the analyses of policy documents 
and secondary data, all coded using the same procedure as for the interview transcripts. The 
analysis of the 22 policy documents provided additional insights into the framing of challenges 
of AI in healthcare by government policy-makers, since they indirectly represent the attitudes 
and considerations of the government. The analysis of the seven secondary data sources (see 
Appendix 8C of paper 1) provided additional insights into the framing of challenges by the IT 
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firms IBM China and Hangzhou Cognitive Care. Secondary data sources ended up either 
confirming findings from primary data, or provided a background against which to assess the 
relevance of findings from the interviews, as illustrated in the next section. 
8.4 Findings 
Seven dimensions of perceived challenges emerged from the analysis of the framing by the 
three groups of stakeholders (hospital managers/doctors, IT firm managers, and government 
policy-makers): social challenges; economic challenges; ethical challenges; political, legal and 
policy-related challenges; organizational and managerial challenges; data challenges; and 
technological challenges. Social challenges include issues related to existing societal norms and 
attitudes towards the adoption of AI in healthcare. Economic challenges include obstacles 
concerning profitability and economic sustainability that inhibit the adoption of AI in healthcare. 
Ethical challenges include challenges related to moral principles and moral considerations 
implied in the use of AI in healthcare. Political, legal and policy-rated challenges include issues 
of political principles, legal regulations, and public policy affecting the adoption of AI in 
healthcare. Organizational and managerial challenges include challenges related to each 
organization’s strategy, human resources, and management practices in the adoption of AI in 
healthcare. Data challenges include issues related to data quality and quantity, data standards, 
and database development that affect the AI adoption in healthcare. Technological challenges 
refer to the nature and characteristics of AI technologies in healthcare, as perceived by each 
stakeholder. 
Table 8.4 provides an overview of the perceived challenges in the adoption of AI by the 
three group of stakeholders across the seven dimensions. The following sub-sections detail the 
challenges for each of the dimensions. 
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Table 8.4 – Stakeholders’ framing of challenges in the adoption of AI in public healthcare 
Challenges 
 
Stakeholders  
Social 
challenges 
Economic 
challenges 
Ethical 
challenges 
Political, legal, 
and policy 
challenges 
Organizational and 
managerial 
challenges 
Data 
challenges 
Technological 
challenges 
Government policy-
makers 
Country-
specific patient 
disease profiles 
 Lack of trust 
towards AI-
based 
decisions 
National security 
threats from 
foreign-owned 
companies 
collecting 
sensible data 
Organizational 
resistance to data 
sharing 
Insufficient 
size of 
available data 
pool 
Algorithm 
opacity 
   Lack of rules of 
accountability in 
the use of AI 
Lack of in-house AI 
talent 
 Lack of ability to 
read unstructured 
data 
    Threat of 
replacement of 
human workforce 
  
Hospital 
managers/doctors 
 High 
treatment 
costs for 
patients 
Lack of trust 
towards AI-
based 
decisions 
National security 
threats from 
foreign-owned 
companies 
collecting 
sensible data 
 Lack of data 
integration 
and continuity 
Lack of ability to 
read unstructured 
data 
 High costs 
but no profits 
for hospitals 
 Costly human 
resources still 
legally required 
to account for 
AI-based 
decisions 
 Lack of 
standards of 
data 
collection, 
format, and 
quality 
 
IT firm managers Insufficient 
innovation 
social driving 
 Unethical use 
of shared 
data 
Lack of an 
official industry 
definition of AI 
Lack of strategy 
plans for AI 
development 
Lack of data 
integration 
and continuity 
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Challenges 
 
Stakeholders  
Social 
challenges 
Economic 
challenges 
Ethical 
challenges 
Political, legal, 
and policy 
challenges 
Organizational and 
managerial 
challenges 
Data 
challenges 
Technological 
challenges 
forces 
Unrealistic 
expectations 
towards AI 
technology 
  Lack of official 
industry 
standards of AI 
use and 
performance 
evaluation 
Lack of AI 
interdisciplinary 
talent 
Lack of 
standards for 
data 
collection, 
format, and 
quality 
 
Country-
specific 
medical 
practices 
  Country-specific 
legal drug 
standards 
Threat of 
replacement of 
human workforce 
  
Insufficient 
knowledge on 
values and 
advantages of 
AI technology 
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8.4.1 Social challenges 
The three groups of stakeholders (hospital managers/doctors, IT firms, and government 
policy-makers) express a wide range of concerns related to social challenges. In general, 
managers in the group of IT firms are the most vocal in relation to social challenges, while 
hospital managers/doctors do not express any concern in the area of social challenges. 
First, managers of IT firms highlight the lack of an “innovation spirit” in Chinese society 
as one of the social challenges affecting the adoption of AI in the public healthcare sector. A 
director of IBM China, for instance, noted the lack of social driving forces on innovation in 
China, especially when compared to other countries, such as the U.S.:  
We have to say the innovation spirit in the U.S. should be admired by us [Chinese]. 
[…] We need to learn from them” [2IBM01]. 
Second, there is a perceived societal misunderstanding of the capabilities of AI 
technologies in the public healthcare sector. On the one hand, the general public is seen as 
lacking knowledge on the values and advantages of AI. As mentioned by the CEO of 
CognitiveCare: “this is a new thing. And most of people don’t know the advantages of AI. […] 
What values can AI bring to clinic? […] Many people don’t know.” [3IT01]. On the other hand, 
society has overly high expectations from AI, which leads to difficulties in the acceptance of AI 
technology by doctors in the hospital. With the introduction of AI policies in China, social 
media and organizations began to talk about AI frequently, attributing “magic” qualities to AI 
technologies, often leading to disappointment in doctors using the IBM Watson system. As 
mentioned by one of the IT firm managers: “They [the doctors] have very high expectations 
from Watson. […] For example, doctors think it [AI] can only do some simple jobs. It is too 
weak” [3IT02]. Hospital managers/doctors report to experiencing frustration when facing the 
real technology after the societal hype: “We have difficulties on AI adoption in healthcare. […] 
especially for the top hospitals, they will think our doctors are much better than Watson” 
[3IT01]. 
Third, both IT firm managers and government policy makers mentioned social challenges 
specifically related to the unique characteristics of Chinese medical patients and health practices 
in China. As Watson draws on existing big data sets of patient medical records to continuously 
learn and deliver personalized treatment plans, its outputs are as good as the input of data it 
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relies on. The Watson system has been originally trained by mainly North-American patient data. 
But different national contexts have different disease profiles (Liu, 2017; Xie, 2017c). As 
pointed out by one of the informants: “Because of the racial differences [between China and 
Western countries], the cause of a disease is different. For example, Western countries have 
more vascular-related diseases, while China has more hepatic diseases” [5GOV01]. As a result 
of this, there is less data available on disease profiles that are more widespread in China, but less 
frequent in Western countries, where the Watson system is originally trained. 
In addition, attitudes towards how to tackle a disease are different. As remarked by one of 
the hospital managers/doctors: 
[For the treatment of cancer] Chinese patients think surgery is better. […] In the 
West, as a tumor can stay within the body for a long time, there is a greater focus on the 
importance of the management of cancer as a chronic disease. [In China] patients do 
not see it this way [as a chronic disease]. [1HP01] 
This difference in medical approaches and practices is not taken into account by Watson, 
and this is seen as another key challenge. Watson’s base of data, on which its learning and 
output capabilities are largely built, is seen as challenged when used in the Chinese context. 
8.4.2 Economic challenges 
Economic challenges to the adoption of AI in healthcare are mentioned only by hospital 
managers/doctors. This group of stakeholders point out that treatments carried out with the 
support of Watson entail an expensive fee to be covered by the patients: “The price in our 
hospital is 2500 RMB for one appointment with Watson. They [patients] think it is too 
expensive.” [1HP05]. Furthermore, the adoption of IBM Watson is also costly for the hospital 
management, a cost that is not matched by increased profits, as hoped: “At the beginning [of 
introducing IBM Watson in the hospital], we wanted Watson to bring profits. But so far, we did 
not see any profits from Watson.” [1HP03]. 
Economic challenges are not mentioned by the other two groups of stakeholders: IT firm 
managers and government policy-makers. The government’s lack of focus on economic 
challenges is particularly striking when compared to the content of government policies related 
to healthcare and emerging technologies, such as AI. Our analysis of the 22 government policy 
documents shows that the most mentioned types of goals are economic, followed by social and 
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technological, respectively. Out of a total of 88 mentions of goals, economic goals (i.e., industry 
development, and developing focal enterprises) are mentioned 44 times, social goals (i.e., 
quality of life, country innovation, smart society, and social stability) are mentioned 36 times, 
while technological goals are mentioned 8 times. 
8.4.3 Ethical challenges 
Ethical challenges associated with the adoption of AI in the public healthcare sector are 
frequently mentioned in the framings of all three stakeholder groups. As background, the 
analysis of national government policy documents reveals the awareness of the relevance of 
ethical challenges brought by AI. In these documents AI technology is framed as a disruptive 
technology that is expected to have a strong impact on ethical principles and which needs to be 
carefully monitored (State Council of the P.R.C., 2017b). As remarked by one of the 
government policy-maker informants: “This time, we [AI policy-makers] emphasize 
institutional, legal, and ethical issues. This is what we don’t have in previous plans [on other 
policies related to Science and Technology]” [5GOV01]. Government policy-makers all agree 
that AI has ethical considerations that differ from other traditional technologies [5GOV02, 
6GOV01, 6GOV02]. 
The first ethical issue is related to trust. Both hospital managers/doctors and government 
policy-makers highlight the challenge of the general public’s lack of trust of AI-based decisions. 
The new need for doctors to interact with a machine for critical decision-making poses an issue 
of trust, particularly in a field such as healthcare, where face-to-face interaction between 
patients and doctors has been historically so important [5GOV01]. The perceptions of patients 
are seen as challenging the adoption of AI. As highlighted by one of the IT firm informants: 
“They [the patients] have no idea about Watson. They will think: why do I need a machine to 
look at [my problem]? I prefer an expert doctor” [1HP04]. 
The second issue is related to unethical use of data sharing. Data is the foundation of AI 
adoption; at national, organizational, and personal levels, data sharing is crucial for AI industry 
development. However, data sharing poses challenges related to e.g., the potential misuse of 
patient data by commercial organizations (Xie, 2017b). IT firm managers mention the current 
lack of ethical guidelines for sharing data in connection to AI:  
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Data comes from each person’s sharing. […] But now the shared data has become 
a core competitive advantage for a certain organization. This [some organizations 
keeping the patients’ data for commercial purposes] raises a number of ethical 
challenges. [2IBM01] 
An AI system like IBM Watson requires large sets of integrated data to enable its learning 
and decision-making support capabilities; data-sharing lies at the core of the requirements of a 
functional AI system. The IT firm stakeholders highlight the worries brought on by AI adoption 
in treating patient data. As claimed by a top manager at IBM China: “I am worried that some 
firms will abuse the shared data for commercial purpose” [2IBM02]. 
8.4.4 Political, legal, and policy challenges 
Challenges in the political, legal, and policy-related areas are numerous, and highlighted 
by all three stakeholder groups. These challenges appear at three levels: a macro-level, such as 
the political considerations related to possible national security threats rising from foreign AI 
companies managing sensitive data; at a meso-level, such as in the lack or uniqueness of 
market-wide policy regulations; and at a micro-level, such as in the lack of legal regulation of 
accountability for teams using AI for decision-making. 
A first challenge, framed by government policy-makers and hospital managers/doctors, 
stresses the potential threat to national security when a foreign company, such as IBM, collects 
and stores large amounts of personal data on Chinese patients. Letting a corporation of a foreign 
country have access to the health records of Chinese citizens could make China more 
vulnerable, for instance, to biological warfare. This is considered to be no less than an 
existential threat for the continuation of AI in the public sector as a whole. As highlighted by 
one of the IT firm managers: “Once the [healthcare] data is used by bad people for evil 
purposes, AI will die” [1HP03]. Government policy-makers remark the importance of sensitive 
data not being held by foreign companies, and that, beyond limited experiments, the government 
will not support non-Chinese firms at a national level: “AI use in healthcare will be controlled 
[…]. Personal information is very important. Thus, foreign firms will not get [policy] support. 
Experiments are ok […]. But, once there is a [security] problem, the Chinese government will 
close the door [on AI use]” [5GOV01]. 
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A second challenge is related to the regulation (or lack thereof) of AI in the market. First, 
there is no shared official definition in the market of what AI technology is. This brings about 
uncertainty among competitors in the market. As remarked by the Vice CEO of EWELL, 
“Everyone [the firms] works on AI business […]. People [entrepreneurs] are so excited with AI. 
This leads to market disorder” [4IT01]. Second, there are no shared official standards in the 
industry for how AI can be used by organizations nor how its performance should be evaluated. 
This leads to uncertainty on the legitimacy of the use of AI by hospitals: “With regulation 
support we will feel safe […]. Without standards and regulations, they [the hospitals who use 
AI] will worry if it [Watson] can be used in this way” [3IT01]. Third, there is the issue of 
different regulations on drugs in China, compared to other countries. As pointed out by [3IT04], 
the IBM Watson system might design a treatment plan that includes a drug that is legal in the 
U.S., but not in China. 
The last challenge is related to the lack of rules of accountability in the use of AI for 
decision-making. As AI technology replaces parts of the decision-making process traditionally 
carried out by humans (e.g., the design of treatment plans), there is no regulation on how to 
include non-human actors in the legal accountability system. 
The challenge [of AI adoption at hospitals] is: how to clarify responsibilities and 
what are the standards or regulations? A machine cannot take responsibility by itself, as 
a human being can. [2IBM02] 
In China it is illegal for an AI system to make a decision [1HP05]. This is a big obstacle to 
the adoption of AI in the hospital. As told by one of the hospital managers/doctors: 
In our hospital, we use Watson to assist the Multidisciplinary Team (MDT). […] 
We discussed how to use Watson for a long time. […] As the first hospital to use Watson, 
we find this way [to use Watson together with the MDT]. […] But this really gives us a 
heavy burden! Because when we use Watson, we must have at least five doctors to work 
together with Watson [as required by regulation]. They [the five doctors] will sign on 
the report. [1HP05] 
The legal requirement in China to always have a full team of human doctors fill in the 
paper work – even when it is Watson that designs a treatment plan – is perceived as an 
additional burden, and can hinder the incentive to adopt the AI system. 
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8.4.5 Organizational and managerial challenges 
Organizational and managerial challenges are framed as highly relevant by government 
policy-makers and IT firm managers, but not by hospital managers/doctors. These challenges 
include the following: issues at a strategy level, such as the lack of strategy plans for AI 
development; issues at a management level, such as organizational resistance to data sharing; 
and issues at a human resource (HR) level, such as the lack of skilled workforce and the 
perceived threats of workforce replacement. 
Top-down strategies, which require firms to have an overall plan regarding 
organization goals and resource distribution, are considered necessary for AI 
development. One IT firm manager highlights how Chinese firms lack a strategy plan for 
AI development: “From a tactical point of view, [Chinese firms] have good teams doing 
something [AI products]. But it is not from a strategy level” [3IT02]. 
At a management level, the main challenge is perceived to be the one of hospitals’ 
resistance to the data sharing that is required by the AI technology. Currently, the data of a 
patient is owned by the hospital in which the patient has been treated. For a hospital, data means 
value, even if hospital managers still don’t clearly know how to use the data the hospital owns to 
make profits. As remarked by a government official: 
The data is in the hospital. [IT firms] cannot get the data. […] For example, 
Alibaba is entering the health industry. But hospitals only allow Alibaba to access data 
of outpatients, not data of inpatients. They [the IT firms] cannot get the core data 
[continuous data of inpatients] from hospitals. [5GOV01] 
This raises a new dilemma: who should own the data? While the Chinese government has 
some thoughts on data storage and data using, this issue has not yet been resolved. As remarked 
by a government official, speculating about possible alternative ownership of the data: 
If the data belongs to the hospital, it is hard to use. If the data belongs to a firm, 
there may occur a monopoly problem. […] Maybe one way is for the government to 
develop a data center to push this issue. [5GOV01] 
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There is a tension between the need for data integration, and the interest of individual 
organizations (now the data-owning hospitals; in a hypothetic scenario, the private firms) to 
restrict access to data. The government faces the challenge of finding a solution to this tension. 
At the HR level, one of the main challenges for the adoption of AI is the lack of required 
talent (Liu, 2010). AI adoption in healthcare needs staff with interdisciplinary knowledge both 
from technological and medical disciplines. Both government policy-makers and IT firm 
managers claim that in China there is an insufficient number of such in-house staff. As remarked 
by a government official: 
Now the in-house talent is scarce. We can learn from [Chinese big IT firms] B.A.T. 
[Baidu, Alibaba, and Tencent]. Most of their personnel have come from abroad. […] AI 
experienced three ups and downs, and China used to develop AI talent. [When AI 
experienced a down] people withdrew from the industry, […] universities quit 
developing AI talent. So, the shortage of AI talent is severe. [5GOV01] 
IT firm managers also mention that they lack AI interdisciplinary medical talent [2IBM02]; 
[3IT04]: “Most of the IT personnel should have a PhD degree, and the same with medical 
personnel. It is really hard to find this kind of talent [in the local market]” [3IT04]. 
Last, government policy-makers and IT firm managers mention the potential challenges 
posed by AI’s threat to replace the workforce of doctors: “Doctors may feel they will be 
replaced [by Watson]. Because they [i.e., the doctors] made many efforts to achieve their status. 
[3IT04]”. Such a fear, however, is nuanced by the fact that AI is framed as not capable of 
replacing specialized, skilled work. As pointed out by a government official: “Some simple and 
boring work may be replaced by AI. But not all jobs” [1GOV01]. 
8.4.6 Data challenges 
Data challenges are framed as highly relevant by all three stakeholder groups. AI systems, 
like Watson, require large data sets to train in decision-making; thus, data lies at the heart of AI 
functions. General data challenges include database size being too small, lack of data 
integration, and lack of data standards (i.e., how and what data is collected, and what format it is 
stored in). 
The first data challenge – the insufficient size of the available data pool – is because the 
adoption of AI technology in healthcare is still at an experimental stage and there are no large 
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data sets available yet (Xie, 2017a). As remarked by a government official: “It is still at the 
early period of research. […] There is still a long way to go to the market. […] Watson is 
trained by limited data. [The adoption of AI in healthcare] is still in the dark” [5GOV01]. 
The second challenge is the degree of data integration. Integrated data is the foundation of 
AI. In the adoption of AI in healthcare, data integration refers to the link between personal 
demographic data (e.g., age, gender) and longitudinal clinical data, including the entire clinical 
history of a patient (Liu, 2010, 2016). However, the Chinese system lacks integrated and 
continuous data sets. As remarked by a hospital manager/doctor, and confirmed by one of the 
top managers at IBM China [2IBM02]: 
At each point, it can be seen as big data. But what about when we look at the whole 
experience? [It does not qualify as big data] […] So far, China doesn’t have such good 
patient data from diagnosis, treatment, and observation. [1HP05] 
Evidence-based medicine (EBM) requires big data with good quality integration and 
continuity; its lack challenges the adoption of AI in healthcare, in particular in relation to 
machine learning capability. EBM databases are based on scientific paper publications, reports, 
medical cases, etc. As remarked by the director of IBM China: 
Machine learning cannot work without an EBM database. […] The most important 
characteristic of healthcare is practicality. [2IBM01] 
The third challenge is related to the absence of data standards, referring to what and how 
data is collected, and what format it is stored in. Currently, China does not have a consistent 
standard of healthcare data collection (Hua, 2017) in either private firms or hospitals. In private 
firms, this is because of the different interests each firm pursues. As stated by an IT firm 
manager: “Everyone [i.e., each firm] has different opinions on [health] data collection. […] 
Whose interests are being considered?” [3IT02]. In public hospitals across the country, data is 
also structured differently. As stated by a government official: “Which kind of data problem is 
there? […] Data structure is not consistent among hospitals” [5GOV01]. In addition, there are 
no standards on which data is to be included in the databases; this results in missing data that 
might be critical for AI decision-making. A top manager at IBM China makes an illustrative 
example of missing data collection and its impact on the capabilities of AI: 
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For example, after a surgery treatment, a patient will not get bedsores if he/she has 
a son/daughter. But this information is not captured [by the AI system]. This kind of data 
is critical for bedsore disease, but it is not included and collected by the database. 
[2IBM02] 
8.4.7 Technological challenges 
Some of the stakeholders highlight perceived challenges linked to the nature and 
characteristics of AI technologies. These technological challenges include the lack of 
transparency of AI algorithms and the difficulties of the AI system in processing unstructured 
data. It is interesting to notice that both these technology-related concerns are voiced by either 
government policy-makers or by hospital managers/doctors; IT firm managers do not frame any 
technological challenge as relevant in the adoption of AI in healthcare. 
The main technological challenge perceived by government policy-makers is the lack of 
transparency regarding the algorithms at the base of AI technology. AI algorithms are 
responsible for transforming data inputs into concrete decisions, such as patient treatment plans. 
These algorithms are combined together by private IT firms like IBM and, besides them, no 
organization or public stakeholder knows exactly how they work (Xie, 2017b). This lack of 
transparency is perceived as a major challenge; the AI technology represents as a “black box”, 
and its users have no power to understand its mechanisms, or modify them to tackle potential 
problems. Government policy-makers [5GOV01], [6GOV02] express their concerns about this 
issue: 
When it comes to AI, it is a black box. […] It is difficult for us to solve the problem 
[…] once diagnosis error issues appear. […] It is not like carrying out experiments, 
where we can see the process. AI itself is under learning. We don’t know what is wrong 
if it [the AI system] has some problem. This is very dangerous! [5GOV01] 
IT firm managers, however, minimize the challenge posited by the opacity of AI 
algorithms. They argue that there is no reason for AI users to have an attitude towards AI 
technology that is different from other popular technologies, of which the inner workings are 
similarly unknown to users. As stated by one of the top managers of IBM China: 
Doctors don’t know the principles of machines such as CT [Computed 
Tomography] or MRI [Magnetic Resonance Imaging] either. But they are not afraid of 
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them. It is not necessary for them [doctors or other users] to open the “black box” of AI. 
What is necessary is to make an evaluation standard of AI’s performance. Then, they 
will feel safe. [2IBM02] 
From the IT firm manager’s perspective, algorithm opacity is not a problem, while the 
industry’s lack of standards concerning AI performance evaluation is (see Section 5.4). 
The other perceived technological challenge is related to the limitations of AI technology. 
Doctors report that the treatment recommendations made by Watson are in concordance with the 
ones made by human doctors about 80% of the times [1HP04]. However, while the Watson 
system is effective with structured data, the group of hospital managers/doctors highlights that it 
has difficulties working with unstructured data, such as medical imaging, which represent a 
large share of relevant data in healthcare. This means that the AI system still needs to be 
complemented with the experience of human doctors. As mentioned by one of the hospital 
managers/doctors: “When we use Watson, the input should be structured data. We need to read 
the [medical image] picture and then input the data. […] Watson itself cannot read medical 
image data directly” [1HP03]. There is also awareness of this from the government policy-
maker side: “Medical image data is quite subjective, AI cannot make judgements, at least so far. 
[…] It requires a doctor’s experience” [5GOV01]. 
In the next section, we summarize and discuss our findings, and illustrate their implications 
for research and for practice. 
8.5 Discussion 
8.5.1  Summary of findings  
Mapping how the three groups of stakeholders (government policy-makers, hospital 
managers/doctors, and IT firm managers) frame the challenges of AI adoption in healthcare 
reveals several key findings. First, each group of stakeholders presents a bias in how they frame 
the challenges of AI adoption in the public healthcare sector. No single issue is shared across all 
the three groups of stakeholders. Instead, each stakeholder group has a distinct point of view for 
each of the seven dimensions of perceived challenges (see Table 8.4). 
Second, stakeholder groups sometimes display contradictory views concerning AI. As one 
example, while government official policy documents stress the economic aspect of AI adoption 
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in the public sector, the government policy-makers do not mention any economic challenges in 
the adoption of AI in healthcare. This paradox may be due to the generic nature of the policy 
formulations in official policy documents, as opposed to the specific case of IBM Watson 
adoption in a public hospital. Or it may be due to the deeper insights that stakeholder framings 
elicited through qualitative methods can give, as opposed to policy document analysis. As a 
second example, while IT firm managers elaborate at length about the social challenges 
introduced by AI, they minimize, or are silent about, the existence of any technological 
challenge. This finding contradicts the assumption that technology experts are the group most 
aware of technological challenges. Instead, technological challenges are largely focused on by 
government policy-makers. A possible explanation of this paradox could be that IT firm 
managers might be well aware of technological challenges but it’s not in their interest to voice 
them because they want to continue promoting the use of AI. Besides, technological challenges 
imply problems that IT managers need to fix – whereas social challenges are problems that users 
need to address. As a third example, hospital managers/doctors are the only group that mentions 
any economic challenge, and the only group that does not consider any social challenge to be 
relevant in the adoption of AI in healthcare. This may be because hospitals see AI as being at an 
initial stage of diffusion in healthcare, with high costs and low profits. Conversely, IT firms’ 
lack of perceived economic challenges can be attributed to the fact that they have access to 
venture capital, and that the government aims at stimulating the diffusion of AI by providing 
financial support to AI developers in the form of project grants. 
The third finding is that the majority of challenges perceived by stakeholders involved in 
AI technology adoption is not technical in nature. Besides the observation that the AI 
technology at hand falls short of effectively processing unstructured data and the concerns about 
the opacity of its algorithms, the large majority of perceived challenges are non-technical. Most 
of the challenges are focused on political, legal, and policy-related issues, and data issues. 
Fourth, the threat of AI replacing human workforce – a strongly debated aspect of the 
impact of AI in the public sector (see Section 2.2) – is mentioned as a challenge by both 
government policy-makers and IT managers. Paradoxically, the only group that does not 
mention this threat is the one that actually uses the AI system in its daily operations, i.e., the 
group of hospital managers/doctors. 
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8.5.2 Contributions to research  
Our findings make a number of contributions to research on AI in the public sector. First, 
we provide an empirical basis for existing assumptions on the impacts and challenges of AI in 
the public sector. Empirical research literature on AI in the public sector is scarce, and consists 
largely of showcasing pilots of AI adoption, and providing some figures on the alleged impacts 
of such initiatives (e.g., Goldsmith & Crawford, 2014; Mitchell et al., 2016; Nuance 
Communications, 2016). Our study, by drawing on a systematic analysis of empirical data on 
the challenges of AI in the public sector, as perceived by different stakeholder groups, advances 
the nascent debate on impacts of AI in the public sector by providing a needed empirical basis. 
Studies on perceived challenges in other e-government areas have focused on social media 
adoption (Zheng, 2013), healthcare services (Andersen, Medaglia, & Henriksen, 2012), financial 
market information sharing (Sayogo, Pardo, & Bloniarz, 2014), open government data (Sieber & 
Johnson, 2015) but, to the best of our knowledge, no existing study empirically maps perceived 
challenges of AI adoption in the public sector. 
Second, our study contributes to the research of AI adoption by opening the “black box” of 
AI in the context of the public sector (K. C. Desouza, Krishnamurthy, & Dawson, 2017), by 
unpacking its perceived challenges. Currently, the very scope of AI is highly disputed. As 
computing technologies evolve, applications previously considered as examples of AI – such as 
optical character recognition or natural language processing – become routine and thus lead 
some to say that they are not examples of AI in the first place. This conundrum, known as the 
“AI effect” (McCorduck, 2004), has led to confusion in understanding exactly what we can 
expect from applications that are commonly referred to as AI technologies. By empirically 
mapping the perceived challenges of AI in the specific context of the public healthcare sector 
(as opposed to in abstract terms), we contribute to escaping this conundrum, and thus helping to 
open the “black box” of AI in the public sector. Moving beyond a priori speculation, we 
provided insights of what’s inside the AI box by hearing from real stakeholders that use, diffuse, 
and regulate AI in the public sector. 
Third, our findings on the framings of AI by its key stakeholders lay the foundations for a 
non-deterministic approach to the study of impacts of AI in the public sector. AI, as an 
Information Technology, is characterized by participants’ uses and interpretations concurring to 
shape observable outcomes (Orlikowski & Scott, 2008). Our mapping of the challenges of AI 
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adoption in the public sector – as framed by key stakeholders involved in its use, diffusion, and 
regulation – provides an empirical basis to the assumption that the introduction of AI technology 
in the public sector cannot be deterministically expected to result in a given set of outcomes. 
Instead, we advance the assumption that AI technologies are framed differently by different 
stakeholders, and therefore the impacts of AI in the public sector are always the outcome of 
contextualized interpretations. 
8.5.3 Implications and recommendations for public managers  
Based on our findings, we put forward four recommendations for the governance of AI 
adoption in the public sector. 
8.5.3.1 Avoid “vision lock-in” in devising guidelines on AI 
Findings from our study show how different stakeholder groups have different framings 
and different biases on the challenges of AI in the public sector. IT firm managers, for instance, 
do not perceive technology challenges in the adoption of AI, as much as hospital 
managers/doctors and government policy-makers do. Hospital managers/doctors feel pressure 
on costs, while IT firms don’t. From a governance point of view, this diversity should prompt 
public managers to avoid espousing a single view on AI from just one of the stakeholder groups, 
since it would be inevitably one-sided. Similar to how governments are advised to avoid vendor 
lock-in when establishing partnerships with private IT firms (Scholl, 2006; Shaikh, 2016), 
policy-makers should thus avoid vision lock-in, and instead assemble holistic narratives and 
policy guidelines for AI in the public sector. The mapping of the different visions among 
different groups of stakeholders should be the first step towards a clear prioritization between 
different goals. Such prioritization is political in nature, and does not automatically ensue from 
the nature of the technology itself. 
8.5.3.2 Use adaptive governance strategies to reconcile diverging views on AI 
Emerging technologies call for new forms of governance of the participating stakeholders 
(Charalabidis, Lampathaki, Misuraca, & Osimo, 2012; Ojo & Mellouli, 2016). The presence of 
different, and sometimes conflicting, understandings of the challenges of AI adoption in the 
public sector illustrated by our findings requires governance strategies that can reconcile these 
differences, while maintaining the stability that is required in public action. The notion 
of adaptive governance has recently gained popularity due to its focus on combining flexibility 
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in swiftly changing environments, with the requirements of stability and accountability that 
characterize public sector action (Janssen & van der Voort, 2016; Wang, Medaglia, & Zheng, 
2018). Adaptive governance has been defined by featuring the characteristics of “decentralized 
bottom-up decision-making, efforts to mobilize internal and external capabilities, wider 
participation to spot and internalize developments, and continuous adjustments to deal with 
uncertainty” (Janssen & van der Voort, 2016, p. 4) and, as such, can reconcile diverse views 
concerning AI adoption challenges in the public sector.  
A decentralized bottom-up decision-making strategy can be adopted by public managers to 
involve groups of stakeholders in formulating their views on AI, to be then incorporated 
into emerging AI policy guidelines. In our study, we found that different groups of stakeholders 
have different framings of AI adoption in healthcare. For example, hospital managers/doctors 
emphasized that in order for AI in healthcare to be effectively adopted, there is a need for 
integrated and continuous data nation-wide. From the government point of view, there is thus a 
need for decentralized bottom-up decision-making in devising a strategy that is conducive to 
data integration that involves organizations across the country. 
Efforts to mobilize internal and external capabilities can be translated into government 
initiatives to not only rely on internal technical and managerial skills required to govern the 
introduction of AI, but also on external ones, to be identified in the market. As our findings 
show, the government has some understanding of the technological challenges that can hinder 
the effective adoption of AI in the public sector. This understanding needs to be matched with 
technical capabilities that are held outside the government, that is among IT firms. Government 
policy-makers are already partially aware of the need to adopt this approach. As one of the 
interviewed government policy-makers observed “[regarding data challenges,] if the 
government keeps the data and works on this issue, the efficiency will be too low. We [the 
government] need to involve the IT firms with managerial skills and professional technology to 
work together with us. We [the government] will take the responsibility of supervision” 
[5GOV01]. 
Wider participation to spot and internalize developments implies encouraging all 
stakeholders (i.e., not only IT firms, but also street-level public managers and service providers) 
to stay updated on the evolution of AI technology and its applications. For example, our 
findings show how government policy-makers and hospital managers/doctors alike highlighted 
the challenge of lack of trust towards AI-based decisions. Building trust in AI requires looking 
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beyond just the three groups of stakeholders in our study, to also include patients, insurance 
companies, medical firms, and non-government organizations. 
And finally, continuous adjustments to deal with uncertainty involves maintaining a set of 
core principles for governing AI adoption, but keeping room for flexibility in the face of e.g., 
failures of specific AI applications, changing standards of technology, or hype bubble bursts. As 
our findings show, AI adoption in healthcare is at a very early stage, as highlighted by IT firm 
managers and hospital managers/doctors. Public managers should avoid introducing very rigid 
standards that might hamper AI technology development and use. 
8.5.3.3 Prioritize the development of AI management guidelines and data integration, before 
focusing on AI applications. 
Our findings show that organizational and managerial challenges and data challenges are 
considered the prevalent ones by all the key stakeholders. Regarding the organizational and 
managerial challenges, public policy-makers should work towards devising shared definitions of 
AI as well as shared standards of AI use and performance evaluation. This nascent phase of AI 
diffusion in the public sector is characterized by both great dynamism and great confusion; 
identifying shared definitions and standards can prevent the latter from taking over the former. 
Regarding the data challenges, our findings clearly show that the majority of stakeholders agree 
that AI applications are only as good as the data upon which they are built. If there is no data 
integration, no state-of-the-art AI technology can provide its promised added value. So before 
focusing on AI applications, public managers should first focus on establishing data quantity 
and quality, data integration, and data continuity. 
8.5.3.4 Focus on the governance of AI, instead of governance by AI 
As the AI research community overwhelmingly agrees upon, the rise of machines capable 
of carrying out tasks that require high levels of innovation, planning, and empathetic 
behaviour (the “strong AI”) is yet merely the subject of speculation, and not to be expected in 
the immediate future (Russell & Norvig, 2016). Key aspects of public decision-making – such 
as issues of ethical trade-offs, innovation, and individual and group identity – are inherently 
political in nature. They require capabilities of contextualized, creative, and empathetic 
behaviour in dealing with humans, which AI technology in its current “weak” form cannot 
provide (Andersson, Grönlund, & Åström, 2012). Algorithmic governance in the public sector is 
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at best envisioned as concerning mundane tasks only (Janssen & Kuk, 2016). Yet, the current 
public debate on AI in the public sector often confuses the two separate issues of governance by 
AI (i.e., the use of AI as a tool to automate policy making) and governance of AI, and tends to 
focus on the former at the expense of the latter.  
AI in the public sector is often depicted with the technocratic image of politicians being 
replaced by robots (Davis, 2017), and algorithms replacing political deliberation. Instead, as 
findings from our study show, the issue of the type of governance of AI needed to tackle its 
challenges is the most pressing one at this stage. None of the stakeholders investigated in our 
study mentioned governance by AI, since they all believe that AI cannot fully replace human 
agents so far. However, as AI technology in the public sector is starting to replicate the boom it 
has already experienced in commercial applications, stakeholders are already taking their own 
uncoordinated initiatives, and developing diverse and autonomous visions of the technology and 
its uses. This calls for not only public managers, but also experts and researchers, to focus on 
advancing our understanding of the governance of AI, and reduce the attention given to 
speculative (at least for now) accounts of replacing politicians with machines. 
8.5.4 Limitations  
This study has some limitations. The first concerns the generalizability of the findings. We 
have chosen the public healthcare sector as the object of our study because healthcare is one of 
the public sectors in which AI is being most rapidly adopted, and with the most promising 
applications (e.g., medical records mining, diagnoses, treatments, and drug creation). However, 
our findings may not be reflective of other sectors. For example, our finding regarding the 
challenge of the medical tradition of a country may not apply to other contexts. Future research 
could adopt the approach of this study to investigate and compare the challenges of AI in other 
public sector areas. 
The second limitation concerns the geographic location of our study. We have chosen 
public healthcare in China for our study because China provides an ideal setting to investigate 
healthcare as a sector of government action – that is a public sector. Different from other 
contexts such as the U.S., healthcare services in China are strongly dominated by public sector 
intervention, in terms of regulation, strategy, and financing (Hu et al., 2008). Nevertheless, we 
are aware that not all conclusions from our analysis in the Chinese settings might be applicable 
to other countries, even among those that feature a national healthcare system. In particular, 
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some of the findings in legal challenges we highlighted in our case (such as the absence in 
China of a regulatory framework that allows an AI system to sign for a treatment plan along 
with humans) are less significant in other national contexts. Future research could compare the 
findings from our study with results from different geographical contexts. 
The third limitation concerns the data analysis. The classification of different categories of 
challenges we present can be partly affected by subjective bias in the interpretation of the 
empirical data. While we adopted a well-consolidated protocol for coding the interview data and 
the documents we analysed (Strauss & Corbin, 1998), drawing on the concept of technological 
framing (Cornelissen & Werner, 2014), we acknowledge that the categorization of the data 
might partly reflect the subjective bias of the authors. 
Finally, we did not include patients as our stakeholders. We acknowledge the need for a 
patient-centric view in modern public healthcare, and of the consequent need to include patients’ 
perspectives in healthcare research. However, because in our study we focused on the 
challenges of adoption of AI in the public sector, we had to focus on the stakeholders that use, 
regulate, and diffuse AI in the public healthcare sector (i.e., government policy-makers, 
doctors/hospital managers, and IT firm managers). For example, while patients are the 
beneficiaries of Watson in hospitals, its users are the doctors, not the patients. In addition, 
access to patient data was hindered by practical considerations: first, hospital managers denied 
access to patient data on the ground of privacy concerns; second, since our case dealt with AI 
use in cancer treatment, a number of patients deceased during the course of the study data 
collection. 
8.6 Conclusion and future research  
The diffusion of AI in the public sector is in its nascent stage, and so is the body of 
research on the phenomenon. In this study, we mapped how key stakeholders in the public 
healthcare sector frame the challenges of AI adoption. The study aims at providing a foundation 
for a needed stream of research focusing on the wide variety of aspects involved in the 
phenomenon of AI adoption in the public sector. The findings from our study in this emerging 
research field open up new avenues for future research on the impacts of AI in the public sector. 
In particular, our findings call for future studies to focus on 1) explanatory factors for, 2) 
consequences of, and 3) the process of emergence of different views on the challenges of AI 
adoption in the public sector. 
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First, there is a need for future research to investigate the factors that can explain why the 
various stakeholder groups perceive the challenges differently. Research questions focusing on 
determining factors of framing differences include: how does the understanding of other 
technologies adopted in the public sector influence the framing of challenges? How does the IT 
literacy of different stakeholders influence their framing of challenges? How does the 
organizational culture of different stakeholders influence their framing of challenges? 
Second, future studies can investigate the consequences of stakeholder groups framing the 
challenges differently. Information Systems (IS) literature on technological frames of reference 
(TFR) has already begun to investigate effects of e.g., congruences and incongruences between 
technological framings at the organizational, meso-level of analysis. Studies have focused on 
how different groups of stakeholders see the adoption of a wide range of technologies, including 
office groupware (Orlikowski & Gash, 1994), sales force automation (Young et al., 2016), and 
mobile technologies (Mazmanian, 2013) but, to the best of our knowledge, not AI technologies. 
Existing research shows that incongruences between these framings can either result in 
technology project failures (Davidson, 2006; Davidson & Pai, 2004) or motivate organization 
members to negotiate shared frames (Azad & Faraj, 2008; Yeow & Sia, 2008). In a similar 
fashion, we call for future studies to investigate the consequences of differences in framing the 
challenges of AI in the public sector in a wide variety of terms, including efficiency, 
effectiveness, and political legitimacy. Research questions driving future empirical studies 
should thus include: how do differences between government agencies and IT firms in the 
framings of the technological challenges of AI adoption affect project failure rates? How do 
differences in framings of ethical challenges of AI adoption affect government legitimacy as 
perceived by citizens? How do differences in framings of economic challenges between 
government agencies and IT vendors affect project economic sustainability? How do 
governments respond to diverse framings of AI? 
Third, we call for future studies to investigate the process whereby different views on 
challenges of AI in the public sector emerge. Our current understanding of how different 
stakeholders frame AI technology is still opaque: i.e., black-boxed. In general terms, the 
negotiation of meaning of a specific technology has the characteristics of a political process, 
where power plays an important role (Olesen, 2014; Yeow & Sia, 2008). AI technology, in 
particular, can be expected to raise concerns that are political in nature. These include, for 
instance, the impacts of AI on the workforce, with its threats of not only augmentation, but also 
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replacement of skilled workers (Eggers et al., 2017). Therefore, research questions related to the 
process of emergence of different views on the challenges of AI in the public sector should 
include: how are stakeholders’ expectations of AI technologies affected by imbalances of power 
between different stakeholders? What are different stages of development of views on the 
challenges of AI in the public sector? 
The increasing diffusion of AI in the public sector can be expected to bring about a number 
of relevant transformations. By mapping the framings of the challenges that emerge within the 
phenomenon of AI adoption in the public sector, we aimed at providing a first step towards a 
more systematic investigation of its complex implications. 
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Appendices 
Appendix 8A. List of interview questions 
• What is your role? What are you responsible for? 
• What are the challenges in the use of Watson? 
• What are the challenges in the introduction of Watson in hospitals? 
• What do you think Watson can do in healthcare? 
• In your opinion, what is the motivation for hospitals to use Watson? 
• Which values do you think Watson brings to healthcare? 
• How do you use Watson in your everyday work? 
• Do you think the use of Watson requires support (e.g., from colleagues or 
through training)? 
• Are you satisfied with the current use of Watson? 
• Are there any regulations that support the development/adoption of AI in 
healthcare?  
• What are the impacts of existing regulations on the use of Watson? 
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Appendix 8B. List of policy documents (coded by policy area) 
Policy area Policy document 
a) General 
healthcare 
Guidance Opinions of the General Office of the State Council on Promoting the 
Construction and Development of Medical Consortiums (General Office of the State 
Council of the P.R.C., 2017b) 
State Council on the Issuance of 2017 Key Tasks in Deepening the Reform of the 
Medical and Health System (General Office of the State Council of the P.R.C., 2017c) 
The State Council's General Office's Opinions on Supporting Social Forces to Provide 
Multi-level and Diversified Medical Services (General Office of the State Council of the 
P.R.C., 2017a) 
Circular of the State Council on the Issuance of the Plan for Deepening the Reform of 
the Medical and Health System during the 13th Five-Year Plan (State Council of the 
P.R.C., 2016) 
Guidance Opinions of the General Office of the State Council on Promoting the 
Construction of a Classification and Treatment System (General Office of the State 
Council of the P.R.C., 2015a) 
Suggestions of the CPC Central Committee on Formulating the 13th Five-Year Plan for 
National Economic and Social Development (Central Committee of the Communist 
Party of China, 2015) 
Notice on Launching the Pilot Work of Establishing a Wholly Foreign-owned Hospital 
(National Health and Family Planning Commission of the P.R.C. & Ministry of 
Commerce of the P.R.C., 2014) 
Several Opinions of the State Council on Promoting the Development of Health Service 
Industry (State Council of the P.R.C., 2013a) 
Guidance Opinions of the State Council on the Establishment of a General Practitioner 
System (State Council of the P.R.C., 2011) 
The General Office of the State Council Forwards the Notice of the Ministry of Health 
and other Departments of the Development and Reform Commission on Further 
Encouraging and Guiding Social Capital to Organize Medical Institutions (General 
Office of the State Council of the P.R.C., 2010) 
b) Emerging 
technologies 
Notice of the Ministry of Science and Technology on the Issuance of the 13th Five-year 
Special Plan for Science and Technology Innovation in the Field of Advanced 
Manufacturing Technology (Ministry of Science and Technology of the P.R.C., 2017) 
Opinions of the State Council on Implementing the Division in Key Work Departments 
of the “Government Work Report” (State Council of the P.R.C., 2017a) 
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Policy area Policy document 
Notice of the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology on Issuing the Plan for 
the Integration of Information Technology and Industrialization (2016-2020) (Ministry 
of Industry and Information Technology of the P.R.C., 2016) 
Several Opinions of the General Office of the State Council on Enhancing Service and 
Regulation of Market Players (General Office of the State Council of the P.R.C., 2015b) 
Notice of the State Council on Issuing the Action Plan for the Promotion of Big Data 
Development (State Council of the P.R.C., 2015b) 
Opinions of the State Council on Promoting the Innovation and Development of Cloud 
Computing and Cultivating New Formats for the Information Industry (State Council of 
the P.R.C., 2015a) 
Guidance Opinions of the State Council on Promoting the Orderly and Healthy 
Development of the Internet of Things (State Council of the P.R.C., 2013c) 
Several Opinions of the State Council on Promoting Information Consumption to 
Expand Domestic Demand (State Council of the P.R.C., 2013b) 
c) Emerging 
technologies 
in the 
healthcare 
sector 
Guidance Opinions of the General Office of the State Council on Promoting and 
Regulating the Development of Medical Big Data Applications (General Office of the 
State Council of the P.R.C., 2016) 
Notice of the National Health Commission on the Issuance of the 13th Five-Year Plan for 
the Development of National Population Health Information (National Health and 
Family Planning Commission of the P.R.C., 2017) 
d) Artificial 
Intelligence 
Notice of the State Council on the Issuance of a New Generation of Artificial 
Intelligence Development Plan (State Council of the P.R.C., 2017b) 
Notice on the Issuance of the Three-Year Action Plan for “Internet + Artificial 
Intelligence” (National Development and Reform Commission of the P.R.C., 2016) 
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Appendix 8C. Overview of additional secondary data sources 
Organization Source 
IBM China Online media interview (Xie, 2017c) 
Conference paper (Xie, 2017a) 
Academic presentation at Peking University (Xie, 2017b) 
Presentation at the Global Big Data Conference (Liu, 2017) 
Online media interview (Liu, 2016) 
Online media interview (Liu, 2010) 
CognitiveCare Conference presentation (Hua, 2017) 
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Abstract 
The introduction of Artificial Intelligence (AI) in the public sector is heralded as 
potentially bringing about profound transformations: unlike previous waves of office 
automation, AI technology embeds learning capabilities that can smartly adapt to the changing 
environments of public decision-making. Yet, there is no shared understanding of what exactly 
AI should be used for. Different stakeholders have different, often ambiguous, perspectives. In 
this study, we aim at understanding how stakeholders interpret AI by analysing a case of 
adoption of an AI system in a public healthcare ecosystem, that comprises public policy-makers, 
IT firm managers, and doctors/ hospital managers. Using the lens of technological frames of 
reference (TFR) theory, we investigate the emergence of incongruences between stakeholders’ 
technological frames. Based on our findings, we propose the notion of trickle-down frame 
enrichment, a dynamic of frame incongruence that is rooted in the unique characteristics of the 
context of public sector adopting an emerging technology. Our study contributes to research by 
extending on TFR theory, and to practice by providing recommendations for public managers 
facing the adoption of AI. 
Keywords: Artificial Intelligence, Public Sector, Technological Frames of Reference 
9.1 Introduction 
Defined as the ability of machines to carry out tasks by displaying intelligent, human-like 
behaviour, and to behave rationally by perceiving the environment and taking actions to achieve 
some goals (Russell & Norvig, 2016), Artificial Intelligence (AI) is increasingly seen as the new 
frontier of technological development for the public sector (Desouza, 2018). 
The U.S. Army is using a machine-learning-based virtual assistant system that can do the 
work of 55 human recruiters, and provide responses with an accuracy rate of over 94 percent 
(Eggers, Schatsky, & Viechnicki, 2017). Other applications include usage by public agencies to 
support the prediction of at-risk residents to prevent incarceration (The IBM Center for The 
Business of Government, 2017), or to choose which restaurant businesses to target for health 
inspections (Kang, Kuznetsova, Luca, & Choi, 2013). 
AI in the public sector radically departs from traditional office automation, such as EDI or 
ERP systems, because it does not operate on a pre-programmed if-then logic, but instead 
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features learning capabilities that can smartly adapt to constantly changing environmental 
settings (Russell & Norvig, 2016). 
The core problem with AI is that, while its potential for profound transformation is widely 
recognized, there is no clear understanding of what exactly AI technology should be used for. 
As a result, the interpretations of AI are very heterogeneous.  
The UK government, for instance, sees AI in the public sector as a tool to use resources 
more efficiently and increase productivity, speculating about its effects on labour markets and 
highlighting challenges of privacy and accountability (UK Government Office for Science, 
2016). The White House, on the other hand, sees AI as a potential major force for the economy 
and for workforce development (NSTC, 2016). AI in the public sector also involves a wide 
range of private actors (e.g., IT vendors, consultants, trainers), which can be expected to see AI 
from yet other perspectives. 
In addition, the adoption of an emerging technology like AI in a public-sector setting is 
unique in that public managers are trapped in a paradox. On the one hand, they are expected to 
issue well-defined policies and guidelines. On the other hand, public managers operate with 
very limited information, given that the nature of an emerging technology is, by definition, 
ambiguous, and that they do not have direct practical engagement with the technology. 
Empirical research on AI in the public sector is in its infancy. While studies have started 
focusing on challenges of AI replacing jobs, on issues of privacy, and of need for regulation, 
there is barely any research focusing on the adoption of AI in the public sector. In order to 
tackle this gap, in this paper we are driven by the research question: How do different 
stakeholders in the public sector interpret Artificial Intelligence technology? 
Information Systems (IS) research has provided a great amount of evidence that diverse 
stakeholders must develop a sufficiently shared understanding of a technology, in order to 
derive value from it. When technological frames of reference (TFR) – i.e., assumptions, 
expectations, and knowledge used by people to understand technology in organizations 
(Orlikowski & Gash, 1994) – are misaligned, they lead to undesirable outcomes such as project 
failure. However, while we know a great deal about technological frame incongruence and its 
effects (Davidson, 2006; Young, Mathiassen, & Davidson, 2016), the mechanisms whereby 
these incongruences emerge, and how incongruences are dealt with in the context of public 
sector adopting an emergent technology, are still unclear. 
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Using the lens of technological frames of reference (TFR) (Orlikowski & Gash, 1994), in 
this paper we present a study on how different stakeholders frame AI technology in a public 
healthcare ecosystem in China that comprises government policy-makers, IT firm managers, and 
doctors/ hospital managers. The healthcare sector is one of the public policy sectors with the 
highest investments in new technologies (Yang, Ng, Kankanhalli, & Luen Yip, 2012), where AI 
has the most potential for doing transformative work, such as mining medical records, assisting 
repetitive jobs, and designing treatment plans (Meskó, 2016). China is one of the leading 
countries in the world in terms of new public investments in AI technology, with the goal of 
becoming a global innovation centre for AI by 2030 (State Council (Guo Fa), 2017) and, in 
comparison with other countries, its hierarchical, top-down practice of policy-making 
(Lieberthal & Oksenberg, 1988; Mertha, 2009) represents an ideal setting for investigating the 
unique paradox of public managers facing an ambiguous emerging technology. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next two sections we discuss existing 
research on AI in the public sector, and present the TFR theory lens, discussing the gaps in 
existing research that our study aims at filling. In the method section, we present the case and 
describe our approach for data collection and analysis. In the findings section, we present the 
technological framing of the groups of stakeholders involved in the case, and analyse the 
patterns of incongruence between frames. In the discussion section, we analyse the role of 
context and present the notion of frame incongruence as trickle-down frame enrichment; we 
then discuss the implications for theory and for practice of our study, suggest directions of 
future research and identify limitations of the study. In the conclusion section, we summarize 
our contribution. 
9.2 Previous research 
Research on AI in the public sector is still in its infancy. A small number of contributions 
have started to outline the potential impacts of AI in a public sector setting (Desouza, 2018). 
Impacts of AI on the public workforce include relieving, in which AI takes over mundane tasks, 
and relieves public workers for more valuable tasks; splitting up, where AI helps to break up a 
job into smaller pieces, and takes over as many as possible of these, leaving humans do the 
remainder; replacing, where AI carries out an entire job performed by a human; and 
augmenting, where the AI technology makes workers more effective by complementing their 
skills (Eggers et al., 2017). AI as replacing public workforce (Susskind & Susskind, 2016), in 
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particular, has been highlighted as the major potential threat (Ford, 2013; Roman & Anna, 
2017). Challenges of AI in the public sector also include solving the tension between privacy 
and data acquisition (Begg, 2009), outlining appropriate public regulation (Gulson & Webb, 
2017), and tackling the biases in policy-making potentially caused by algorithms (Janssen & 
Kuk, 2016). A number of studies focus on the healthcare sector, where AI is seen as potentially 
replacing face-to-face interactions (Jung & Padman, 2015), and guiding physicians to make 
diagnoses (Hengstler, Enkel, & Duelli, 2016) and treatment decisions (Hamet & Tremblay, 
2017). 
Research on AI in the public sector is still in its nascent phase, and mostly focuses on 
speculating about expected impacts of AI. There is a need for empirical accounts of AI 
technology as perceived by stakeholders that work with it in the public sector. 
9.3 Theoretical background 
Research on IS in the public sector has repeatedly highlighted the importance of taking 
into account the different perspectives of involved stakeholders on system design and use 
(Andersen & Henriksen, 2006; Axelsson, Melin, & Lindgren, 2013; Esteves & Joseph, 2008; 
Melin & Axelsson, 2014; Rana & Dwivedi, 2015). To support IS researchers investigating the 
diverse views on technology by different stakeholder groups, Orlikowski and Gash (1994) 
developed the technological frames of reference (TFR) framework. 
The TFR framework identifies three domains of interpreting a technology in an 
organizational setting. The first domain, nature of technology, refers to people’s images of what 
the technology is, including their understanding of its functionalities and capabilities. The 
second domain, technology strategy, refers to people’s view on why a particular technology is 
implemented, including their views on the vision, value, and motivation behind the decision to 
adopt and use the technology. The third domain, technology-in-use, refers to people’s 
understanding of how the technology is or will be used, including conditions and consequences 
associated with such use (Orlikowski & Gash, 1994, p. 183). In the framework rationale, the 
mapping of these domains across different groups of stakeholders enables to identify frame 
congruence and frame incongruence, that is alignment or misalignment between technological 
frames of different groups, and to investigate its associated outcomes.  
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Research on technological frames has built upon the Orlikowski and Gash’s seminal 
principle that frame incongruence between groups is associated with negative outcomes, such as 
project failure, system non-use, and user dissatisfaction. Incongruence between frames has been 
highlighted as leading to negative outcomes in areas as different as groupware (Orlikowski & 
Gash, 1994), EDI services (Barrett, 1999), ERP implementation (Wagner & Newell, 2004), 
telecommunication (McGovern & Hicks, 2004), and healthcare insurance (Davidson, 2002). 
Misalignment between the technological frames within a group (frame inconsistency) has been 
found to be equally problematic (Young et al., 2016). Establishing a stable frame has therefore 
been seen as the main strategy for making IT and e-government systems workable (Luna-Reyes, 
Zhang, Gil-García, & Cresswell, 2005; Nielsen, Andersen, & Sigh, 2016). 
While very effective as a tool to analyse point-in-time patterns of congruence and 
incongruence, TFR studies have been criticized for neglecting the process of formation of 
frames (Davidson, 2006; Gal & Berente, 2008). More recent studies have started to tackle this 
gap, by analysing how frame incongruence is dealt with by negotiating shared frames, or by the 
establishment of a dominant frame through political power (Azad & Faraj, 2008; Hsu, 2009; Lin 
& Silva, 2005; Mcloughlin, Badham, & Couchman, 2000; Yeow & Sia, 2008). While 
progressing on the understanding of frame incongruence, these approaches still rest on the 
assumption that the persistence of incongruence is a challenge that ultimately needs to be 
overcome with some form of consensus. 
Overall, while providing a solid basis for understanding how different groups make sense 
of a technology in organizations, the current body of research on technological frames features a 
number of gaps. First, instances of frame incongruences that functionally co-exist need to be 
better investigated, in order to problematize the link between incongruence and undesirable 
outcomes. Second, further research is needed to articulate the mechanisms of interaction 
between incongruent frames across different groups, and to conceptualize alternative 
mechanisms beyond the ones of shared frame negotiation, or of imposition of a dominant frame 
through political manoeuvring. Third, there is a need to incorporate features of context in 
theorizing frame emergence: further research is needed to understand how, for instance, the role 
of government as a framing stakeholder shapes the creation of technological frames. 
Interested in investigating the emergence and co-existence of incongruent frames, we draw 
on the TFR framework to investigate technological frames in the setting of public sector 
adopting AI. 
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9.4 Methods 
9.4.1 Case setting 
To attend to our research question, we investigated the introduction of an AI system, IBM 
Watson, in a public healthcare ecosystem in China that includes three groups of stakeholders: 
hospital managers/doctors, IT firms, and government policy-makers. An overview of the 
stakeholders is provided in Table 9.1. 
 
Table 9.1 –Stakeholder groups 
Stakeholder group Stakeholder organization Description 
Hospital 
managers/doctors 
ZP-TCM Hospital The first public hospital that adopted IBM 
Watson in China. 
IT firm managers IBM China Provides technology support for the use of IBM 
Watson in China.  
Hangzhou CognitiveCare The partner company of IBM China that 
services hospitals using Watson across the 
country. It works with EWELL to adapt Watson 
to the Chinese context. 
EWELL A high-tech company focusing on R&D in the 
healthcare industry. IT provides technical 
support and training to the ZP-TCM Hospital. 
Government 
policy-makers 
Ministry of Science and 
technology of the People’s 
Republic of China (MOST) 
Public agencies involved in formulating policies 
regarding healthcare and emerging IT (including 
AI) to facilitate social, economic, and 
technology development in China. 
National Development and 
Reform Commission of the 
People’s Republic of China 
(NDRC) 
 
The hospital involved is the Zhejiang Provincial Hospital of Traditional Chinese Medicine 
(ZP-TCM), located in the city of Hangzhou, in the Zhejiang province of the People’s Republic 
of China. Founded in 1931, ZP-TCM is the leading public hospital in China to adopt the AI 
cognitive assistant IBM Watson. Watson is the name given by IBM to its computer system 
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capable of answering questions posed in natural language (Shader, 2016). Doctors at the 
hospital use Watson for decision-making in the design of personalized cancer treatment plans. 
Some of the doctors also have management responsibilities in running the hospital. 
The adoption of IBM Watson for evidence-based cancer treatment at the hospital is 
supported by three IT firms. The first two are IBM China and Hangzhou CognitiveCare, the 
only partner company of IBM China that, since August 2016, services hospitals in China using 
Watson (Douglass, 2016). During the testing stage from December 2016 to March 2017, 
CognitiveCare has trained ten physicians in the use of the system in six different cancer types, 
and 50 patients have been given treatment supported by Watson’s diagnosis. Since late March 
2017, oncology patients at the hospital have the possibility to make special appointments to 
consult their doctors with the support of Watson. The third IT firm, EWELL is a high-tech 
company focusing on R&D in the healthcare industry that joined the Watson project to provide 
technical support and training to the hospital, and to carry out translations from English to 
Chinese. 
Two public agencies are involved in the introduction of Watson in public healthcare: the 
Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST) and the National Development and Reform 
Commission (NDRC). MOST is responsible for drafting plans and policies on science 
popularization, technology market, and Science and Technology (S&T) intermediaries, as well 
as managing assessments and statistics (Ministry of Science and Technology, 2017). NDRC is 
responsible for drafting relevant laws and regulations concerning national economic and social 
development, economic system restructuring and opening up to the outside world, formulating 
regulations, and guiding and coordinating tenders in accordance with public 
regulations (National Development and Reform Commission, 2017). Three key policies 
referring to big data in healthcare, healthcare information and AI development have been 
formulated by MOST and NDRC, to ensure the application environment of AI and relating 
emerging technologies to healthcare (General Office of the State Council (Guo Ban Fa), 2016; 
National Health Commission (Guo Wei Gui Hua Fa), 2017; State Council (Guo Fa), 2017).  The 
timeline of the introduction of the Watson system in our case is summarized in Figure 9.1. 
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Figure 9.1. Timeline of the introduction of Watson 
 
9.4.2 Data collection 
We adopted a case study approach, as it is considered the preferred method to explore in 
depth complex phenomena in their natural setting (Yin, 2013). We conducted semi-structured 
interviews designed to reveal the informants’ assumptions, knowledge, and expectations 
(frames) on the capabilities of AI (nature of technology), on the motivations for hospitals to 
adopt AI (technology strategy), and on the everyday work practice with the AI system 
(technology-in-use). To select interviewees we adopted purposeful sampling (Patton, 2002) and 
followed a key informant approach (Kumar, Stern, & Anderson, 1993). For assessing the 
government policy-makers’ frames, we complemented interviews with policy document 
analysis, and with secondary data, including excerpts from public interviews and presentations. 
The data collection ended when we considered to have achieved saturation, where additional 
interviews would no longer reveal new insights on the framings by the stakeholders (Pan & Tan, 
2011). An overview of the data sources is provided in Appendix 9A and 9B. 
9.4.3 Data analysis 
The transcription of the interview resulted in 232 pages of text. Each author read the 
transcriptions and coded the text content using the NVivo software package. We adopted a serial 
combination of inductive and deductive approaches in analysing the empirical data. First, we 
inductively analysed the interviews transcripts employing thematic coding (Gibbs, 2007). This 
resulted in coding transcription text related to stakeholders’ views on AI technology in first-
order codes, such as “efficiency capability”, “patient trust improvement motivation”, and 
“potential harm consequences”. During this first coding round, we realized that stakeholders 
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referred to AI technology as an IT tool, but in relevantly different ways. Consequently, we 
turned to the conceptualization of IT as a tool formulated by Orlikowski and Iacono (2001). In 
their analysis of approaches to the IT artefact in IS research, Orlikowski and Iacono provide a 
practical categorization of four different ways in which IT can be approached: as a labour 
substitution tool (to substitute and replace human labour); as a productivity tool (to achieve 
performance benefits in the course of socio-economic activities); as information processing tool 
(to alter and enhance the ways that humans and organizations process information); and as a 
social relations tool (to transform social roles and communication patterns) (Orlikowski & 
Iacono, 2001, pp. 123–124). We thus deductively employed a framework-guided coding process 
(Sarker, Xiao, & Beaulieu, 2013) to group first-order codes into these four tool views of 
technology. This way, for example, “efficiency capability” became “AI a productivity tool”, 
“patient trust motivation” became “AI as social relations tool”. Finally, we grouped the second-
order coding into third-order coding according the three technological frame domains by 
Orlikowski and Gash (1994) of nature of technology, technology strategy, and technology-in-
use. Discrepancy between coding between the authors were singled out and solved through 
discussion. Appendix 9C provides an example of the coding process. As a result, we obtained 
244 usable quotes. Appendix 9D illustrates the number of relevant coded quotes in the three 
domains of technological frames. 
9.5 Findings 
9.5.1 Government policy-makers: AI as a productivity tool 
When considering the nature of AI, government stakeholders involved in the adoption of 
Watson for healthcare consider AI as a tool that provides increased efficiency, mostly for its 
ability to deal with the large amounts of patient data that characterize the Chinese context 
[1GOV01]. This efficiency is interpreted as a capability of AI for assisting human agents, rather 
than replacing them: “AI is an assistive technology. […] In healthcare, AI has been used as 
doctors’ assistant. AI cannot make decisions by itself” [1GOV03]. In relation to technology 
strategy, such efficient assisting capability also dominates the government stakeholders’ 
understanding of the motivation that moves organizations to use AI: “For firms or organizations, 
efficiency is important. Organizations using AI have a higher efficiency which, as a result, will 
increase competitiveness” [1GOV01]. The strategic focus on productivity is linked to the 
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accuracy aspect of AI: according to government officials, Watson is adopted because it “can 
increase work efficiency. For simple diseases, Watson has a higher precision [than an average 
doctor]” [1GOV04]. Regarding the framing of technology-in-use, government officials also 
clearly point out that AI is a tool to increase productivity, in the form of both increased accuracy 
and speed. As exemplified by one of the informants, in reference to the use of Watson: “The 
most experienced doctors can read 24 CT [Computer Tomography] scans in one second, while 
AI can read 300. AI can increase working speed” [1GOV01]. 
9.5.2 IT firm managers: framing strategy and use of AI beyond a productivity tool 
The framing of the nature of AI by the managers of IT firms clearly resonates with the one 
of government officials: as a baseline, AI is considered solely as a productivity tool by them as 
well, with its nature being one of a performance enhancer. The main attribute of Watson is, in 
fact, the accuracy of diagnosis outputs, that can reduce doctors’ error rates [3IT06], and thus 
“save doctors’ working time and improve the efficiency” [3IT02]. However, when prompted 
about technology strategy and technology-in-use, IT firm managers provide additional layers of 
framing, by seeing AI as an information processing tool, and as a social relations tool.  
Regarding strategy, IT firm managers mainly consider AI as a tool that alters the way 
individual and organizations process information: in their view, individual learning and 
extending knowledge in the medical discipline are the strategic motivations for organizations to 
adopt AI. As exemplified one of the IT firm manager informants: “Doctors warmly welcome 
Watson, because it can facilitate the doctors’ learning process. And doctors can use Watson to 
confirm or revise their ideas” [3IT09]. The way information and knowledge are processed is 
expected to be altered by AI also in the general medical discipline: “In research, we expect 
Watson to be able to dig some new knowledge from large datasets and medical cases which 
doctors didn’t notice during day-to-day practice” [3IT08]. 
Secondarily, AI is also framed by IT firm managers as a social relations tool. Besides 
referring to mere performance gains, IT firm managers consider the adoption of Watson as a 
way for hospitals to increase their reputation within their network, which includes both other 
competing hospitals, and patients. As explained by one of the informants: 
Top-level hospitals don’t want to be left behind on advanced technology 
application, for example AI technology usage. They already saw the potential of AI 
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and would like to grasp the opportunity of Watson in order to be one of the best 
hospitals in the cancer area. [3IT01] 
Similarly, AI is seen as a tool to improve reputation in the eyes of patients. As exemplified 
by one of the IT managers: “For some [small] hospitals, they don’t want to lose their patients 
and would like to gain the patients’ trust. Using AI can gain the trust of patients: they think that 
we have technology that can be treated as an expert” [3IT04]. 
Regarding technology-in-use, the framing of IT managers similarly includes both the 
views of AI as a social relations tool and as an information processing tool, in addition to the 
productivity tool view. In its daily use, Watson is mainly seen as a learning and knowledge-
building tool: “when they [doctors] use Watson, they can confirm their knowledge or learn new 
knowledge” [3IT09], or “test their judgement” [3IT09] when uncertain on a specific area of 
their expertise. In addition, a social relation view plays an important role. In the IT managers’ 
opinion, doctors in smaller hospitals use Watson as a tool for proving their professionalism, and 
thus win the patients’ trust vis-à-vis larger, already reputable hospitals. There is a remarkable 
gap in reputation in China between small and larger hospitals, as the latter are considered by 
patients to be more trustworthy. AI as a tool to enhance reputation plays a role against this 
background. As eloquently explained by one of the IT firm managers: 
Some patients don’t trust doctors from small hospitals. They prefer to go to 
big hospitals, even though their case can be solved at small hospitals. With Watson 
introduced in small hospitals, patients trust doctors at small hospitals 
more. Because they can see that what doctors say is confirmed by Watson. [3IT05] 
9.5.3 Doctors/ hospital managers: multifaceted framings of AI 
The framing of AI by doctors and hospital managers also includes aspects that go beyond 
the productivity tool view, and that differ among the domains of nature of technology, 
technology strategy, and technology-in-use. 
Regarding nature of technology, doctors/ hospital managers in repeated instances also 
frame the nature of AI as a labour substitution tool. While they acknowledge that AI can help 
doctors more efficiently perform a number of tasks, they highlight how it’s in the nature of the 
technology to replace human workers and thus make some jobs redundant. As claimed by one of 
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the interviewees: “With the development of AI, many of our doctors will lose their job, 
especially low skilled doctors. This is for sure” [2HP01]. 
When prompted about technology strategy, however, the doctors’ view is more nuanced, 
including both views of AI as an information processing tool and as a social relations tool, and 
only a marginal acknowledgement of technology as a productivity tool. In their view, 
developing the medical discipline and improving reputation are the reasons why Watson has 
been adopted by the hospital. 
We [the hospital] did not consider it [the adoption of Watson] in order to 
bring large economic profits for our hospital in a short time [but instead] to 
advance our [the hospital’s] discipline development in the cancer area. [2HP05] 
Any challenge in adopting Watson is seen as worth overcoming, because the adoption of 
AI can ultimately improve their organization’s reputation. For instance, doctors are aware that 
one of the main challenges of adopting Watson in a Chinese hospital is that the system is trained 
on U.S.-originated data, and therefore does not take into account features unique to the Chinese 
context, such as data related to traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) treatments. This challenge 
is seen as worth overcoming, in the name of social reputation. As explicitly stated by one of the 
informants: “We would like it [Watson] to be trained through Chinese data, so that our 
[hospital’s] reputation will improve” [2HP04]. 
The view of doctors/ hospital managers on AI as a technology-in-use is similarly 
multifaceted. The dominant framing is the one of AI as an information processing tool: in daily 
use, Watson is seen as a tool that influences the way decisions are made within the organization. 
For example, Watson is used as a tool for learning. As a number of interviewees explain: “[A 
common occurrence is] when my idea and my supervisor’s idea on a treatment plan are 
different. I then ask Watson, to see whether Watson will support me or my supervisor” [2HP05]; 
“In some cases, I can learn from Watson how to perform an analysis and to formulate a better 
treatment plan” [2HP04]. 
Secondarily, doctors/ hospital managers see the use of AI a both as a productivity and as a 
social relations tool. Besides openly acknowledging that the use of Watson “increased the 
treatment efficiency and performance for the hospital” [2HP05], and that it “reduced patients’ 
waiting time at large hospitals, which increased the large hospitals’ efficiency” [2HP06], they 
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highlight the effects that the use of Watson has on patients’ trust. Doctors experience that 
patients trust them more after they started to use Watson. Smaller hospitals, in particular, are 
seen as benefiting the most, since patients feel confident that services provided with the support 
of Watson in a small hospital will be as reliable as the ones provided by a large, acknowledged 
hospital [2HP05]. 
9.5.4 Summary of findings 
Table 9.2 summarizes the view of each group of stakeholders of in the three domains of 
nature of technology, technology strategy, and technology-in-use. For each view we indicate the 
categorization of AI as a tool (AI as a productivity tool, as an information processing tool, as a 
labour substitution tool, or as social relations tool), using different colour gradings to better 
illustrate patterns of incongruence. When multiple types of frames co-exist within one domain 
for the same group of stakeholders, we ranked the types within each cell from the most 
dominant (top) to least dominant (bottom), based on the relevance attributed by each group in 
the interviews. For example, the dominant type of frame for IT firm managers’ view on AI as 
technology-in-use is AI as information processing tool, followed by AI as productivity tool and, 
last, AI as social relations tool. 
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Table 9.2 – Technological frames of AI among stakeholder groups 
 
Nature of technology Technology strategy Technology-in-use 
Government 
policy-
makers 
Watson’s big data 
capability as efficiency 
enhancer 
AI as Productivity Tool 
Watson adopted for its 
accuracy and efficiency 
gains 
AI as Productivity Tool 
Watson used to increase 
service speed 
AI as Productivity Tool 
IT firm 
managers 
Watson’s diagnostic 
capability as accuracy 
enhancer 
AI as Productivity Tool 
Watson adopted to 
improve learning 
AI as Information 
Processing Tool 
Watson used to test 
doctors’ judgement 
AI as Information 
Processing Tool 
Watson adopted to 
improve reputation with 
hospitals and patients 
AI as Social Relations 
Tool 
Watson used to increase 
service speed 
AI as Productivity Tool 
Watson adopted to 
improve performance 
AI as Productivity Tool 
Watson used to win 
patients’ trust 
AI as Social Relations 
Tool 
Doctors/ 
hospital 
managers 
Watson’s accuracy can 
replace human workers 
AI as Labour 
Substitution Tool 
Watson adopted to 
advance the medical 
discipline 
AI as Information 
Processing Tool 
Watson used for learning 
AI as Information 
Processing Tool 
Watson adopted to 
improve the hospital’s 
reputation 
AI as a Social Relations 
Tool 
Watson used to increase 
patient service efficiency 
AI as Productivity Tool 
Watson’s diagnostic 
capability as accuracy 
enhancer 
AI as Productivity Tool 
Watson adopted to 
improve performance 
AI as Productivity Tool 
Watson used to win 
patients’ trust 
AI as Social Relations 
Tool 
 
The mapping of technological frames points to four main findings. First, the government 
stakeholder group is the only one that homogeneously frames AI only as a productivity tool, in 
all three domains of nature, strategy, and technology-in-use. Second, AI as a productivity tool is 
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the only type of framing that all stakeholder groups share in all three domains of nature, 
strategy, and technology-in-use, although to different extents. Third, the non-government 
stakeholders, IT firm managers and doctors/ hospital managers, feature a multifaceted framing 
of AI technology, that includes AI as an information processing tool, as a social relations tool, 
and as a labour substitution tool. Fourth, the framing of doctors/ hospital managers is more 
multifaceted than the one of IT firm managers, and the framing of IT firm managers is more 
multifaceted than the one of government decision-makers. 
In the following section, we discuss how these findings, emerging in the setting of public 
sector adopting an AI, are revelatory of a dynamic of technological frame incongruence as 
trickle-down frame enrichment. 
9.6 Discussion 
9.6.1 Framing AI in the public sector: the role of context 
The context of our case of adoption of AI in a public sector setting features three key 
characteristics, against which the groups of stakeholders develop their frame. These three 
characteristics give rise to a unique dynamic of formation of technological frames 
incongruences. 
The first key characteristic of AI adoption in the public sector is that one of the stakeholder 
groups is in charge of formulating a baseline frame of the technology for the other groups. 
Government policy-makers’ role is to push their framing to the other stakeholders, by issuing 
policy guidelines. The phenomenon that we observe in our case associated with this 
characteristic is that the only type of framing that is echoed by all stakeholders in all domains 
(nature, strategy, and use of AI) is the government policy-makers’ framing of AI as a 
productivity tool. Non-government stakeholder groups embed the government stakeholder 
group’s framing of AI as a productivity tool within their own frames. 
The second key characteristic of AI adoption in the public sector is that stakeholder groups 
differ in levels of practical engagement with the technology. Doctors/ hospital managers operate 
in first person with the AI system on a regular basis; IT firm managers deal with the same 
system, but mainly as facilitators and marketers, and not on an operational basis; government 
policy-makers deal with AI at the lowest level of practical engagement, as the authors of policy 
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guidelines. Our case shows that the stakeholders’ framing of Watson is more multifaceted, the 
more practically engaged each stakeholder group is with the technology. 
The third key characteristic of AI adoption in the public sector is that stakeholders operate 
in an environment that features limited information to develop technological frames, because AI 
is an emerging technology. In the public debate, so far AI in the public sector has been 
characterized by competing, and sometimes conflicting, interpretations. The poor availability of 
clues on the nature, strategy, and use of AI influences in particular the framing of government 
policy-makers, because they are the group that has the lowest practical engagement with the 
technology. As a result, as evidenced in our case, the government policy-makers’ frame AI one-
dimensionally as a productivity tool. 
9.6.2 Frame incongruence as trickle-down frame enrichment 
We put forward that the patterns in technological framing by the stakeholders observed in 
the case, rooted in the three characteristics of AI in the public sector, are revelatory of a unique 
dynamic of frame incongruence. We label this dynamic as trickle-down frame enrichment. This 
dynamic accounts for both the incongruence in framing between stakeholders of different nature 
(frame enrichment phenomenon), and the mechanisms of framing influence between stakeholder 
group (trickle-down phenomenon). Figure 9.2 provides a visual depiction and a guide for this 
discussion. 
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Figure 9.2 – The dynamic of trickle-down frame enrichment 
The figure illustrates how levels of technological frame richness (arrow to the right) 
increase with levels of practical engagement increase with the technology (arrow to the left). 
Stakeholder framings are influenced in a top-down fashion, with the government’s framing of 
AI “trickling down” to the other stakeholders at higher level of practical engagement with the 
technology via a number of influence mechanisms. As exemplified in our case, the IT managers 
embrace the government policy-makers’ view of the nature of AI as a productivity tool, which is 
passed on through policy guidelines:  
The AI guideline introduced by the government is very useful. I think the 
effect will be that everyone [all the IT firms] in the [healthcare AI] market will want 
to participate. This may lead to a both prosperous and chaotic market. We [our firm] 
will have our own strategy under the AI guideline introduced by Chinese 
government. [3IT03] 
At the same time, however, IT managers develop their own frames of AI strategy and of 
AI as technology-in-use, which enriches the government’s view by also including an 
understanding of AI as an information processing tool and as a social relations tool (see Table 
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9.2). In turn, the IT firm managers’ framing of AI influences doctors/ hospital managers. The 
latter incorporate the IT firm managers’ framing as a baseline and further enrich it. In our case, 
the influence the doctors/ hospital managers receive is conveyed through the training and 
support activities that the IT firm managers provide as hospitals adopt the Watson system. 
The nature of influence mechanisms, however, is not devoid of tensions. For example, the 
influence exerted by the framing of IT firm managers, heralding AI as mostly an information 
processing tool, is at times met with a mix of suspicion and curiosity: doctors/ hospital managers 
frame AI also as a labour substitution tool, with the potential of displacing workers and 
destroying jobs. As expressed by one of the doctors in our case: “CognitiveCare told us that 
Watson cannot replace us but can help us. We are curious about Watson, and would like to see 
how smart it can be” [2HP04]. IT firm managers report the resistance they encounter in 
leveraging the influence mechanism of training and support sessions: 
The hospital experienced a process of rejection before accepting Watson. At 
the beginning, some doctors were influenced by exaggerated publicity and were 
afraid that Watson will replace them. We went to hospitals and have given them 
more accurate information on Watson. Then they [the doctors] realized that Watson 
can help them on their job, rather than replace them. [3IT04] 
The outcome of the influence mechanism is ultimately a richer framing. Doctors/ hospital 
managers retain their own framing of technology as a labour substitution tool: 
If Watson evolves, its accuracy rates will be higher, than maybe 80 or 90 per 
cent of the doctors. Watson will be able to pass the medical test for [human] 
physicians. Then, some of these doctors will have to leave their job to other 
positions. [2HP01] 
Besides such framing, they also embrace the IT firm managers’ views of AI by 
incorporating them in their own, which also includes government policy-makers’ baseline 
framing of AI as a productivity tool. 
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9.6.3 Implications for theory and future research 
Framing processes become particularly important when information is ambiguous or 
absent, such as in technological innovation processes with uncertain outcomes (Kaplan & 
Tripsas, 2008). The findings of our case, drawing on the analysis of framing of AI technology in 
a public sector setting, have a number of theoretical implications. 
First, our study extends the current understanding of the implications of frame 
incongruence. The main underlying assumption of technological frame research is that frame 
incongruence between stakeholders leads to undesirable outcomes. Technologies that are widely 
accepted and used are those that achieve stabilization of their technology frame within and 
among diverse stakeholder groups (Bijker, 1993; Orlikowski & Gash, 1994). The vast majority 
of TFR empirical studies have consequently focused on demonstrating how incongruence in 
frames is linked to undesirable outcomes, such as project failure, system non-use, and user 
dissatisfaction (Davidson, 2006; Young et al., 2016).  
Our study challenges this assumption. By conceptualizing frame incongruence as frame 
enrichment, we articulate how incongruence between stakeholder groups is not a dysfunctional 
occurrence, but it is instead the outcome of the creation of layered framings that functionally co-
exist within and across stakeholder groups. Some research has started exploring how 
stakeholders develop more multi-faceted framings of a problem within organizations. Using the 
concept of granularization, Vaccaro, Brusoni, & Veloso (2011) describe how an organization 
frames a problem by decomposing it into coarse or fine sub-problems. Differently from our 
proposed concept of technological frame enrichment, however, the notion of problem 
granularization refers to the splitting up a problem in the framing process, rather than to the 
layering of different frames, and falls short of taking into account technology as the object of 
framing. 
Second, our study embeds the role of context in investigating technological frame 
incongruence. The need for context-sensitive theorizing in IS research has been repeatedly 
highlighted, but often overlooked (Burton-Jones & Volkoff, 2017; Davison & Martinsons, 2016; 
Sarker, 2016). In particular, one of the criticisms of existing technological frames research is its 
lack of focus on the context: prior TFR research is often silent on how dynamics of congruence 
and incongruence and of frame generation depend on the nature of the context in which they 
take place (Gal & Berente, 2008). We contribute to filling this gap and we advance the 
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theoretical understanding of frame incongruence by qualifying it as trickle-down frame 
enrichment, a notion that is rooted in the unique characteristic of public sector setting adopting 
an emerging technology. Drawing on the notion that IS adoption in a public sector IS has 
distinct features (Bélanger & Carter, 2012), we model the dynamics of frame incongruence 
between stakeholders by drawing on the key characteristics of the adoption of an emerging 
technology in the public sector: stakeholder hierarchy, uneven levels of stakeholder practical 
engagement with technology, and technology information scarcity. We put forward that 
technological frame incongruence is not a random occurrence, but it is linked to levels of 
practical engagement; to the influencing role of each stakeholder group; and to the emerging 
nature of the technology. 
In addition, our contribution embeds the contextual feature of public-policy-making in 
China. Our notion of trickle-down frame enrichment echoes the characterization of policy-
making in China as “fragmented authoritarianism” (Lieberthal & Oksenberg, 1988; Mertha, 
2009), which posits that the country’s authoritarian one party-state system of top-down policy-
making coexists with a complex division of bureaucratic functions, and that this results in 
policies becoming malleable, as agents at different levels enjoy some space to influence the 
policymaking process and serve their own goals and interests (He, 2018). Drawing on our 
findings, we call for further focus on context, to explore a wider array of contextual factors, 
including e.g., cultural and institutional factors. Example of future research question would 
include: how do beliefs in a specific cultural context like China influence technological 
framing? How do different cultural traits such as uncertainty avoidance, power distance, and 
time orientation (Martinsons & Davison, 2003), or the close and pervasive interpersonal 
relationship in the notion of guanxi (Huang, Davison, & Gu, 2011; Ou, Pavlou, & Davison, 
2014) shape the dynamics of technological frame incongruence? 
Third, by modelling a trickle-down dynamic, we provide additional insights into 
mechanisms of influence between incongruent frames. Previous research has investigated how 
different groups influence others’ technological frames in an organization. These studies 
highlight the phenomenon of frame dominance, by describing cases where one group (e.g., 
technical teams, senior administrators), as a result of a political power process, manipulates the 
other groups’ frames to mirror its own. Research on frame dominance has associated it with the 
emergence of congruent frames (Lin & Silva, 2005; McGovern & Hicks, 2004; Olesen, 2014), 
or with shifts in frame salience, resulting in project failure (Davidson, 2002). With our notion of 
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trickle-down frame enrichment, instead, we account for a different dynamic of influence than 
frame dominance. Trickle-down mechanisms of influence do not result in the replacement or 
contestation of a dominant frame by the influenced groups. Instead, we put forward that frames 
that trickle down from one group to the other are included by recipient groups as additional 
frame layers. 
Future research should explore the relationship between the trickle-down frame enrichment 
dynamic and the structure of the frames of stakeholders. As expressed by Orlikowski and Gash 
(1994), the structure of technological frames consists of “assumptions, expectations, and 
knowledge” (Orlikowski & Gash, 1994, p. 178) used by people to understand technology in 
organizations. There is a strong case to encourage TFR research to shift focus from frame 
content, to frame structure (Davidson, 2006). In our case, for example, further investigation is 
needed to unpack what sets of assumptions, expectations, and knowledge different actors bring 
about when forming their frames. The government actors’ framing of AI as yet another IT 
productivity tool could be linked back to their interpretation of past legacy technologies. IT in 
the public sector has been traditionally heralded as enhancing efficiency and productivity 
(Cordella, 2007; Hackney, Jones, & Lösch, 2007). It could be argued that government 
stakeholders draw their interpretations of AI from their framing of previous technologies they 
are familiar with, such as ERP and EDI technologies. Such influence of legacy technology 
framings on government stakeholders is also in line with findings by Kaplan & Tripsas (2008) 
that demonstrate how, in the “era of ferment” of a new technology, characterized by technical 
uncertainty, high variation, and ambiguous user preferences, framings are usually based on the 
actors’ prior histories and affiliations. 
9.6.4 Implications for practice 
Since the introduction of AI technology in the hospital studied in this case, IT firm 
managers dealing with AI and doctors/ hospital managers enjoyed the opportunity to experiment 
with the technology with a large degree of autonomy. While the government in China continues 
to increasingly publicize its grand visions for the future of AI in the country (State Council (Guo 
Fa), 2017), actors in the public healthcare sector ecosystem continue to look for workable 
solutions to use AI to secure government support, on the one hand, and to pursue their own 
organizational goals, on the other. 
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Frame incongruences in the context of adoption of an emerging technology in the public 
sector would not be surprising to many experienced public managers or IT consultants. 
Managers, however, tend to share the view that frame congruence is the necessary condition for 
project success, and that they should strive towards reaching frame closure, in the form of 
“consensus among the different relevant social groups about the dominant meaning of an 
artifact” (Bijker, 1995, p. 86). In line with our findings, we thus put forward that public 
managers facing the challenges of an emerging technology should not be compelled to force a 
view of an emerging technology onto the other stakeholders, nor to narrow down its 
interpretative scope. A more sustainable strategy is, instead, to maintain support of the 
technology diffusion based on principles that are as malleable as possible, and to let the 
“hundred flowers” of interpretation bloom as a result. 
Moreover, our findings highlight the important role of influence mechanisms in the frame 
enrichment process. Managers of both public agencies and of organizations at a mid-range level 
of practical engagement with an emerging technology (such as IT firm managers), should focus 
on developing influence mechanisms that both embed their framings, and leave interpretive 
space for additional frame enrichment by recipient stakeholders. 
9.6.5 Limitations 
This study is not devoid of limitations. The first one concerns generalizability. The choice 
of a case set in China has been motivated by the opportunity it provided to access an empirical 
phenomenon with unique characteristics: that of a public sector setting that combines heavy 
focus by government on diffusing an emerging technology, and a top-down system of policy 
formation. In relation to data collection, we also acknowledge that our use of purposive 
sampling for the choice of interviewees can be prone to researcher bias, and can limit the level 
of theoretical generalization that the study findings can provide. Given these limitations, 
however, in this study we did not aim at providing generalizable findings applicable to other 
empirical settings, but rather at investigating theoretical concepts and principles that could be 
applied in similar contexts (Lee & Baskerville, 2003). 
The second limitation concerns the focus of the analysis. We focused our study on the 
nature of frame incongruence between groups of stakeholders, overlooking frame differences 
between individuals of the same group (frame inconsistency), which have been found to play a 
relevant role (Young et al., 2016). Our choice has been motivated by reasons of theoretical 
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parsimony, but we acknowledge this limitation, and we encourage future studies to incorporate 
frame in-group inconsistency in further exploring the notion of trickle-down frame enrichment. 
In addition, our study has not included hospital patients as a key stakeholder. While we 
acknowledge the need for a patient-centric view in modern public healthcare, our case analysis 
rested on the observation that, differently from other business areas, the decision-making power 
concerning AI in our case rested mostly with other stakeholders, with very limited patient 
involvement. 
Last, we acknowledge that, in focusing on the perceptions of AI by different stakeholders, 
we have provided limited focus on the nature of AI as a technology artefact in itseldf. In our 
quest to understand the dynamics of how people interpret AI technology, we acknowledge the 
implicit risk of “black-boxing” the technology (Orlikowski & Iacono, 2001). However, given 
the ambiguity that characterizes AI technology at this point in time, we considered focusing on 
framing as a research priority. For the future, we encourage research to progressively focus on 
the nature of the AI artefact by further unboxing its characteristics. 
9.7 Conclusion 
The ambiguity of emerging technologies, such as AI, challenges actors to develop 
cognitive structures that can make a complex information environment more manageable. In this 
paper, we have analysed frame incongruence in a case of AI technology adoption in a public-
sector context, where government policy-makers have the role of developing guidelines, and 
different groups of stakeholders operate at different levels of practical engagement with the 
technology. Our findings reveal a dynamic of trickle-down frame enrichment, a notion that we 
model and put forward as an expansion of existing research on frame incongruence. 
The management of information systems in the public sphere features key peculiarities 
when compared to management of information systems in the private sector. As such, simply 
transferring theories and frameworks from the business domain is not adequate. With this study, 
we aimed at drawing on the unique nature of the public sector setting to extend our theoretical 
understanding of the way actors make sense of an emerging technology. 
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Appendices 
Appendix 9A – Overview of interview data sources 
Stakeholders  Position Informant 
code 
Interview 
mins 
Interview 
N 
1 – Government policy-
makers 
MOST - Department head 1GOV01 77 1 
MOST - Department manager  1GOV02 50 1 
NDRC - Department manager 1GOV03 45 1 
NDRC - Department manager 1GOV04 40 1 
2 – Doctors/ hospital 
managers 
ZP-TCM - Vice director, medical 
doctor 
2HP01 70 1 
ZP-TCM - Department head, 
medical doctor 
2HP02 80 1 
ZP-TCM - Department head, 
medical doctor 
2HP03 40 1 
ZP-TCM - Department head, 
medical doctor 
2HP04 30 1 
ZP-TCM - Employee, medical 
doctor 
2HP05 30 1 
ZP-TCM - Employee, medical 
doctor 
2HP06 30 1 
3– IT firms IBM China - Director 3IT01 70 1 
IBM China - Director 3IT02 80 1 
CognitiveCare - CEO 3IT03 30 1 
CognitiveCare - Department 
head 
3IT04 80 1 
CognitiveCare - Department 
head 
3IT05 70 1 
CognitiveCare - Department 
head 
3IT06 90 1 
CognitiveCare - Employee 3IT07 40 1 
CognitiveCare - Employee 3IT08 40 1 
EWELL - Vice CEO 3IT09 90 1 
EWELL - Department head 3IT10 45 1 
TOTAL 1127  20 
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Appendix 9B – Overview of secondary data sources 
Organization Source 
IBM China Online media interview (Xie, 2017c) 
Conference Paper (Xie, 2017a) 
Academic presentation at Peking University (Xie, 2017b) 
Presentation at the Global Big Data Conference (Liu, 2017) 
Online media interview (Liu, 2016) 
Online media interview (Liu, 2010) 
Hangzhou CognitiveCare Conference presentation (Hua, 2017) 
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Appendix 9C – Example of data coding procedure  
Empirical data First-order 
coding 
Second-order 
coding 
Third-order 
coding 
“AI can deal with huge datasets more efficiently” 
[1GOV01] 
Efficiency 
capability 
AI as 
productivity 
tool 
Nature of 
technology 
“Watson is developed through the analysis of very 
large datasets and evidence-based medicine, the 
outputs it provides are very valuable and accurate. It 
[Watson] will help doctors to reduce error rates” 
[3IT06] 
Accuracy 
capability 
“AI works well on a certain task but it cannot deal with 
complicated tasks due to its nature. […] AI can learn 
by itself, but we have no idea about the correctness of 
the results” [1GOV01] 
“What if Watson had the license [as a practicing 
doctor]? Could we use the results given by Watson to 
make a final decision? [No] It [Watson] should be an 
assistant system working together with doctors” 
[1GOV02] 
Assistantship 
capability 
“AI can judge [a medical condition] objectively. Its 
judgement is based on huge datasets of [medical] cases. 
The outcome is very objective” [3IT08] 
Objectiveness 
capability 
“AI will develop very fast in healthcare. With the 
development of AI, many of our doctors will lose their 
job, especially low skilled doctors. This is for sure” 
[2HP01] 
Unemployment 
impacts 
capability 
AI as labour 
substitution 
tool 
“We [as a hospital] want to introduce Watson to our 
hospital because we think that Watson will help us to 
advance our discipline in the cancer research area” 
[2HP05] 
Discipline 
development 
motivation 
AI as 
information 
processing 
tool 
Technology 
strategy 
“For some [small] hospitals, they don’t want to lose 
their patients and would like to gain the patients’ trust. 
Using AI can gain the trust of patients: they think that 
we have a technology that can be treated as an expert” 
[3IT04] 
Patient trust 
improvement 
motivation 
AI as social 
relations tool 
“We [as a hospital] understand that Watson is trained 
through U.S.-based data, which does not include 
traditional Chinese medicine knowledge. We would 
like it [Watson] to be trained through Chinese cases, so 
that our [hospital’s] reputation will improve” [2HP04] 
Reputation 
improvement 
motivation 
“[The database] updating of Watson is very 
frequent. I can get the latest data from Watson, which 
saves lots of time on information searching and 
selection” [2HP02] 
Time-saving 
use 
AI as 
productivity 
tool 
Technology-
in-use 
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Empirical data First-order 
coding 
Second-order 
coding 
Third-order 
coding 
The way we [as a hospital] use Watson is based on an 
“MDT [multi-discipline treatment] + Watson” model: 
we treat Watson as one of the experienced doctors of 
the MDT group” [2HP03] 
Integration in 
existing 
practices 
AI as 
information 
processing 
tool 
“Watson provides the standard of treatment by being 
used in hospitals. Doctors’ are trained by the working 
process of Watson and learn the standardized 
operations of creating a treatment plan” [3IT04]  
Training use 
“They [patients] think Watson gives an authoritative 
treatment plan which is very close to what experts say. 
This improves their trust on us [doctors]” [2HP05] 
Impacts of use 
on patient trust 
improvement 
AI as social 
relations tool 
“Our [doctors’] attitudes towards Watson use have 
changed since the beginning [of its use]. Now we know 
how resourceful it is. It can provide many angles to 
perform an analysis” [2HP04] 
Impacts of use 
on doctors’ 
attitude 
“If there is something wrong with what Watson 
provides of the treatment plan. The hospital or doctors 
will take responsibility and patients will get hurt” 
[1GOV04]  
Potential harm 
consequences 
Other Other 
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Appendix 9D – Number of relevant coded quotes in the three domains of technological 
frames 
TFR domain Description Stakeholders N of coded 
quotes 
Nature of 
technology 
“Refers to people’s images of technology 
and their understanding of its capabilities 
and functionality” (Orlikowski & Gash, 
1994, pp. 183–184) 
Government policy-
makers 
29 
Hospital 
managers/doctors 
19 
IT firm managers 46 
Technology 
strategy 
“Refers to people’s views of why their 
organization acquired and implemented the 
technology. It includes their understanding 
of the motivation or vision behind the 
adoption decision and its likely value to the 
organization” (Orlikowski & Gash, 1994, 
pp. 183–184) 
Government policy-
makers 
6 
Hospital 
managers/doctors 
19 
IT firm managers 37 
Technology-
in-use 
“Refers to people’s understanding of how 
the technology will be used on a day-to-day 
basis and the likely or actual conditions and 
consequences associated with such use” 
(Orlikowski & Gash, 1994, pp. 183–184) 
Government policy-
makers 
10 
Hospital 
managers/doctors 
44 
IT firm managers 34 
Total 244 
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Abstract 
Although the use of artificial intelligence (AI) in health care is still in its early stages, it is 
important to understand the factors influencing its adoption. Using a qualitative multi-case study 
of three hospitals in China, we explored the research of factors affecting AI adoption from a 
social power perspective with consideration of the learning algorithm abilities of AI systems. 
Data were collected through semi-structured interviews, participative observations, and 
document analysis, and analyzed using NVivo 11. We classified six social powers into 
knowledge-based and non-knowledge-based power structures, revealing a social power pattern 
related to the learning algorithm ability of AI. 
Keywords: artificial intelligence, learning algorithm, social power, healthcare, AI 
adoption, influencing factor. 
10.1 Introduction 
Given the recent developments and the accumulation of user data, the capability of 
computing has greatly improved in recent years. The continuing optimization of algorithms has 
resulted in a rapid increase in the development and use of artificial intelligence (AI) systems 
across various industries. In the health care sector, although the adoption rate of AI has been 
slow compared with other industries, there has been increasing interest from stakeholders. For 
example, the Chinese government has proposed several policies to promote the development of 
AI in practice, including the Three-Year Guidance for Internet Plus Artificial Intelligence Plan 
(National Development and Reform Commission, 2016) and the Next Generation Artificial 
Intelligence Development Plan (State Council, 2017). 
We define the adoption of AI in health care as the stage at which a decision is made by 
hospitals or individual users (such as patients, doctors, and medical personnel) to adopt an AI 
technology. AI can be described as systems that simulate cognitive functions related to human 
learning, speech, and problem-solving (Russell & Norvig, 2016). Hence, AI technology refers to 
any application or device that perceives the environment in a similar manner to humans and acts 
to optimally achieve a goal. AI technologies include machine learning systems, deep learning 
systems, rule-based systems, imaging recognition systems, natural language processing, and 
voice recognition (Begg, 2009; Jiang et al., 2017). 
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Previous information systems research has explored the adoption of technology in various 
sectors, including finance (Beaudry & Pinsonneault, 2010; Hsu, Lin, & Wang, 2015), 
universities (Grgecic, Holten, & Rosenkranz, 2015; Jackson, 2011; Olesen, 2014), health care 
(Blegind Jensen, Kjaergaard, & Svejvig, 2009; Kane & Labianca, 2011; Kohli & Tan, 2016; 
Leidner, Preston, & Chen, 2010; Oborn, Barrett, & Davidson, 2011), and firms (Choudrie & 
Zamani, 2016; Eckhardt, Laumer, & Weitzel, 2009; Elie-Dit-Cosaque, Pallud, & Kalika, 2011; 
Kim & Kankanhalli, 2009; Klaus, Wingreen, & Blanton, 2010), and has investigated the factors 
affecting the adoption of information technologies (IT) from different perspectives, including 
technology diffusion and the technology acceptance model. 
With respect to emerging technologies such as AI, with its human-like ability to perceive 
the environment and self-learn, it is crucial for information system scholars investigating AI 
adoption to consider its uniqueness. Learning algorithms refer to “an emergent family of 
technologies that build on machine learning, computation, and statistical techniques, as well as 
rely on large data sets to generate responses, classifications, or dynamic predictions that 
resemble those of a knowledge worker” (Faraj, Pachidi, & Sayegh, 2018, p. 62). Learning 
algorithms are crucial characteristics of AI technology that affect many aspects of work and 
organization, including reshaping occupational work and boundaries, providing new forms of 
control, and transforming expertise (Faraj et al., 2018). Learning algorithms represent unique 
characteristics of AI that may be linked to its adoption in the health care context. 
However, the characteristics of health care settings, such as the life-saving nature of 
doctors’ work and their esoteric medical knowledge, have led to physicians being accustomed to 
working independently and autonomously (Mishra, Anderson, Angst, & Agarwal, 2012). Thus, 
it can be challenging for stakeholders such as hospital managers and IT firms to persuade 
medical practitioners to use new technologies. Moreover, given that doctors often have little 
knowledge of AI systems, attracting their attention can be difficult. Therefore, the influence of 
other stakeholders on the adoption of IT by doctors is an important topic. 
The unique characteristics of AI and health care settings increase the difficulty of 
pinpointing the factors affecting IT adoption. Research has been conducted on the factors 
influencing the adoption of electronic medical records (EMR) by understanding physician and 
caregiver identities and perceived government influence on caregivers (Mishra et al., 2012). 
However, studies on the adoption of AI in the health care sector are lacking. To fill this gap, the 
present study investigated the following research question: How does social power among 
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various stakeholders affect IT adoption in health care? 
We aimed to answer this question by identifying social power strategies used by various 
stakeholders—patients, doctors, hospital staff, and IT firm managers and staff—and linking 
these social power strategies with the required level of learning ability of the AI systems 
adopted in three hospitals in China. 
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we provide the 
background of the study by defining AI learning algorithms, clarifying the required learning 
ability of AI, and discussing the existing research on AI adoption in health care. Section 3 
introduces the theoretical lens used by this study—social power—to analyze the empirical data 
and the factors influencing AI adoption in health care. In Section 4, we present the research 
setting (three hospitals that had adopted AI technologies), the data collection methods and 
results, and the analysis of the data. In Section 5, we present the findings of our three case 
studies, showing the dominant social powers related to the adoption of AI systems with high and 
low levels of learning algorithm ability, respectively. Section 6 summarizes the findings of the 
study by presenting the social power strategies that align with both high and low levels of 
required learning ability of AI systems. This section also highlights the study’s contributions to 
the social power and IT adoption research. In Section 7, we summarize the main findings, 
present the limitations of this study, and discuss the contributions of the study to future research. 
10.2 Background and Previous Research 
10.2.1 Learning algorithm ability of AI 
Learning algorithms are defined as “an emergent family of technologies that build on 
machine learning, computation, and statistical techniques, as well as rely on large data sets to 
generate responses, classifications, or dynamic predictions that resemble those of a knowledge 
worker” (Faraj et al., 2018, p. 62). 
AI systems typically have various training objectives that determine the training data and 
algorithms used. Algorithms are a core feature of AI (Faraj et al., 2018) and can influence the 
adoption of AI technology. However, given the low level of AI adoption in practice, particularly 
in the medical field in which AI use is still in the early stages, there is a lack of research on the 
effect of learning algorithms on AI application. 
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The training data used in medical AI systems vary according to the system. For example, 
the training data used in receptionist robots typically include basic textual information on 
hospital departments, doctors, disease types, and hospital floor distributions, as well as 
interactions between nurses and patients at medical guidance desks that help patients interpret 
voice data from consultations. Voice-based EMR training data mainly include clinician–patient 
interaction questions and patient examination data. Diagnostic AI requires algorithm training 
data such as clinical medical guidelines, data from the medical literature, doctors’ voice data, 
medical imaging data, and case-taking data. 
Data from clinical examinations such as laboratory, imaging, and pathology results 
objectively reflect patients’ conditions. Clinical case-related data include the information 
discussed between clinicians and patients, such as subjective descriptions of symptoms and the 
progress of disease, along with relevant clinical information such as case information, laboratory 
results, imaging examinations, and the clinician’s own clinical knowledge. Depending on the 
needs of individual patients, information generated from the differential diagnosis of disease and 
the development of feasible treatment plans should be objectively documented in medical 
records of inpatients during hospitalization, as should the results of all clinical manifestations 
and examinations for special diseases. Once a case has been analyzed, the corresponding 
treatment measures are recorded. Complete case data should not only include comprehensive 
information about a patient’s condition but should also reflect the progress of the disease and the 
clinician’s treatment plan. 
The quality of the case data generated by physicians, including both objective information 
such as patient examination and subjective judgments such as condition analysis, is affected by 
the level of diagnosis and treatment, how comprehensively the condition has been understood, 
and the accuracy and comprehensiveness of data entry. Results from laboratory testing and 
imaging procedures, such as blood tests, liver function tests, coagulation profiles, magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI), and computerized tomography (CT), are objectively generated by 
instruments that are not influenced by a clinician’s subjective judgment, thus can be completely 
preserved without human input. Therefore, from the perspective of large data, the quality of 
medical examination data is generally higher than that of clinical case-taking data. 
Before exploring the effect of learning algorithms on AI adoption, it is necessary to define 
learning algorithm ability, which is the arithmetic capability required by an AI system according 
to its training objectives and training data. This study focused on AI learning algorithms based 
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on training data volume, data velocity, data quality, and data variations required by AI systems. 
10.2.2 Research on AI adoption in health care 
Given that the use of AI in health care is still in its early stages, the empirical research in 
this field is lacking. In addition, because the medical field involves human life and health 
problems, it presents unique characteristics. Until the technology is fully mature, its promotion 
and application will be relatively slow. 
Few scholars have conducted empirical studies on the adoption of AI in health care. One 
study used Q-methodology to examine the shared beliefs and concerns of doctors and other 
stakeholders regarding the introduction of health care service robots to hospitals (Mettler, 
Sprenger, & Winter, 2017). Another used case studies of AI use in hospitals to research how 
knowledge embodiment of AI affects the relationship between people and technology from the 
perspective of social informatics (Pee, Pan, & Cui, 2018). With the increasing application of 
technology in a wide range of organizations and industries, scholars have explored the various 
opportunities associated with AI, including its use in organizational decision-making and 
problem-solving (von Krogh, 2018), its augmenting capabilities, and its ability to replace 
workers (Faraj et al., 2018; von Krogh, 2018). This study aims to fill the gap in the research by 
exploring the factors influencing AI adoption in health care. 
10.3 Theoretical Lens 
Social power is defined as the potential influence of power rather than the actual use of 
power by power figures over subordinates (Raven, Schwarzwald, & Koslowsky, 1998). Raven 
and colleagues (Raven, 2008; Raven et al., 1998) introduced six power sources: coercive power, 
reward power, legitimate power, expert power, referent power, and informational power. 
Coercive power refers to the threats of penalty or punishment which imposing unpleasant 
fines for noncompliance exerted by a person or a group (Raven et al., 1998; Tong et al., 2017; 
Xu et al., 2018). Reward power refers to promised monetary or nonmonetary compensation 
offering a positive return for compliance exerted by a person or a group (Raven et al., 1998; 
Tong et al., 2017; Xu et al., 2018). Legitimate power refers to the person’s right to influence 
others, given by a legitimate position in the organizational hierarchy or norm (Raven et al., 
1998; Tong et al., 2017; Xu et al., 2018). Expert power refers to the perception that an agent has 
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some special or superior knowledge that possesses the expertness influence to the target (Gaski, 
1986; Raven et al., 1998; Tong et al., 2017). Referent power refers to the person’s (target’s) 
identification with the influencing agent (Gaski, 1986; Raven et al., 1998). Informational power 
refers to the potential influence of a different perspective or knowledge that an influencing agent 
might impart to a target (Raven et al., 1998). 
Constructs of social power have been used by IS scholars to understand the influencing 
factors of IT adoption. For example, some research has studied the influence of power of 
managers stipulating subordinates or interns comply with behavior, and the influence of the 
power with which one can oblige colleagues or other organization members to assist her/him 
based on social responsibility norms for IT adoption in the Chinese healthcare context (Xu et al., 
2018). Moreover, social power has been studied in the context of EMR system adoption, in 
which harsh power and soft power were distinguished (Tong et al., 2017) – reward power, 
coercive power, and positional legitimacy power were treated as harsh power, while 
informational power and referent power were treated as soft power (Tong et al., 2017)(Tong et 
al., 2017) . The results of this study show that soft power has a significant influence on indirect 
EMR use, and harsh power has a significant influence on direct EMR use (Tong et al., 2017). 
A study of adoption of EMR in the U.S. shows that mimetic forces and normative forces 
have a significant influence on EMR adoption in hospitals when the government has not 
introduced incentive policies (Sherer et al., 2016). After the introduction of policies by the 
government, coercive forces also play a significant role (Sherer et al., 2016). Second, within the 
hospital organization, the CIO strategic leadership, TMT attitude toward IT, and hospital 
climate have an obvious influence on hospital IT innovation (Leidner et al., 2010). Moreover, 
the capacity of a hospital to absorb and assimilate information on HIT, the capacity of an 
adaptor to impart and disseminate knowledge on HIT, and the interaction between these two 
capacities can affect adoption (Peng et al., 2014). 
10.4 Methods 
10.4.1 Research setting 
To answer the research question, we used a multi-case study method to investigate three 
hospitals using medical AI systems—Hospital X, Hospital M, and Hospital XL. Hospital X, 
based in Anhui, used four medical AI systems—a voice-based AI receptionist robot, a voice-
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based AI EMR system, an AI-assisted medical imaging system, and an AI-assisted diagnostic 
system. Hospital M used two medical AI systems—a voice-based AI receptionist robot and a 
voice-based AI EMR system. Hospital XL also used two medical AI systems—a voice-based AI 
EMR system and an AI-assisted diagnostic system. 
The four medical AI systems adopted by the hospitals in this study were all provided by 
iFlytek and represent all of the medical AI systems currently offered by iFlytek. Medical AI 
systems provided by other IT enterprises were not included in this study. In the following 
discussion, we use the terms “receptionist robot”, “voice-based EMR”, “medical imaging AI”, 
and “diagnostic AI” to refer to the four medical AI systems. The medical AI systems adopted in 
each of the three cases are presented in Table 10.1. 
Table 10.1 
Adopted artificial intelligence (AI) systems in the three cases. 
Case 
AI system 
Receptionist robot Voice-based EMR Medical imaging AI Diagnostic AI 
Hospital X  x x x x 
Hospital M x x   
Hospital XL  x  x 
 
IFlytek is a Chinese intelligent machines firm focusing on research on intelligent speech 
and language technologies, development of software and chip products, provision of speech 
information services, and integration of E-government systems. It was established in 1999, and 
is headquartered in Hefei, Anhui province (iFlytek, 2018; MIT Technology Review, 2017). The 
voice assistant technology, “the Siri of China,” is the core technology of iFlytek, and represents 
the top level in the world. iFlytek accounts for 70% of China’s market in voice-based AI 
technologies.  
10.4.1.1 Adopted medical AI systems 
Receptionist robots are patient-centric technologies used by patients, while voice-based 
EMR systems are staff-centric technologies used by doctors from various hospital departments. 
Receptionist robots are located in the reception area of the hospital, and with the aim of 
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answering patients’ questions. It is important to differentiate patient-centric technologies from 
staff-centric technologies because adoption of the latter is affected by different power structures. 
Voice-based AI EMR system has been used at Hospital M to help doctors and medical 
staff to improve the efficiency of the input of patient data, as the voice signal can be directly 
converted into the corresponding text through the system. In many departments of general 
hospitals, such as the breast surgery, orthopedic, general surgery and some other departments, 
the number of patients is extremely large, and doctors must write a large number of medical 
records each day. 
Medical imaging AI systems can assist radiologists to rapidly understand patients’ clinical 
imaging data from procedures such as CT and MRI scans. The use of medical imaging AI can 
save significant amounts of time, reduce doctors’ workloads, and help to quickly eliminate 
negative results (Tao, 2017). Additionally, medical imaging AI uses quantitative analysis, 
reducing the rate of misdiagnosis. Radiologists typically use qualitative methods based on 
personal experience and medical knowledge to draw conclusions, which can lead to 
misdiagnosis or missed diagnosis for various reasons, including fatigue caused by long working 
hours, limited personal experience in diagnosis and treatment, and limited medical knowledge. 
Medical imaging AI can accurately analyze images using higher learning algorithm abilities, 
improving the rate of accurate disease identification and helping doctors reduce the rate of 
missed diagnosis and misdiagnosis (iFlytek, 2018; Tao, 2017). 
Diagnostic AI systems can help clinicians, including family doctors, improve their 
diagnostic abilities and reduce the potential for misdiagnosis. Diagnostic AI systems are based 
on a high volume of clinical cases and medical data, including clinical voice data and clinical 
imaging data, and use high levels of learning ability to generate possible diagnoses according to 
the patient information entered by the doctor. This is especially useful for traditional and family 
doctors, who have relatively limited abilities in differentiating and diagnosing complex diseases 
and can be prone to misdiagnosis. Given their large databases, diagnostic AI systems can 
provide all possible differential diagnoses as well as relevant diagnostic information based on a 
patient’s overall condition. For example, when a traditional family doctor visits an elderly 
patient with hypertension and inputs the patient’s data, a diagnostic AI system can provide the 
risk of coronary heart disease, congenital cardiomyopathy, and pulmonary heart disease as 86%, 
45%, and 30%, respectively. Diagnostic AI can provide differential diagnostic information for 
various conditions and play a highly effective auxiliary role in differential diagnosis, which is 
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especially useful for general practitioners and significantly reduces the rate of misdiagnosis. 
Additionally, diagnostic AI systems enable the equitable provision of high-quality medical 
resources based on large data, enabling patients in different locations, especially remote areas 
where medical resources are scarce, to enjoy the benefits (Tao, 2019). 
10.4.1.2 Case of Hospital X, Anhui 
Hospital X, located in Hefei in Anhui province, is a provincial university hospital. Hefei is 
the capital of Anhui province, located in the eastern part of China and, in 2018, had a total 
population of more than 8 million. 
Hospital X used four AI systems provided by iFlytek: a receptionist robot, a voice-based 
EMR system, a medical imaging AI system, and a diagnostic AI system. Hospital X is a 
university hospital with a strong interest in research. In collaboration with iFlytek, Hospital X 
founded a joint health care AI research center in 2016 and an AI-assisted diagnostic center in 
2017. In June 2017, the voice-based AI receptionist robot and voice-based AI EMR system were 
introduced at Hospital X. In August 2017, the AI-assisted medical imaging system and the AI-
assisted diagnosis system were introduced at Hospital X. Figure 10.1 illustrates the timeline of 
the two joint health care AI research centers and the four AI systems used by Hospital X. 
 
Figure 10.1. Timeline of the introduction of four artificial intelligence (AI) systems 
10.4.1.3 Case of Hospital M, Beijing 
Hospital M is a military hospital located in Beijing, China. Founded in 1953, it is aimed at 
“building a first-class modern research-based hospital and following the principle of ‘being the 
leading force in the army, a first-class hospital in China and a high-level medical care provider 
AI-assisted medical 
imaging system
AI-assisted diagnosis 
system
Voice-based AI receptionist robot
Voice-based AI EHR system 
Jun   Jul   Aug   Sep   Oct   Nov   Dec   Jan   Feb   Mar   Apr   May   Jun   Jul   Aug   Sep   Oct   Nov   Dec  
2016 2017
Joint Healthcare AI Research Lab AI-Assisted Diagnosis Center
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in the world’” (Chinese PLA General Hospital, n.d., para. 4). Since October 2017, Hospital M 
has used two AI systems provided by iFlytek: a receptionist robot and a voice-based EMR 
system. 
The reason for choosing Hospital M is that it is a military hospital and located in Beijing, 
which is the center of politics in China. Compared with Hospital X, Hospital M is organized 
differently, and the adoption of AI was influenced by different power resources. As a military 
hospital, Hospital M is highly centralized, which can provide a different and diverse research 
context for studying the adoption of AI in Chinese healthcare. Moreover, it provides a suitable 
context to investigate the adoption of an emerging new technology from the perspective of 
social power. In another words, investigating how different kinds of powers such as legitimate 
power or referent power from leaders or supervisors influence users’ adoption behavior in this 
military context hospital is important. 
10.4.1.4 Case of Hospital XL, Anhui 
Since April 2018, community Hospital XL has used two AI systems provided by iFlytek—
a voice-based EMR system and a diagnostic AI system. 
Hospital XL is a local community hospital located in Heifei, which is similar to a clinic but 
has more departments; however, it is not like a general or a special hospital that deals with 
complex cases. The main role of Hospital XL is to provide basic medical information and 
treatment for local patients, and refer complex patients to a general or a special hospital. The 
doctors who work at Hospital XL are not as competent as doctors from large comprehensive 
hospitals because of the lack of complex clinical cases. Among the three cases that adopted AI 
systems provided by iFlytek, this is the most recent. The reasons for this include (1) Hospital 
XL is a community hospital, and does not have the ability to conduct R&D on AI systems; (2) 
as a community hospital, it only has basic clinical data with limited local patients, and therefore, 
both the data quality and data size are not sufficient to train AI systems; and (3) Hospital XL 
needed to wait for a developed AI system to be introduced in its hospital. 
The timeline of the adoption of the medical AI systems for all three cases is shown in 
Figure 10.2. 
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Figure 10.2. Timeline of medical artificial intelligence (AI) systems adopted in the three cases. 
10.4.2 Data collection 
We adopted a multiple case study approach (Pan & Tan, 2011) to answer the research 
question. Primary data were gathered from semi-structured interviews and direct observation of 
the use of AI by doctors and patients in hospitals. Secondary data were drawn from conference 
presentations and public interviews of iFlytek’s CEO and other experts. 
Semi-structured interviews were conducted with six groups of stakeholders: 1) doctors 
from each case hospital, 2) hospital managers from each case hospital, 3) top managers from 
iFlytek, 4) staff from iFlytek working on-site at each case hospital, and 5) patients at the 
hospitals, 6) hospital service staff employed to help patients. 
Data collection from the three cases occurred simultaneously. In total, 29 interviews were 
conducted with 24 informants. The overall interview time was 900 minutes, with each interview 
lasting from 10 to 90 minutes. The interviews conducted with the managers from iFlytek 
provided information that was applicable to all three hospitals. All interviews were recorded 
with the interviewees’ permission, were transcribed immediately following each interview, and 
were translated from Mandarin Chinese to English. Table 10.2 provides an overview of the 
interview data for the three cases, showing interview duration, interview numbers, and 
informant numbers for each stakeholder groups. The asterisk (*) denotes the shared interview 
minutes, interview numbers, and informant numbers for the three cases. 
Hospital X: Medical imaging AI and diagnosis AI adopted
Hospital X: Receptionist robot and voice-based EHR system adopted
Jun   Jul   Aug   Sep   Oct   Nov   Dec   Jan   Feb   Mar   Apr   May   Jun   Jul   Aug   Sep   Oct   Nov   Dec 
2017
Hospital M: Receptionist robot and voice-based EHR adopted
2018
Hospital XL: Voice-based EHR and diagnosis 
AI adopted
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Table 10.2 
Interview data sources. 
Stakeholders Position Informant code Interview mins Interview N 
Informant 
N 
 
Informants of Hospital X 
Hospital managers Department head 
1HM01 20 1 1 
Doctors Medical doctor 
1HD01 30 1 1 
 Medical doctor 
1HD02 20 1 1 
 Medical doctor 
1HD03 20 1 1 
 Medical doctor 
1HD04 25 1 1 
Hospital service 
stuffs  
Hospital 
gateman 
1S01 15 1 1 
Patients Patient 1P01 10 1 1 
iFlytek managers* Vice CEO IT01 60 1 1 
 Department manager 
IT02 80 1 1 
 Department manager 
IT03 50 1 1 
On-site stuffs of 
iFlytek 
Employee 1IT01 60 2 1 
 Employee 1IT02 30 1 1 
 Employee 1IT03 30 1 1 
 Employee 1IT04 20 1 1 
Summary of Hospital X 470 15 14 
 
Informants of Hospital M 
Hospital managers Department 
head 
2HM01 90 3 1 
Doctors Medical 
doctor 
2HD01 60 2 1 
Hospital service 
stuffs  
Hospital 
gateman 
2S01 15 1 1 
Patients Patient 2P01 10 1 1 
 Patient 2P02 20 1 1 
iFlytek managers* Vice CEO IT01 60 1 1 
 Department 
manager 
IT02 80 1 1 
 Department 
manager 
IT03 50 1 1 
On-site stuffs of 
iFlytek 
Employee 2IT01 40 1 1 
Summary of Hospital M 425 12 9 
 
Informants of Hospital XL 
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Hospital managers Department 
head 
3HM01 30 1 1 
Doctors Medical 
doctor 
3HD01 35 1 1 
iFlytek managers* Vice CEO IT01 60 1 1 
 Department 
manager 
IT02 80 1 1 
 Department 
manager 
IT03 50 1 1 
On-site stuffs of 
iFlytek 
Employee 3IT01 110 2 1 
 Employee 3IT02 20 1 1 
Summary of Hospital XL 385 8 7 
 
Summary of three cases 
Hospital X 470 (190)* 15 (3)* 14 (3)* 
Hospital M 425 (190)* 12 (3)* 9 (3)* 
Hospital XL 385 (190)* 8 (3)* 7 (3)* 
Total 900 29 24 
Note: The asterisk (*) denotes the shared interview minutes, interview numbers, and informant numbers 
for the three cases. 
Participant observation was used to reveal contextualized and otherwise inaccessible data 
to understand the tacit knowledge shared between organizations (Locke, 2011). The 
observations were of daily working scenarios, case presentations, and demonstrations at each of 
the three hospitals and at iFlytek. In total, ten observations with a total duration of 470 minutes 
were conducted. Appendix 10A provides an overview of participant observation data. 
In addition, we analyzed one interview, four conference presentations, one public online 
interview, three official news stories, one television dialogue, and one academic presentation 
concerning the adoption of AI in hospitals as perceived by iFlytek and Hospital X. Analysis of 
secondary data sources was aimed at triangulating the data generated from interviews with IT 
firm manager on their views of the factors influencing adoption of the AI systems used in the 
case hospitals with previously published data. Appendix 10A provides an overview of the 
additional secondary sources of data used in our study. 
10.4.3 Data analysis 
Each dataset was analyzed to answer the research question. Using the concept of social 
power as a sensitizing device (Raven, 2008; Raven et al., 1998), we aimed at identifying and 
classifying the views of stakeholders (hospital managers, doctors, IT staff, and hospital staff) on 
the factors influencing AI technology adoption. 
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All interviews were recorded, transcribed, and translated from Mandarin Chinese to 
English. With the support of NVivo 11 software, interview transcriptions were coded using 
three rounds. The first round of coding was aimed at inductively identifying specific actions, 
activities, or behaviors that perceived by different stakeholders and have been done by hospitals and IT 
vendor (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). In the second round of coding, we deductively regrouped the 
first-order codes into more abstract second-order codes that synthesized the specific actions, 
behaviors, or phenomena into six distinct concept groups—coercive power, legitimate power, 
reward power, expert power, referent power, and informational power (Raven, 2008; Raven et 
al., 1998). In the third round of coding, the six concept groups were inductively abstracted and 
distinguished into two social power structures—a knowledge-based power structure and a non-
knowledge-based power structure. The interview data, observation data (see Appendix 10A), 
and secondary data including ten public online sources (see Appendix 10B) were analyzed using 
the same procedure. Interview data coding examples are shown in Table 10.3. The analysis of 
participant observation notes and pictures and the secondary data helped to provide additional 
insights and a background against which to assess the relevance of findings from the interviews. 
For example, we identified the behaviors and activities taken by hospital managers or IT 
firm which mentioned by our different stakeholder informants in the first-order coding, for 
example, when the interviews talk about the no-nurse day activity: “In order to improve the 
patient acceptance of receptionist robot, we organized a no-nurse day activity. Every Saturday, 
all nurses who are usually working at the hospital lobby are no need to work. Instead, 
receptionist robots will work at the hospital lobby to service patients (IT02)”, we coded it to 
“patients have to use AI when there is no human to provide services”. Then, in the second-order 
coding, we re-grouped the code “patients have to use AI when there is no human to provide 
services” from the first-order codes to “coercive power”, because, we treat this behavior of 
letting patients can only use AI and have no choice as one example of coercive power. Finally, 
in the third-order coding, we re-grouped coercive power to non-knowledge-based social power 
structure since it is not related with any personal knowledge or skills regarding to AI systems.  
The way we distinguished expert power and informational power is we treated the formal 
trainings provided by IT firm to doctors, talks given by AI experts or regularly update of AI 
systems as expert power which directed influenced by the professional knowledge provided by 
experts. And we coded the influences from informal behaviors or actions as informational 
power, such as the influence by shared AI knowledge through social media platform, the 
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influence by the knowledge and skills of AI systems through the daily usage at workplace.  
 
Table 10.3 
Example of the interview data coding procedure 
Empirical Data First-order Coding Second-order 
Coding 
Third-order 
Coding 
In order to improve the patient acceptance of 
receptionist robot, we organized a no-nurse day 
activity. Every Saturday, all nurses who are 
usually working at the hospital lobby are no 
need to work. Instead, receptionist robots will 
work at the hospital lobby to service patients. 
(IT02) 
Patients have to use 
AI when there is no 
human to provide 
services  
Coercive 
power 
Non-
knowledge-
based social 
power structure 
…  every week we [IT managers] had a regular 
meeting with doctors and hospital managers. 
During the meeting, the head of each 
department from the hospital attended. And, 
doctors need to report the use condition of AI 
products during the weekly meeting ... If they 
didn’t use, then they have nothing to report ... 
This gives doctors pressure to use the AI 
product. (1IT04) 
Doctors report the 
usage data of AI 
during the hospital 
weekly meeting  
Legitimate 
power 
At the first year, we organized marketing 
activities to facilitate the doctors’ use to AI ... 
We set first prize, second prize and third prize 
to users who can contribute to the usage or 
improvement ... and counted by usage count 
and valuable feedback. (1IT03) 
Reward doctors who 
are active 
participated on the 
use and 
development 
process of AI 
Reward 
power 
They [iFlytek] have trainings for us, especially 
at the beginning ... it is very helpful ... and 
anytime they have updates of the system, they 
will have a small-scale training for us to let us 
know the new functions and changes. (1HD04) 
Provide trainings to 
doctors 
Expert power Knowledge-
based social 
power structure 
 
I have their WeChat [social media] and can see 
their posts about the news of their products and 
AI frequently ... Then I know that this is a good 
and advantaged product which I would like to 
try. (3HM01) 
Doctors influenced 
by shared AI 
knowledge on social 
media 
Informational 
power 
Last year [at the beginning of adopting voice-
based EMR system], they [iFlytek] had an 
employee stay at my office working together 
with me ... She [the on-site person from 
iFlytek] had a notebook and made notes every 
time I had problems using it [voice-based EMR 
system]. She showed me how to use [it] and 
IT staffs work with 
doctors and solve 
usage problems 
timely by their 
professional 
knowledge 
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helped me a lot on daily use ... For example, if 
I work from 7 am to 12 pm, she will stay with 
me from 7 am to 12 pm ... Then I started the 
real use of it [voice-based EMR system]. 
(1HD04) 
Especially at the process of using [voice-based 
EMR], we stay at the hospital and watching 
their [doctors] use, in which we talk to doctors 
about the problems they faced during the use of 
our product. We took notes carefully and will 
come back to our employees to find the 
solutions. (1IT02) 
IT staffs work with 
doctors and solve 
usage problems 
timely by their 
professional 
knowledge 
 
There is a long line at the reception desk [of 
the hospital] ... I saw she is using, then I come 
and want to have a try. (2P02) 
Others are using AI 
systems 
Referent 
power 
 
10.5 Findings 
Our findings from the three case studies reveal the power structures among stakeholders 
that influenced the adoption of AI in health care. Two power structures were identified: a 
knowledge-based power structure and a non-knowledge-based power structure. Knowledge-
based power structures are social powers related to knowledge and skills, such as expertise in 
AI, and include expert power, informational power, and referent power. Non-knowledge-based 
power structures refer to social powers relating to organizational behaviors, including reward 
power, coercive power, and legitimate power, and have no relation with personal knowledge and 
skills. Moreover, our findings show the relationship between the power structure and the 
learning algorithm ability of the AI system (see Table 10.5). 
As discussed in this paper, learning algorithm ability is defined as the arithmetic capability 
needed by an AI system according to its training objectives and training input data. For 
example, medical imaging and diagnostic AI systems have higher learning algorithm abilities 
than receptionist robot and voice-based EMR systems for several reasons. First, with respect to 
data volume, medical imaging and diagnostic AI systems use imaging data with larger data 
volumes and require higher algorithm capabilities. Second, with respect to data velocity, the 
acquisition of medical imaging data is slower. Third, with respect to data quality, medical 
imaging systems require large volumes of training data related to clinical case-taking, which are 
lower in quality compared with data related to clinical examinations (as discussed at Section 
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2.2). Finally, from the perspective of data diversity, medical imaging and diagnostic AI systems 
require more types of data and more complex data; thus, they need higher learning algorithm 
abilities. Table 10.4 shows the distribution of the four AI systems by training data and learning 
algorithm ability. 
Table 10.4 
Learning algorithm ability and training data of AI. 
Required 
training data 
input 
Receptionist 
robot Voice-based EMR 
Medical imaging 
AI Diagnostic AI 
Data 
format/details 
Text, voice, 
hospital 
background data 
Text, voice, clinical 
examination-related 
data 
Text, image, clinic 
case-related data 
Text, image, 
voice, clinic 
case-related data 
Data volume Small Small Large Large 
Data velocity Fast Fast Slow Slow 
Data quality High High Low Low 
Data diversity Low Low High High 
Level of 
learning 
algorithm ability  
Low Low High High 
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Table 10.5 
Mapping the relationship between learning algorithm ability of AI and power structure. 
Learning 
algorithm 
ability 
Low High 
 Receptionist robot Voice-based EMR Diagnostic AI Medical imaging AI 
Hospital X 
Informational 
power 
Expert power 
Referent power 
Coercive power 
Informational 
power 
Expert power 
Reward power 
Legitimate 
power 
Reward power 
Legitimate power 
Hospital M 
Informational 
power 
Referent power 
Expert power   
Hospital XL  
Informational 
power 
Expert power 
Reward power 
Legitimate 
power 
 
Power 
structure Knowledge-based Non-knowledge-based 
10.5.1  AI with low learning algorithm ability 
Findings from the three cases show that the power structure of stakeholders involved with 
AI systems with low learning algorithm abilities is knowledge-based, primarily informational 
power and expert power. We investigated two AI systems—receptionist robot and voice-based 
EMR. Voice-based EMR systems are staff-centric, while receptionist robots are patient-centric. 
Because the stakeholders involved with these two AI systems are different, the power structures 
should be discussed separately. We report the findings for each of the AI technologies below. 
10.5.1.1 Patient-centric AI 
Among the investigated AI systems, the receptionist robot was the only patient-centric AI 
in which the users were patients rather than doctors or other hospital staff. First, our findings 
show that a knowledge-based power structure was effective in facilitating patient use and that 
the knowledge and skills of different stakeholders influenced usage. For example, as seen in the 
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case of Hospital X, both IT staff and hospital service staff affected patients’ usage by regularly 
providing updates to the receptionist robot (i.e., expert power), while hospital staff provided 
tacit knowledge and usage skills (i.e., informational power). One patient commented, “I saw this 
robot; however, I don’t know how to use it [at first]. This guy [the gatekeeper at Hospital X] 
taught me” (1P01). Our observation of how the gatekeeper helped patients use the receptionist 
robot (1OB05) verified this tacit knowledge. During our observation of the updating process of 
the receptionist robot by iFlytek employees, both professional AI algorithm knowledge and 
hospital information resulted in the continual improvement of the receptionist robot (1OB06). 
The continual updating of the receptionist robot was mentioned by patients at both Hospital X 
and Hospital M as a primary reason for using the receptionist robot: “Now it [the receptionist 
robot] is smarter [than a few months prior], I would like to use it” (1P01) and “It makes it easier 
and quicker for us to see a doctor” (2P01). These comments imply that patients’ adoption 
behaviors are influenced by the expert knowledge of IT firm staff. 
Second, patient groups tended to seek a collective identity and were influenced by other 
users’ opinions (i.e., referent power), as mentioned by one of our informants: “There is a long 
line at the reception desk [of the hospital] ... I saw she is using, then I come and want to have a 
try” (2P02). 
In addition, besides the three knowledge-based social powers, coercive power was 
mentioned at Hospital X: 
In order to improve the patient acceptance of the voice-based AI receptionist robot, 
we organized a no-nurse day activity. Every Saturday, all nurses who are usually working 
at the hospital lobby are no need to work. Instead, AI receptionist robots will work at the 
hospital lobby to service patients. Of course, we [on-site staff] will have one or two people 
watching ... We suggested this activity and got supported by hospital managers. (IT02) 
This shows that patients were influenced by activities organized by both the IT firm and 
the hospital. However, this only occurred at Hospital X. Hospital M is a military hospital in 
which there was a low level of cooperative activities to publicly promote the receptionist robot, 
and it was difficult for IT providers to conduct product promotion activities. 
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10.5.1.2 Staff-centric AI 
Voice-based EMR systems were used by doctors in all three cases. The findings of our 
study showed that a knowledge-based power structure (informational power and expert power) 
was effective for AI systems with low learning algorithm abilities. Informal chats and frequent 
communications between IT staff and doctors (informational power) positively influenced the 
adoption of voice-based EMR. This is demonstrated by the following comment from an iFlytek 
informant who was responsible for adoption of the voice-based EMR at Hospital XL: 
First of all, when you [IT staffs] have free time, come to chat with them [doctors] 
more often, ask them whether they have been used recently, find out why it [voice-based 
EMR] is useless, or ask them what problems they found when they were used, so that we 
can solve the problems in time and improve the quality of products. (3IT01) 
Although the IT firm provided doctors with opportunities to be trained in a variety of 
ways, non-adoption was mentioned by doctors from Hospital X: “At first we felt awkward to 
use it. After our training, we feel unable to adapt to this method of work, so we still tend to 
adopt the original methods of work” (1HD03). After some false starts, doctors enthusiastically 
began to use the AI system. An important factor was the strategy used by IT staff to help doctors 
solve problems in a timely fashion. One doctor interviewee commented: 
Last year [at the beginning of adopting voice-based EMR system], they [iFlytek] had 
an employee stay at my office working together with me ... She [the on-site person from 
iFlytek] had a notebook and made notes every time I had problems using it [voice-based 
EMR system]. She showed me how to use [it] and helped me a lot on daily use ... For 
example, if I work from 7 am to 12 pm, she will stay with me from 7 am to 12 pm ... Then I 
started the real use of it [voice-based EMR system]. (1HD04) 
This view was also shared by respondents from the IT firm: 
Especially at the process of using [voice-based EMR], we stay at the hospital and 
watching their [doctors] use, in which we talk to doctors about the problems they faced 
during the use of our product. We took notes carefully and will come back to our 
employees to find the solutions. (1IT02) 
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The IT firm provided training (i.e., expert power) at Hospital X and Hospital M to help 
doctors use the AI systems. One doctor commented: 
They [iFlytek] have trainings for us, especially at the beginning ... it is very helpful ... 
and anytime they have updates of the system, they will have a small-scale training for us to 
let us know the new functions and changes. (1HD04) 
In addition, AI technology-related knowledge shared via social media between IT staff and 
doctors improved doctors’ understanding and adoption of AI. As mentioned by a hospital 
manager from Hospital XL: “I have their WeChat [social media] and can see their posts about 
the news of their products and AI frequently ... Then I know that this is a good and advantaged 
product which I would like to try” (3HM01). Compared with Hospital X and Hospital XL, 
Hospital M had infrequent use of informal methods such as casual visits from IT staff to inform 
doctors about updates to AI system or sharing of AI knowledge and news with doctors via social 
media (e.g., WeChat). While these methods were considered effective by staff in Hospitals X 
and XL, Hospital M’s status as a military hospital may have affected the use of informal 
methods, as implied by one respondent: “Most of us use formal means, such as from the initial 
bidding to the introduction of AI equipment later, mostly through formal meetings” (2HM01). 
Informational power was evident in Hospital X and Hospital XL, but not in Hospital M, which 
only involved expert power such as training, talks, and expert seminars. As one doctor 
interviewee mentioned, “IT firm people seldom come directly to our office ... Usually we meet 
at meetings” (2HD01). 
10.5.2 AI with high learning algorithm abilities 
The data from our three cases show that the power structures among stakeholders using AI 
with high learning algorithm abilities were non-knowledge-based, primarily reward power and 
legitimate power. We investigated two staff-centric AI systems—diagnostic AI and medical 
imaging AI. 
Rewarding doctors who frequently used AI and provided valuable feedback to improve the 
AI system was mentioned by one interviewee from the IT firm: 
At the first year, we organized marketing activities to facilitate the doctors’ use to AI 
... We set first prize, second prize and third prize to users who can contribute to the usage 
or improvement ... and counted by usage count and valuable feedback. (1IT03) 
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Doctors did not comment on whether they were influenced by rewards but did mention that 
neither hospital managers nor IT firm staff used coercive power such as penalties for failing to 
use the diagnostic or medical imaging systems: “Even if we don’t use it, nobody will punish us” 
(1HD01). Our observation of doctors using diagnostic and medical imaging AI systems showed 
that, although they can provide doctors with fast diagnostic advice, the use of these two systems 
was still at an early stage. Because both systems required doctors to input data manually, data 
input was a time-consuming process (1OB02, 1OB03). The diagnostic system and the original 
EMR system of the hospital XL were independent of each other and had not yet achieved data 
sharing. Doctors were not only required to input data into the EMR system but also into the 
diagnostic AI system, resulting in a doubling of the workload and a reluctance by doctors to use 
the diagnostic AI system [1OB03]. As one of the respondents from Hospital XL pointed out, “If 
I have many patients [appointments], I would not use diagnosis AI system” [3HD01]. 
Despite the fact that doctors were unwilling to use the system because of the extra 
workload, hospital managers exerted a legitimate power influence over doctors. Specifically, 
this involved holding weekly meetings for doctors to report on their use of diagnostic and 
medical imaging AI systems, including the frequency of use and any problems encountered. 
This kind of influence on doctors arising from leadership demands for reporting had a positive 
effect on doctors’ use of AI: 
Last year [at the beginning of adopting diagnosis AI], every week we [IT managers] 
had a regular meeting with doctors and hospital managers. During the meeting, the head 
of each department from the hospital attended. And, doctors need to report the use 
condition of AI products during the weekly meeting ... If they didn’t use, then they have 
nothing to report ... This gives doctors pressure to use the AI product. (1IT04) 
In addition, findings showed that when leaders modeled the use of medical imaging AI 
systems and assigned tasks developed jointly with the IT firm to subordinates, this effectively 
promoted the adoption of AI technology by young doctors: 
My supervisor has research collaboration with iFlytek, and they will study how to 
better train the medical imaging AI system in order to improve its accuracy. What I and 
other [young] doctors usually do is collect raw materials according to my supervisor’s 
requirement and provide to machine [AI] to learn ... Data annotation is also done by us. 
[1HD01] 
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Hospital M did not use any AI technology with high learning algorithm abilities provided 
by the IT firm. This may be because AI technologies with high learning algorithm abilities must 
be developed jointly with hospitals, and the professional knowledge of doctors is required to 
help improve accuracy. Hospital XL did not use a medical imaging AI system, which was 
mainly attributable to its hospital status. As a community hospital, the ability to diagnose 
complex conditions was limited; hence, there was no medical imaging department in the 
hospital. 
10.6 Discussion 
10.6.1 Summary of findings 
This empirical study of three hospitals in China and four AI systems found that social 
power as a factor affecting AI adoption was related to the learning algorithm abilities of the AI 
systems. The adoption of AI systems with high learning algorithm abilities in the health care 
sector was more susceptible to non-knowledge-based power factors such as reward power and 
legitimate power. Such powers are typically related to personal positions or organizational 
behaviors and are not related to specific knowledge possessed by employees. The adoption of 
AI systems with low learning algorithm abilities in the health care sector was more easily 
influenced by knowledge-based power factors such as expert power, information power, and 
referent power. Such powers influenced the adoption of technology mainly through the 
professional knowledge and skills of influencers, including tacit and explicit knowledge. 
These findings allow us to theorize about the social powers influencing the adoption of AI 
in the health care sector by considering the unique features of both AI and health care settings. 
We used the terms “expert strategy” and “boss strategy” to describe the broad power strategies 
involved with AI adoption and to further understand the relationship between the two 
overarching social power structures and the learning algorithm ability of the AI technology. 
Figure 10.4 illustrates the overall power strategies involved with AI adoption in health care. It 
positions the four investigated AI technologies, providing a better understanding of the adopted 
AI systems in health care for future studies. 
First, our study showed that both knowledge-based power and non-knowledge-based 
power among stakeholders can influence the adoption of AI in the health care sector. Previous 
researchers have studied hard and soft power influences on IT adoption in health care (Tong, 
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Tan, & Teo, 2017; Xu, Tong, Shaoyi Liao, Zhou, & Yu, 2018). The findings of our study show 
the consistent role of knowledge-based social power in influencing AI adoption. Social powers 
based on knowledge and skills pertaining to AI had a different effect to non-knowledge-based 
powers. Therefore, in our study, we classified the six social powers proposed by Raven et.al. 
(1998) into knowledge-based and non-knowledge-based power structures and further studied the 
influence of these power structures on the adoption of AI in the health care sector. 
Second, our study showed that the learning algorithm ability of the AI system should be 
considered when studying the adoption of AI. The adoption of AI systems with high and low 
learning algorithm abilities is influenced by different social powers. For example, the adoption 
of medical imaging AI systems is mainly influenced by reward power and legitimate power, 
while the adoption of voice-based EMR systems is mainly influenced by information power and 
expert power, such as informal training and knowledge sharing by IT firms via social media. In 
addition, our study found that the adoption of patient-centric AI systems (e.g., receptionist 
robots) is affected by coercive power, even though this system has a low learning algorithm 
ability. When studying the influence of social power on the adoption of AI, users should be 
differentiated according to their knowledge base. For example, patients are vastly different from 
doctors in terms of their medical knowledge. As found in previous research, doctors represent a 
stakeholder group with unique personal identity characteristics (Mishra et al., 2012). 
Third, our study showed the relationship between social power and the learning algorithm 
ability of AI. We used the terms “expert strategy” and “boss strategy” to describe the overall 
power strategies influencing AI adoption. Expert strategy refers to the phenomenon in which 
knowledgeable persons have a significant effect on AI adoption. In this situation, adopted AI 
systems are “lower” in intelligence, making them easier to accept and understand by users (i.e., 
doctors). Once the IT firm has provided relevant information on the use of an AI system (i.e., 
knowledge-based power), adopters can easily understand and learn the system. 
In contrast, boss strategy refers to the phenomenon in which individuals in high positions 
have a significant effect on AI adoption. In this situation, adopted AI systems are “higher” in 
intelligence, requiring doctors as medical experts to be involved in the design and development 
of the AI system. Therefore, the relationship between adopters and IT providers becomes more 
collaborative. As mentioned by one IT firm manager: 
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I think the relationship between some of the doctors and us [IT staffs] is both friends 
and enemies. When we interviewed the doctors in the CT department, we also said that we 
are both friends and enemies. At first, we worked together to do some work, then we helped 
you [doctors] improve [work efficiency], and then I [doctors] helped you [IT firm] mark 
some data, so that you [IT firm] can constantly improve the accuracy [of medical imaging 
AI system]. (IT02) 
Because collaboration with IT firms typically involved hospital managers rather than 
doctors (who were somewhat independent), the factors influencing doctors’ adoption of AI 
mainly originated from their supervisors. 
 
Figure 10.3. Power strategy matrix of AI adoption in health care 
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Figure 10.4. Understanding AI adoption and power strategy 
10.6.2 Contributions to research 
The findings of our study contribute to the existing social power theory as well as the 
research on the factors influencing IT adoption in organizations. The findings also answer our 
research question: How does social power among various stakeholders affect IT adoption in 
health care? 
Our study extends the existing understanding of social power theory in two ways. First, our 
study identified knowledge as an important issue, with social powers being differentiated into 
two groups—knowledge-based social power and non-knowledge-based social power. This is 
important for the adoption of AI based on learning algorithms. Our findings have generated a 
number of factors for future research on the adoption of emerging technologies with the ability 
to learn. The knowledge construct of social power is important to understand, and different 
types of social power can influence the adoption of IT in different ways. For emerging 
technologies with learning abilities, knowledge plays a more important role than ever before. 
Second, our study linked the categories of social powers involved in AI adoption to the 
level of learning algorithm ability. Through this empirical finding, we have contributed to social 
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power theory and aim to inspire further studies using social power theory to analyze the 
adoption of technologies, especially for emerging technologies with the ability to learn. It is 
important for researchers to consider the leaning abilities of emerging technologies when 
studying their adoption. Further, when using social power theory to study the influence of power 
on the adoption of technology, the characteristics of different users and organizations should be 
considered. As our findings show, patients are different from doctors, as are the social powers 
involved. 
Using the example of AI in health care, our study contributes to the research on the 
adoption of emerging technologies, which may assist other information system scholars to better 
understand the implementation of emerging technologies, which is different to that of traditional 
technologies. Although AI is only one example of emerging technologies, it is representative 
because of its learning ability. The learning algorithm ability of a technology should be 
considered when studying not only its adoption but also its post-implementation by future 
scholars. 
Finally, our study contributes to the previous research on the adoption of technology in the 
health care context by exploring the use of new AI technologies in health care. Previous 
research on technology adoption in health care has mainly focused on technologies such as 
EMR and health IT. However, with the development of emerging technologies such as AI, their 
adoption in the health care sector should be studied by scholars. Although the adoption of 
emerging technologies in health care has been left behind compared with other sectors, 
stakeholders such as doctors, hospital managers, government policymakers, and patients 
understand the importance for hospitals to adopt emerging technologies to improve the accuracy 
and efficiency of medical services. 
10.6.3 Implications and recommendations for managers 
Our study has implications and recommendations for IT firm managers with knowledge of 
AI systems and their learning algorithm abilities. Our findings suggest that IT firm managers 
should consider different types of learning algorithms when collaborating with hospitals and use 
different strategies of power. For example, for AI systems with low levels of learning ability, IT 
firms should consider influencing doctors by sharing AI knowledge through informal 
communications such as social media (e.g., WeChat) or solving problems by visiting doctors at 
their place of work. Moreover, our findings show that the boss strategy is suitable for the 
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adoption of diagnostic and medical imaging AI systems, while the expert strategy is suitable for 
the adoption of voice-based EMR and receptionist robot systems. For example, regarding 
diagnostic and medical imaging AI, the IT firm should consider increasing their collaboration 
with hospitals because hospital managers play a more important role than IT firms in promoting 
the adoption of AI. 
10.7 Conclusion 
In summary, our study found two social power strategies—the expert strategy and the boss 
strategy—that are suited to AI systems with different levels of learning algorithm ability when 
adopting AI in health care. 
Although our study has made several contributions to both research and practice, it has 
some limitations. First, in our three cases studies, only Hospital X used all four AI technologies, 
while the other hospitals only adopted two of the AI systems. This limits our findings from the 
data. In future, we call for more studies on the adoption of AI in hospitals using multiple AI 
systems. 
Second, we only investigated one patient-centric AI system (the receptionist robot), while 
the other three AI systems were staff-centric technologies. Therefore, this makes our findings 
less robust for understanding the differences between patient-centric and staff-centric AI 
systems. In future, studies should be done that focus on and compare patient-centric and staff-
centric AI systems. 
Third, given that we used social power as our theoretical lens, we did not consider 
governmental institutional factors. In China, health care is a public service that is influenced by 
the government sector; however, because we adopted a social power perspective, this 
institutional perspective was outside of the scope of this research. Therefore, we recommend 
that future researchers investigate government policymakers as stakeholders and explore the 
influence of power factors from the government sector. 
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Appendices 
Appendix 10AParticipant observation data sources. 
Cases Observations Observation 
code 
Observation 
Minutes 
Observation 
N 
Case 2: 
Hospital 
X 
Three doctors used the voice-based AI EMR 
system  
1OB01 60  1 
One doctor used AI-assisted medical imaging 
system 
1OB02 20  1 
One doctor used AI-assisted diagnosis system  1OB03 20  1 
Different patients or visitors interacted with the 
receptionist robot  
1OB04 60  1 
Two hospital service staff (such as the gateman) 
helped the patients on the use of receptionist 
robot 
1OB05 30  1 
Two iFlytek employees updated the receptionist 
robot 
1OB06 20 1 
Demonstration of AI-assisted diagnosis system 
that provided to visiting government officers and 
doctors from other Chinese hospitals, given by 
both doctors from Hospital X and on-site staff 
from iFlytek. 
1OB07 90  1 
Demonstration of all four AI systems provided 
by iFlytek’s vice CEO and expert guider at the 
exhibition hall in the iFlytek’s building. 
OB01 80*  1* 
Total minutes of Case 2   8 
Case 3: 
Hospital 
M 
Different patients or visitors interacted with the 
receptionist robot 
2OB01 60 1 
Demonstration of all four AI systems provided 
by iFlytek’s vice CEO and expert guider at the 
exhibition hall in the iFlytek’s building. 
OB01 80*  1* 
Total minutes of Case 3   2 
Case 4: 
Hospital 
XL 
One doctor used the voice-based AI EMR 
system 
3OB01 30 1 
Demonstration of all four AI systems provided 
by iFlytek’s vice CEO and expert guider at the 
exhibition hall in the iFlytek’s building. 
3OB02 80*  1* 
Total minutes of Case 4  110 2 
Total minutes of all three cases  470 10 
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Appendix 10BSecondary data sources 
Organization Sources 
iFlytek Conference presentation at World Artificial Intelligence Conference (Tao, 
2019) 
Conference presentation (iFLYTEK & Lu, 2019) 
Conference presentation at the Global AI and Robotics Conference (Tao, 2018) 
Conference presentation (Tao, 2017b) 
Academic conference presentation (iFLYTEK, 2019) 
TV program interview (CCTV2, 2018) 
Online media interview (Tao, 2017a) 
Official news of iFlytek (iFlytek, 2018a) 
Hospital M Official news of hospital M (H. Liu, 2017) 
Official news of hospital M (C. Liu, 2017) 
 
Appendix 10C: List of interview questions 
• What is your role? What are you responsible for? 
• How many AI systems have been used in this hospital? What are they used for? 
When are they adopted? How is the performance? 
• What are the challenges in the use of this AI system? 
• What do you think this AI can help you in work? 
• How do you use AI in your everyday work? 
• Do you attend any trainings regarding to the use of AI system? Why? If yes, how 
frequently and who provide the trainings? How the trainings affect your use? 
• Are you asked by the hospital, your leader, or the IT firm staffs to use this AI 
system? How? 
• When you use AI system, do you meet any problems? If yes, how do you 
overcome? 
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